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ABSTRACT 

The dramatic attitude changes experienced by individuals reporting near-death expenences 

have been widely acknowledged in professional publications and in the lay media. What is not 

hown, however, is whether individuals who merely read o r  hear about such expenences are 

irnpacted significantly. 

This study investigated the relationship between knowledge and attitudes c o n c e h g  near- 

death experiences and attitudes toward death in a community sample. AU of the findings are 

consistent with the theory that people interpret NDE material in a way that may C O ~ ~ I I  and 

strengthen, but does not radically change, their own established meanings of M e  and death. 

It was argued that NDEs are likely to have a continued impact on the institutions, beEefs, 

and practices of Nonh American society given the kelihood of  continued media attention and 

continued receptivity by the generd public. 

A recommendation was made that di health ure and counseliing professiona.ls dealing 

with issues of death receive instruction regarding NDEs. 
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INTRODUCTION - G e n e d  focus, objective, and mlmnce of thir study 

In our scientifically advmcing, Western Society the last several decades have been marked 

by both the advent of ever more effective technologies in the area of emergency medicai Gare and 

by the increased dissemination of information to the lay public on C.P.R and other "Me-saving" 

procedures. Along with these increasingly sophisticaîed and widespread skilis bave come a great ' 

number of first-hand accounts from individu& who believe that, for a short the, they had indeed 

experienced physical death. 

Yet other factors, in addition to improved resuscitative a r e ,  may be contributiag to the 

gowing number of these reports. An aging population and an increased opemess to d i ~ ~ ~ ~ s s i n g  

spiritual experiences. particuiady the growing openness towards near-death experiences, may 

have alsù contributed to the recent increase in number of near-death experiences experienced 

a d o r  reporteci over the iast several decades.. 

The lay media and, increasingly, the professional literature are now replete with 

descriptions of how these Near-Death Experienfes, or  NDEs, have afkted those individuals who 

believe they have "retumed" to lifh often claiming radicaliy changed attitudes toward Life and 

death. Apparently, the meaning of iïfe and death had been changed for these near-death 

expenencers (NDErs) (Moody, 1976; Noyes, 1980; Ring, 1980; Kason, 1994). However a 

related area, which remains v i y  unexplored, is whether individuals who come to know about 

NDEs second-hand, by hearing or reading about these acwunts, are affecteci by them and, if so, in 

what rnanner and to what extent. 

The objective of this study is to investigate the foiiowing questions: what are the 

knowledge and attitudes conceming NDEs displayed by the sample? Are these persons' 

knowledge of NDEs related to their attitudes toward NDEs, and; are these persons' knowledge of 

and attitudes toward NDEs reiated to their attitudes toward life and death (and, hence, the 

meaning that Me and death hold for these individuats) ? 

The relevance of resarch into the NDE knowledge and attitudes. and lire and death 

attitudes of 'non-near-death experiencerst, or non-NDErs, remains speculative. However. the 



importance of this topic is underscored by the potential association between information on NDEs 

and a belief in life after death. Such a belief may be closely related to attitudes toward death of 

self and others, and, indeed, to life attitudes (Greyson, 1992; Holcomb, Neimeyer, and Moore, 

1993; Ring 1980). If, for some non-NDErs, NDE information is found to impact upon belief in 

life after death, it may help to solid.@ or change the socially constructed mePning that life and 

death hold for these individuals. 

For these reasons, a sample of adults in the Toronto community was approached with the 

aim of investigating the effects, if my, of information about NDEs on Life and death attitudes. 

In order to pursue this h e  of research, it was necessary to review the literature on NDES, 

on death attitudes, and on the sociology and psychology of death and dying to cl- key 

concepts and findiigs. This information is found in professional journals and texts written by 

scholars of thanatology (the hidy of death and death-related issues), and by professionds 6 0 m  

the fields of health care, sociology, psychology, and religious studies. It will be necessary to 

outline the theoretical perspective taken in designing, implementing, and analyzing this research: 

this is done in the Review of Literanire section. It will also be necessary to describe the methods 

selected to masure the NDE knowledge and attitudes and also the life and death attitudes of 

participants. This information has generaily been acquired 6rom previously constructed measures 

published in professional j o d s  and is presented in the Methods section of this thesis. 

A review of the related literature on near-death experiences and on death attitudes 

foiiows- Included in this is an outline of the theoretical fiamework within which this research is 

situated. The chapter ends with a presentation of the specific reserrch questions for this study, 

complete with theoretically-based hypotheses. 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE: THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVE & KEY CONCEPTS 

The NDE phenomenon - a alimpr beyond life ? 

Historical examples of NDE-like expiences have been reporteci by religious scholars 

(Cressy, 1 996; Zaleski, l987), bistonans (Holck, 1 W8), and near-death researchers (Moody, 



1 976, p.67). Similarities have been noted between modem NDE accounts and ancient tems such 

as The Egyptian Book of the Dead, and the Tibetan Book of the Dead (Lorimer, 1995, pp. 165- 

72). Plato wrote about an NDE-like event in his tenth book of n e  Repblic (Saleski, 1996, p. 

78). The Bible, too, may contain references to NDEs (see Ii Connthians 12: 2-4, for example). 

NDEs have been reponed in many cultures (Lorimer, 1995, pp. 81-86). In the 

contemporary Western world they have been written about by authors such as Hemhgway 

(Audette, 1982), and experienced by popular figures such as aaor  Peter Sellers (Zdesk 1987, 

pp. 73-75) and even by renowned scientists such as C a .  Jung (Yates, 1995, pp. 10 1- 1 12). 

In keeping with the numerous historical and, especiaüy, modem NDE accounts, it has 

been estimated that as many as one-third of those who have come close to death have experienced 

NDE-like events (Gaiiop and Proctor, 1982; Greyson and Stevenson, 1980). Some NDE 

proponents suggest that individuals m t  reporting such an experience may have been affected by 

amnesics present in generd anaesthetics o r  by another means of repression of  the event, or  sirnply 

that such people didn't come close enough to dying t o  have an NDE (Harpur, 1991, pp.40-41). 

According to ND€ researcher Kenneth Ring, contemporary Near-death snidies essentially 

had their origin in the earty 1970's with the work of psychiatrist Russell Noyes (1984, p. 7). 

Noyes studied perrons who had experienced a "close brush with death" and set a precedent for 

future research in this area by conducting quslitative u i t e ~ e w s  with near-death survivors directly. 

At approximately the same time, Elizabeth Kubler-Ross, a psychiatrist already famous for her 

work with dying patients, began speaking openly about the NDEs repor t4  by patients she had 

interviewed. Kubler-Ross' growing popularity with the general public at this tune reportediy 

helped to set the stage for the tremendously well-received book Life M e r  Life by psychiatnst 

Raymond Moody in 1976, which has since mld millions of copies (Rîng. 1984, p.7). 

Moody iistened to the expiences of men and women who had recovered aller wming 

close to death. Some of these individuais w m  reported to have been pronounced dead by a 

physician (Moody, 1976, Kastenbawn, 199 1, p.3 1 7). In his text he includes acerpts  o f  some 50 

interviews, dong with his own observations on these "near-death expenences". a term he coined 

in the book (Ring, 1984, p.7). ïhanatologist Robert Kestenbaum credits Moody's book with 



"bringing the N E )  phenomenon out into the open" since "almost immediately" afler its 

publication, "other reports of NDEs appeared fiom rnany rources" ( 199 1, p.3 16). 

Individual accounts of NDEs continued to appear sporadically throughout the late 1970's 

and early 19801s, including several clinicd cases such as those reported by Sabom and Kreutager 

( 1977). During this time period, research Uito NDEs reflected an increased awareness of the 

importance of proper scientinc investigation. 

As the first real investigation of NDEs h m  a scientific point of view. Psychologist 

Kenneth Ring's Life At Death (1 980) showed that NDEs varied little across different conditions of 

age, gender, economic aatus, previous degree of religiosity, and near-death onset (i.e. 'cause' of 

MIE). These findings were replicated by Sabom (1982). Repons of NDEs were found to corne 

from many kinds of people, and in many types of situations (Kastenbaum, 1 99 1. p.3 1 8). 

While articles on NDEs started to appear more fiequently in the professional literature of 

medicine, psychology and philosophy,much controversy surf'aced over the interpretation of NDEs. 

In 1 98 1, the international Association for Near-Death Studies (IANDS) was established. 

It's contributions to this subject area include publication of a quarterly journal and the spoosorship 

of professional conferences on NDEs (Ring, 1984. p.9). 

Nineteen eighty-two marked the year in which poilaer George Gallop's work estimated 

that eight million Arnericans had personaliy had experiences classifiable as NDEs (Gallop Br 

Proctor, 1982). In so doing, W o p  effeaively legitimized the NDE as an authentic and 

widespread phenomenon (Ring, 1984,~. 1 0). 

Research during the 1980's concerned itseIf, much as it does currently, with issues such as: 

cross-cultural validation of the phenomenon; argumentative discussion of possible psychological 

and neurophysiological "explanations" for NDEs and; investigation into possible links between 

NDEs and other phenornena such as  Kundolini experiences. 

Various proposed explanations for NDEs wüi be addressed at a point fwther dong in this 

chapter. as will a more comprehensive dirussion of the apparent afier effects of NDEs on those 

reporting them. Presently, however, it is necessary to define the term NDE. 



Definina an NDE 

What qualifies an experience as an NDE ? Kastenbaum suggests that a person mua have 

been in a state close to death by Mme "reasonable" standard (1991, p.288). Typically, 

unresponsiveness to extemal stimulation and inabiiity to observe pulse or respiration are common 

objective criteria. 

More recently, researchers, including Kason (1994) and Greyson (1994). have argued for 

conceptualizing NDEs as being just one of a number of types of "spiritually transfomative 

experiences" (Kason and Degler, 1994) that may occur when physically or psychologically close 

to death. This view has been adopted by many leading researchers in the field of NDE studies 

(Kason, 1994). Accorâing to this view, pronouncement or even assumption of physiologicai 

death is not necessary for an individual to be understood as k i n g  had an NDE-like experience. 

Such phenornena rnay just as iikely occur to those narrowly escaping an automobile accident or to 

those having death-bed visions shortîy before they die (Callonan and &Uey, 1992). However, 

some N'DE scholan do distinguish between NDEs and other "facuig-death experkncps"0<ason 

and Degler, 1 994, p. 75). 

The current criteria for an NDEs, accepted by most MIE scholars, is based on the 

commonality of elements or stages in an individual's reporteci experience which determines 

whether, and to what depth, they have had a spiritually uansfomative experience. If the 

individual is viewed to have been physidy or (for some scholars) psychologidly near to death, 

then the term NDE-like experience or NDE nuy aloo be used. 

Raymond Moody provided the firrt deheation of a "complete" or "ideal" NDE (1976, p. 

2 1-22). In anaiyzing more than 150 interviews of individuals repotting an NDE, he identified 15 

elements that were cornmon to these accounts (Lunddû, 1993, p. 105). Accordhg to Mwdy, 

these 1 5 elements of a typical MIE include: (1 ) hearing oneself king pronounced dead or having 



a sense of being dead; (2) feeling a sense of peace and painlessness; (3) hearing rnusual sounds 

such as a ringing or buzzing noise; (4) having an outsf-body experience; (5) feeling time no 

longer has any meaning; (6) entering a dark tunnel with a bright light at the end; (7) tmeting 

others, often deceased family and fkiends, and having thoughts comrnunicated to them; (8) 

encountering a bright, white tight which radiates an akncornpassing love; (9) undergoing a me 

review; (1 0) having the feeling of being in touch with all biowledge, past and firme; (1 1) entenng 

a city of light; (12) encounte~g a boundary that may not be crossed if one is to return to the 

body; (13) returning to one's body, sometimes againa ones' will; (14) feeling that words are 

inadequate to describe the experience; ( 15) feeiing less afnid of death and aspects of personality 

transformation. 

Building on Moody's work psychologist Kenneth Ring's research led hirn to propose a 

theory describing a sequence for the typical or "mmplete" MIE. Ring suggests that there are five 

stages to the (affectively positive) NDE, with experiencers reaching each stage in a progressive 

manner. The five stages that have been proposed are as follows: (1) an affective component; 

(2) an out of body experience; (3) entering the darkness; (4) a white light experience and; (5) 

entenng the light (1 980). One or several of Moody's 'core' elements of the NDE may be present 

in each of Ring's stages. A review of recent research confinns that not al1 those reponing NDEs 

"reach" the fifth stage. In fact, NDEs rnay terminate at any one of Ring's stages (Lundahl, 1993). 

In general, Ring's first stage, the affective component, involves a feeling of peace and a 

sense of well being. No indication is given as to the temporal nature of this (nor any of Ring's 

stages). Persons describïng this stage may indicate that "there is shply no way to describe" the 

feeling or that they had a "feeling of total purce" with "no sadness, longuig or fm" (p. 47, 1980)- 

(2) The second stage, as proposed, involves the feeling of "detachment" fiom one's 

physical body. Many "NDEnM apparently daim they wuld clearly see their own body for some 

tirne jun subsequent to their detachment fiom it (autoscopic perception). Often, such people claim 

to have been "floating" above their body. Experiaicen u d y  indicated that this sepration 

process felt "naturai" with Little or "no feuw( p. 50, 1980). 

(3) "Entering the darkness" represents Ring's third stage. Here, the "darkness" is often 



described as a tunnel which individuais fkquently felt they "drifted" or "floated" through. Despite 

the often employed tunnel metaphor, this stage is repeatedly referred to as k i n g  "without 

dimension" (Ring, 1980, p. 53). 

(4) "Seeing the light" is indifative of arriving at Ring's fourth stage of the NDE process. 

Most ofien, a brilliant white Light" is described, k ing  "of ineffible beauty." Virtually al1 

experiencers felt codorted by and drawn to this source of Light which is almost always 

experienced as an intense feeling of unconditional love. It is interesthg that, in a majority of 

accounts, visions of religious figures were not reported. Howwer, in those ceses where they 

were reported, the dl-enwmpassing light was felt to be radiating âom this figure (p.56). 

(5) The fifih and last stage outlined in Ring's "ideai" NDE involves entering this white 

light. Individual reports, perceived by Ring as indicative of this stage, are quite varïed and hclude 

perceptions of unforgettable colours; lovely music; king greeted by deceased relatives and; being 

in "another world, where the light seems to have its ongin" (Ring, 1980, p.60). In addition, 

numerous experiencers believed that they had reached a border or point of no return just prior to 

being brought back to life on earth. Several of these people indicated that they had either chosen 

to retum to life (oflen for the sake of loved ones) or were told they were king 'sent back' 

At this stage, many ùidividuals felt as if they were allowed "just a peak" into what they 

invariably felt was "the hereafter." Several of those who had wished to stay reportedly expressed 

explicit resentment, at the tirne, for king brought back to life (Rawlings, 1979, p. 78). 

Moody's and Ring's finding were corroborated by cardiologist Michael Sabom (1982). 

Sabom also supportecl the accuncy of the repons of his subjects (NDEn) who reporteci 

autoscopic events (viewing one's own body) during the NDE. He noted that patients' descriptions 

of the specinc events ocaimng in the operating r w m  at the tirne of their reported N'DES were 

'ext remely accurate' ( 1 982). 

It should be noted that the aspects of NDEs mentioned above reflect generally positive 

near-death experiences. Although less cornmonly reported in the literature, negative or "heliish" 

NDEs have been reported (Rawlings, 1978). This thesis, however, will concern itself with the 

more widely known and so-ulled 'affêctively positive' NDEs. 



Explmations of NDEs 

Having given adequate deheation of the NDE in tems of it's subjective reality for the 

experiencer, we now briefly turn our attention toward several of the major explanations that have 

been presented in an attempt to explain the cause of NDE phenornena. 

(a) Gabbard and Twemlow's (1984) investigation confirmed that NDEs are very unlikely 

to be symptoms of mental iiness, since very few p p l e  who reported them ~ h w e d  sigos of 

psychopathology. Nor, they clah,  do NDEs have much similarity to dreams ( 1984)- 

(b) Anesthetics or dmgs of any sort have been mled out by numerous scholars as a 

potential "cause" of NDEs, partly because this phenomenon has occurred in many situations 

where anesthetics or drugs of any kind were not used (Ring, 1980, p.2 1 1; Habermas and 

Moreland, 1992, p. 95). 

(c) Siegal(1980) a s w s  that NDEs are a type of hallucination. He cites the work of Grof 

and Halifax ( 1 977) who suggest that the universal themes of imagery of NDEs may be related to 

stored memones of the birth experience (mcluding the peaceful feeiing of intrauterine existence; 

the movement down a dark tunnel before delivery etc-). Siegal posits that, since the amount of 

sensory input gettïng through to  the terminaliy il1 person is "Mcely to be diminished", this lack of 

external stimulation may encourage the release of nich stored mernories (p.920). However, in 

addition to the numerous ways that many NDEs do not wem to resemble birth memones (e-g., 

communicating with other 'beings'; floatùig above one's body etc.), Siegal's argument has other 

flaws. Many of those reporting NDEs ( h e r d e r  referred to as "NDEn") were not terminally iii 

(e.g., accident victims), and even arnong those who were, many M)Ers report having very vivid 

sensory input. Some even report4 what was king said and done to resuscitate their bodies 

(Sabom, 1982; Ring, 1980). 

ûther arguments against the birth experience hypothesis exist (Ekcker, 1984, pp. 154-62). 

Becker reviews evidence which indiates that new boms cannot focus on stable patterns well - as 

is reporteci by NDErs when they clairn to view beings, objects, and landscapes (Moody, 1976; 

Ring. 1980). As well, an argument is d e  that babies prior to birth, wouldn't see iight at the end 

of a tunnel - as is ffequently reponed by NDEn - due to the no& position of the head during 



birth, and to the enveloping nature of the birth canal around the babies body(Becker, 1984, p. 1 59). 

(d) The cerebrai anoxia hypothesis, pointing to a lack of oxygen to the brain as the caux  

of NDEs, represents perhaps the moa common physiological explmation previously offered in 

medical. psychiatric, and lay publications. However, this explanation is also lacking. There exists 

a signincant probability that not aii NDE experiencers' b r a i .  would be anoxic during the event, 

and also that widely varying states of oxygen deprivation would likely exist (e-g., those on whom 

C.P.R. was done versus those on whom it wasn't done). As well, many NDErs repon that their 

experience began suddenly, and was very vivid throughout the duration of the experience. Ai1 of 

these factors are inconsistent with a ferebral anoxia hypothesis. In the fïrst care, at the outset of 

most of these experiences, the brain would have adequate oxygen levels, so there would be no 

anoùa irnpetus to 'float' out of o d s  body. In the second case. the graddy diminishing oxygen 

levels in the brain should, according to the anoxia hypothesis, cause mentai functioning to 

dirninish or fade over the. Howeveq a gnat  many NDErs, some of whom had been "clinically 

dead" for several minutes, report the same intense clarity throughout the entire experience 

(Rawlings, 1979; Moody, 1988; E&ie, 1990; Kason, 1994). in addition, people who have 

experienced both anoxia and an NDE repon that their is an unmistakable difference. 

(e) The mon common interpretation of the NDE in the psychiatric Literature is that they 

represent a dissociative phenornenon (lnnn, 1993, p. 95). 

In general, dissociation involves the separation of mental processes such as feelings, and 

sensations, fiom rnainstream conJciousness. It is thought to be relatively common during very 

traumatic events. Often NDEs are identifieci with depersonaiization, a type of dissociation which 

involves an altered sense of  seif (p. 97). However, as Invin has poùited out, "it is arguable that, in 

phenomenological tams, a perron having an NDE does not have an aitered sense of identity." 

Many NDErs report very dear impressions of (the m e )  self identity, although this self identity is 

no longer associated with cumm body sensations (97). Therefore, depersonabtion seems an 

inadquate description of the processes involved with NDES. 

As proponents of the dissociation model, Ring and Rosing (1990) suggest that NDErs 

may develop a dissociative coping style due to a traumatic cMdhood (common among NDErs). 



These authors fiuther suggest that thox individuals who have NDEs may use dissociation as a 

response to trawnatic (e-g., lXe threatening) events. However, the in psychologin Harvey 

Invin's ( 1993) midy did not display any diffèrene fiom non-NDEn in proneness to dissociation. 

These defensive psychological reaction theories also have difficulty adequately explaining 

so d e d  'negative' NDES in which the individual reports a very nighte&& ofien p e r w d y  

temfjmg. vivid and detailed experiene. Such an experïence would be difficult to clas@ as a 

psychological defence against the anxiety of death. 

Taken as a whole, the aiment literature does not provide persuasive evidence that NDEs 

represent examples of dissociation nor examples of wishfùi thinking. 

( f )  The theory that the M)E is simply a reflection of our psychological expectation of 

what death will be like, that it is wi- thinking, also has been s h o w  to be inadequate. One 

version of the depersonalizaîion explmation of NDEs includes the a s m p t i o n  that NDEs are a 

product of wishful thinking. However, Moody has indicated right fiom his initial work on NDES, 

that many individuals emphasized how uniike their experiences were to what they had been led to 

expect based on any discussion tbey had beai exposed to (about heaven etc.) during their lifetime 

(Ring, 1980. p.209). Additionally* the wide variety of individuals who report NDEs, and the vast 

number of different 'causes' of theù experiences make it seem unlikely that they would ail have 

such relatively similar experiences b w d  sole& on some wishfid perception of an &erüfe. 

Ring has outlined several of the di&ulties that the previously disaissed theories have in 

providing a valid explmation for the NDE phmornenon. One of the more interesthg points r a i d  

by Ring is the fact that none of these explanations (at lem in their matenalinl reductionin foms) 

can account for one. albeit rare* as- of NDEs: the perception of "seing, on the other side" a 

deceased relative whom the dying person does not h o w  is dead (Ring, 1980, p.207-209). 

Without such knowledge before his or her N D E  why would the NDEr see only this penon ("on 

the other side") during the experience, and not others whom the NDEr also presumes to be alive? 

(g) More recently, various neurobiological models have been offered as explanations of 

NDEs. Jansen's (1996) 'glutamate hypothesis of the N'DE' d e t d s  how opiate-like endopsychosins 

may block the flood of toxic glutamate in a cnsis situation. He f e l s  that this blocirage, especially 



in frontal-temporal lobe sites of cognition and perception wch as the hippocampus, could cause 

NDEs. Jansen's hypothesis is supported by research that shows that. by nimulating the temporal 

lobe with, for example, the dmg Ketamine. some aspects of NDEs can be replicated. Some 

researchers beiieve that the psychological stress of believing oneself to be near to one's da th  may 

cause the natural stimulation of key centres within this lobe- 

Temporal lobe funaion does, indeed, appear to play a role in NDEs. However, 

proponents of this theory have dficulty explainhg why NDErs should expenence intense, 

positive feelings of calm and love when emotions resulting from temporal lobe stimulation can 

sometimes be feu, sadness, and loneliness or a less intense positive experience than NDEs. 

Chilean researchers Saavedra-Aguilar and Gomez-Jeria (1989) may agree with Jansen 

regarding some role for temporal lobe firing. They extend Cam's (1984) suggestion that 

endogenous opioids play a key role in NDEs. They posit that the ventricular surface of the central 

grey area of the brain is likely involved, since this area contains the brain's highest density of 

endogenous opioids. 

As an extension to their neurobiological mode1 Gomez-Jena and Saavedra-Aguilar 

attempt to explain the mechanism whereby some MlEn are able to recoilect real events occurring 

in their environment d u ~ g  the experience (e.g.. what a doctor did or said etc.). They cite Kulli 

and Koch's (199 1) study, which suggests that, d u ~ g  anesthesia, 1 to 75 percent of patients 

display variable leveis of awareness to the environment, although most have no recoiiection of this 

upon awakening . Accordhg to these authors, the NDEr integrates environmental stimuli, which 

they believe may be unconsciously perceptible to the individuai, into a coherent personal 

hypothesis, or belief about the events as they are taking place during the experience ( 199 1. p.83 ) 

They suggea that the various processes of leaming, memory of events memories of personal 

beliefs (e.g., religious beiiefs) u.86) and verbal nuictioning may be operating so that the 

individual unconsciously creates this memory of events, including visuo-kinaesthetic and verbally 

created 'memories' (e-g., viewing one's body fiom above). Aspects of this story are then 

confirmed by generaiiy surprised observers which reuiforces the subjects' belief in the objective 

validity of aif of the 'events' of bis or her story (p. 86-87). According to Norton and Sahlman, 



such 'consensus' would serve to reinforce one's confidence in the validity of one's still-developing 

attributions ( 1995, p. 169). 

Cardiologia Michael Sabom (1 982) would undoubtedly take issue with Gomez-Jeria and 

Saavedres-Aguiiar's above theory. As previously stated, he found that a number of NDErs 

accounts of the events occurring at the Ume of their reported NDE (resuscitation effons etc.) 

were, indeed, accurate when compared to hospital records and staff members recoktions. He 

further stated that rnany of the specific detaiis provided by NDErs could not have been obtained 

through guesswork or prior knowledge of CPR As well, In contrast to Gomez-Jeria and 

Saavedres-Aguilar, Sabom feels the N'DE : 

"bears no resemblance to the nightmarish experiences reported by inadequately 
anesthetued patients. Wsual details of an operation are not later retrievable by hypnosis 
from the subconscious rninds of patients who had been anesthetued" (p. 80). 

Sabom, thus, believes that autorcopic perception rnay be authentic; that m e  kind of split 

between mind and body may mur at points of significant perceiwd trauma (1982). This 

perspective does not preclude the possible role of endogenous opioids, nor opiate-like 

endopsychosins acting in the temporal lobe or elsewhere, in this process. 

(h) Psychiatrist Lawrence Wde (1994) begins his article on NDEs by pointing out that: 

"ancient mystical traditions, most notably kundalini yoga, describe an anatoinical 
comection with the mystical that closely corresponds to a httle known structure in the 
central nervous system d e d  Reissner's fibre. NDEs and their aftereffects are similar to  
the experiences described as hiaddini" (p. 134). 

Wile identifies Reissner's fibre as "a hoiiow (italics addeâ) glycoprotein fibre, originating from a 

structure just below the pineal gland called the subcomrnissural organ, that travels down the 

central canal of the spinal cord and ends at the terminal venuide (p. 136). This authofs 

"speculative neural modelw postdates thot "near-death and other mystical experiences remit fiom 

direct awareness of the quantum mechanical activity of Reissnef s fibre" (p. 134). 

Wile's specific postulates on the possible mechanism of action involving Reissner's fibre in 

NDEs and related mystical experiences are rather speculative, at present, and rest upon recent 

research in quantum theory, particularly bozon condensation @. 139-141). Wbile beyond the 



scope of this thesis, this line of research may serve to advance our understanding of the 

neurophysiological processes involved in NDEs and other mystid expeences- 

Wile's theory seems to mesh weil with other neurophysiological explanations of NDEs. 

He indicates that the xrotonergic neurons originating fiom the dorsal raphe nucleus are Wtely to 

interact with Reissner's fibre (p. 139). The dorsai raphe nucleus, which is the cite of L.S.D. 

action, has been proposed as playing a key role in NDEs by some authors (Morse, Veneçia, and 

MMeh, 1989). In addition, Wiie's model rnay be in line with the reservch of Saavedra-Aguilar 

and Gomez-Jeria (1989) who emphasize the role of endogenous opioids in neardeath and related 

mystical experiences. Wde points out that it is WEely that Reissnefs fibre interads with the brain's 

endogenous opioids, since fibrils corn Reissner's fibre contact the venvicular d a c e  of the 

central grey area of the brain, an area dense with endogenous opioids (p. 139). Hippocampal 

hMDA receptor blockage by endopsychosins has also been implicated in NDE processes 

(Jourdan, 1995). 

As Wde himself points out, Reissner's fibre, as "the focus of a converging sensory system", 

could provide a biologicai b a s  for Jung and Pauli's theory of synchronicity and rnysticd 

experiences (p. 1 3 8). 

Whether or not his specific postdates on quantum theory and the specific action of 

Reissner's fibre prove to be correct or not, it does appear that Wde has made a strong case for the 

involvement of Reissner's fibre in the production andor perception of NDEs and perhaps other, 

similar phenomena. 

(i) J. Kenneth Amette (1 995) presents an interesthg "theory of essence" which, he claims, 

may solve Descarte's problem of explaining the mechanism for mincilbody interaction in his 

(Descarte's) theory of mindhody duaijty. Amette argues that aii of the properties of the non- 

physicaî body (or "essence, as he tenns it) described by NDErs in Moody's (1975) study can be 

accounted for by his electromagneticquantum mechanical model of NDEs. 

Amette proposes that the humui king is composed of two parts: body and ewnce 

(1992). Accordhg to this author, the essence is "that part of the person that h v e s  the death 

of the body" (p. 80). The essence is believed to be composed of a substance other than known 



matter and thus not subject to many of the physical laws of this univers, such as gravity or other 

constraints on motion. 

We may sumxnarize Amette's theory in the following rnanner: the essence is believed to be 

the driving force for cognition, or thought. The essence and the body, via the b r h  interact in a 

simiiar fashion as two electromagnetic dipoles, each with its' own electromagnetic field 

iduencing the other (p. 92). In this manner, "the body detects electromagnetic, auditory, 

thermal, chernical, and mechanical irifonnation and transforms it via the penpheral and central 

nervous synems into an electromagnetic energy pattern in the brain" nom which the essence can 

obtain (electromagnetic) information. 

Amette proposes that, in some manner, the biological tiinctioning of the body creates an 

electromagnetic force, which unites the essence and the body together. He reminds us that the 

neural impulses of our centrai nervous systems are electromagnetic field pulses (p. 87), and thus 

suggests that the essence may be a spatiaily extended electnc field (p. 88) which, upon physical 

deatb is disengaged fiom the body, and may travel elsewhere (p. 80). 

Finally, Amette proposes an experimentai test of his theory. He suggests equipping 

hospital operating rooms with devices that can detect and localùe electromagnetic fields. In the 

event a patient subsequently reports ha* an ND€ (especiaily if viewing the body from above 

one's body is reported) such devices cwld be checked for electromagnetic field changes dunng 

the operaiion. 

b e t t e ' s  model may prove to be symbiotic with Wie's. It lacks a specific physiological 

mechanism for action which rnight be Wed by a model similar t o  Wile's. In a corollary manner. 

Wiie's theory is advanced by Amette's expianation, as one interpraation of how quantum 

mechanical p ~ c i p a l s  may be used to  explain the mechanism(s) by which NDEs are possible (in 

this case, from a dudistic perspective, where muid and body are separate entities which interact 

during life and separate at death). 

(j) Al1 of the above neurobiologicai models may be consistent with the kundalini model of 

NDEs, which is favoured by many conternponry scholan in the field of NDE studies, including: 

Greyson (1994), Kason (1994), Ring (1995), and others. 



According to this model, kundaiini awakening is the biopsychspiriitual mechanism 

underlying mystical experiences, including NDEs (Kason, 1994). Although a complete deiiniation 

of the hamdaiini model is beyond the scope of this thesis, briefly stated. kundalini awakening is 

"the awakening of latent spintual energy" (Kason, p. 143). As Kason States: 

The basic prernise underlying the modem hundalini hypothesis is that there exias a yet 
unidentiiïed life energy present in ail living creatures.. . .This subtle. intelligent life energy - 
vivifies each human cell, and circulates through the nervous system to  the brain, providing 
psychic &el and the substance of consciousness for Our rninds. Under certain conditions, a 
normally donnant potential mechanism is activated (1994, p. 149). 

The mechanism, activated by this Life energy, leads to central nervous synem and brain centre 

activity, which appears to explain, very well, the physiological and psychological effkct s which 

NDErs repon during and even much after their near-death experiences. Furthemore. the 

progression of central nervous system activation, as outlined in the kundaihi model. may 

correspond well with the stages of NDEs as identified by Moody (1 W6), and Ring ( 1980). In 

addition, because the kundalini mechanism can also be activated during meditation or intense 

prayer, this can explain why people also repon NDE-like expenences in non-Me-thmatenhg 

situations (Kason., 1994, p. 156). 

It therefore appears that the kundaiini model rnay hold much promise for understanding 

the processes and aftereffêcts of NDEs and other mysticsl or transfomative expenences. 

(k ) The explanation overwhelmingly offered by those who report NDES, is that they are 

genuine glimpses into a life &er death (Moody, 1975; Rawlings. 1979. p.45-46; Ring, 1984; 

Kason, 1994). Despite the apparent subjectivity of the expenence, most 'experiencers' are 

adamant about the very definite objective. if unmeaairable, reality of the event (Ring, 1980; Grey, 

1 985, p. 72; Harpur, 199 1, p. 38; Kason, 1994). Interestingly. the most recait, and theoreticdy 

insightful, avenues of explanation for NDEs, such as Wiie's and Amette's theories, as weli as the 

Kundalini model, l a v e  open the possibiliry thDt NDEs are, inded, objectively valid insights into 

what happens as the hurnan body dies. and, possibly, what happens after bodily death. 

Numerous authors such as Maurice Rawlings (1979), Margot Grey (1985), Raymond 

Moody (1988). Melvin Morse (1993), and Yvonne Kason (1994) report that they have been 



persuaded that NDEs represent evidence of some form of sunival aAer death. 

At the present t h e ,  no comprehensive causal interpretation has been proposed that can 

unequivocally explain away the MIE phenornenon (hg, 1984, p.10). This fact lends funher 

support to the argument for regardhg NDEs as valid empirical occurrences and examining NDE 

issues fkom an existentid perspective. 

Effects of NDEs 

The work of Moody, Ring and others established early on that NDEs seem to have a 

powerful effect on many suMvors (Kastenbaum, 1991, p.3 18). 

In the late 1970's Russel Noyes investigated and categorized the general attitude changes 

typical of someone who has reported an MIE (1980). Ring (1980, pp. 143-1441, Flynn (1982), 

Greyson (1983), and Sabom (1982, p. 132), have, iikewise, identified self-reported changes 

characteristic of individuals &er an NDE. 

Accordmg to Noyes (1 980), the attitude changes reported by NDErs seem to be quite 

favourable, and include: (1) a reduced fear of death; (2) a feeling of special importance or destiny; 

(3) a belief in having received the special favour of God or fate; (4) a strengthened belief in 

continued existence beyond life on eanh, (5) a more accepting attitude toward uncontrollable 

events, and; (6) a sense of relative invulnerability (of the non-physical self, one presumes). To this 

lia Flynn adds: (7) a strongly increased ConCern for and a desire to help others; (8) a feeling of 

urgency and reevaluation of prioritia including a significant deaease in the value p k e d  on 

matenal items, and; (9) more tolerance and empathy conceming others (Flynn, 1982, pp. 3- 14). 

These effects may be mon pronouncd for people who have had intense, or 'deep' NDES 

(Kastenbaum, 199 1, p. 3 1 8). 

This line of investigation is quite noteworm, in that R provides evidence that attitudes 

toward life and death mey be altered by pmnal ly  experiencing an NDE. The pattern of attitude 

change, so describeci by Noyes, Flynn and others might prove signifiant in establishing a 

framework for understanding the attitudes of respondents in this study. 



Despite their suggested long standing prevalence (one-third of those near to death arc said 

to repon having experienced ND€-like events: Gailop and Proctor, 1982) academic research h o  

hDEs has only taken place since the 1970's. While ofien ditncult t o  ver@ an individual's 

proximity to death, this research suggests that a wide varieîy of people reporting NDEs seem to 

mention a s i d a r  pattern of events which may be classified into five 'typicd' stages. 

At present, no adequate explanation has been developed to M y  account for the physical 

nature of N'DES. However, several promising neurobiological - quantum mechanical models have 

recently been posited which, being comphentary to the Kundahi model, may serve as a basis 

for such an understanding. Thex models neither discount nor champion the possibility that NDEs 

are O bjectively valid experiences. 

Scholars have noted a nurnber of common after effects in NDErs d e r  their experiences. 

ït is not known whether merely hearing or reading about NDEs would have shdar &er effects (if 

any at dl). This study aspires to begin to answer this and related research questions. 

STUDIES OF TEE KNOWLEDGE & ATTITUDES 
OF SPECIFIC POPULATIONS REGARDING NDEs 

As it is used in research literature on the subject, having "knowledgeM regardhg M)Es 

refers to being f d a r  with the mort commonly reported features of Near-Death Experiences, 

including the validity of various explanaiions and correlater, comrnon patterns of events and 

stages reponed during an experience, and typical after effects. 

A review of the literature produced a number of articles exarnining the attitudes toward, 

and/or the "knowledge" of NDEs in various populations. Each of these studies is summarired 

here and key findings are highlighted. 

It should be noted that there seem to have been several distinct thrusts in this h e  of 

research. The earliest attempts to characterize non-NDErs' kaowledge a d o r  attitudes 

conceming NDEs were relatively unstructured and non-uniform. A variety of individual questions 



were asked, but no validated scales were developed to assess knowledge or attitudes. The 

statistical analysis of these questionnaires, and the theoretical discussion of the findings were 

generally superficial. Such early attempts included the work of Oakes (1981). Royse (198S), 

Hayes and Orne ( 1990, on research conducteci in 1983), and Hayes and Waters (1989). 

A second line of research in this area involves the use of the NDE knowledge scale and the 

NDE attitudes sale developed by Nina îhomburg (1988). These sales, while possessing some' 

imperfections (discussed later), represented the 6rst major attempt to create a widely usable 

measure (applicable, at least, to nurses) using commonly accepteci procedures for instrument 

construction and validation. Authors using Thomburg's d e s  or, more commoniy, parts of these 

scales include: Linda Bamett (1 99 l), Linda Hutton Moore (1994); Walker and Russell ( 1989); 

and Walker, Bechtel, Chen , and Pierce (1 992). 

A third, distinct, iine of research into non-NDErst attitudes conceming NDEs has been 

that of d a n  Kellehear and coileagues. This research was unique in several ways including: its 

focus on 'cornmunity' attitudes (although not knowledge) conceming N'DES; its direct iaquiry into 

respondent explanations of NDES, and; its attempt to detennine possible respondent reactions to 

(behaviour in response to) hearing an NDE account fiom someone they knew. 

Earlv studies 

Oakes 

Between 1975 and 1978, AR Oakes (198 1) investigated the attitudes of 30 critical care 

and emergency nurses toward "neardeath phenornena" (p. 74). These nurses were asked to give 

their reactions to andotal uises involving NDEs. Open-ended responses ranged fkom complete 

disbelief and scepticism to farination and intense interest in learning more about the topic, with 

"the largest group of survey r*umsM showbg the latter, more positive attitude protile. 

This author also points out that "nurses who reviewed NDE cases in which the s u ~ v o r  

req uened anonymity and confïdemiality unanimously admitteci their relief of any obligation to 

pass dong the report." Such a statement underscores the fact that these nurses questioned how 

NDE repons would be received by other health care professiods, and perhaps indicstes sorne 

degree of personal andfor sociai rcpticism regarding the validity of these reports. 



Royse 

David Royse (1985) gathered idormation from 

19 

174 clergy (70% response rate) from the 

rnid-western United States on  the^ knowledge of and their attitudes toward "the" near-death 

experience. A questionnaire was designed by the author, pilot tested, and then slightly revised. 

Participants were asked to indicate their sources of knowledge about NDEs by stating whether 

anyone had ever confided an NDE to hem, and by i n d i c a ~ g  which, of a number of popuiar 

books on the subject, they had read. 

Asking which of a given iin of books respondents had read on the topic doesn't allow for 

consideration of books or articles not listed, not to mention material aquired through the 

audiovisual media or from courses taken on death and dying. Perhaps respondents should have 

been asked to List any materiai they had r a d  on the topic ancilor a question might have been 

included, soliciting from which, of a wider range and types of possible sources, the respondent 

had received knowledge about MIES. 

Thirteen percent (13%) of respondents in Royse's study reported that they had had an 

NDE themselves. Although this may be significant, in t e m  of the respondents' knowledge of 

NDEs, we do not know how rich these 'experiences' were. Researchers (Greyson, 1994) have 

s h o w  that depth of NDE is an important variable in ternis of attituâe changes seen in NDErs. 

Skty-nine percent (69%) of respondents indicated that they beiieved that "the majority of 

those confiding an NDE to them were more religious than kfore  they had this experience." 

Royse aiso found that 5 1% of respondents felt that their own religious convictions had 

been strengthened by hearing of or reading about NDEs; with two-thirds (66%) of those who had 

personally heard at leas one N E  accotmt having their religious conviction strengthened, 

compared to only 4% percent who had not persorMy heard a NDE account. Further, 69?% of 

respondents who had read at least one book on NDEs considered their religious convictions to 

have been strengthened by the subject, while only 46% of those who had not actually read any 

books on NDEs considered their religious convictions to have been strengthened by the subject 

Eleven percent (1 1%) of respondcnts "tiequedy", and 48 percent "occasionally" found 

the discussion of NDE descriptions to k comforting to the dying or to those grieving. However, 



only twenty-four percent (24%) of the sample indicatated that they introduce the topic of NDEs 

with the dying or bereaved either "fiequently" or "occasionally". 

Sixty-three percent (63%) of respondents felt that the ben explanation for NDEs (of a 

number of choices) was that they were "actual glimpses of the aflerlife", while 29?! felt that the 

bea explanation was " psychological" in nature. Unfortunatel y though, Royse provides no 

objective measure of respondents' knowledge about NDEs to which he could relate this finding. 

Eighty-three percent (83%) of respondents who had heard at least one NDE described 

their own fear of death to be low, while only 64% of those who had not heard an MIE describeci 

their fear of death to be low. 

In terms of comforting the dying and grieving, 73% of respondents who had read at lean 

one book on NDES. and 73% of thox who had personally heard at l e s t  one N'DE found the topic 

to be comforting to dying or grieving persons in counseiiing; as opposed to SV? of those who 

hadn't read any NDE books, and 34% who hsdn't pemnally heard an NDE -- these respondents 

"seldom" or "never" found the topic to be comforting to  these people. 

Hayes and Orne 

In 1983, Evelyn Hayes and Roberta Orne (1 990) investigated nurses' knowledge of and 

attitudes toward NDEs. A convenience sample of 1600 was drawn fiom registered nurses in six 

acute çare and two comrnunity health care settings in the Eastern United States. Nine hundred 

and twelve self-admùùstered, invenigator-developed questionnaires were mnpleted, for a 

response rate of 6 1%. Ninety-seven percent (97%) of the sample was fernale and approximately 

h d f  were less than 29 years old. 

Respondents were asked whether or not they were "familiar with the phenomenon NDE". 

Nurses who were farniliar with the phenomenon of NDE were instnicted to complete a 20 item 

questionnaire which " asked questions regarding perception of knowledge, measured extent of 

knowledge, elicited attitudes about NDE(s), and identified appropriate nursing interventions." 

Nurses who were "not famiiiar with or not sure about the phenomenon of N'DE" were 

directed to read a scenario of the NDE and then respond to questions assessing th& attitudes, 

and then were challenged to indicate interventions such a patient might need. 



The authors assume content validity for their instrument, in that persons "howledgeable" 

about NDE(s) provided input at every nage in its development. Test-retest reliability conducted 

with 30 graduate nunïng midents was 0.9 1, which was deemed to be satisfactory. 

Of the 70% who ïndicated familiarity with NDEs, 15 perceived the extent of their 

knowledge to be "extensive" or "very extensive", while 55% perceived their NDE biowledge to 

be moderate. Total lacnial' NDE knowledge scores were calculateci, and 90% of respondents 

scored 8 or below (out of a possible 16). Hence, the authors conclude that "perceived N'DE 

knowledge of the nurses was not validated by the actual knowledge scores. 

Participants were asked an open-ended question which solicited their attitudes toward 

NDEs. Responses were categonted as: curiosiry (50 %); befief (37 %);  pir ri ru al (3% ); disbefief 

(3 %); physiofogicaf (1 %) and; orhet (6 %): unfortunately though, the authors f d  to mention 

just what these "orher" responses are. 

When asked for their interpretation of an NDE, 4 1% felt it was spintual in nature, 12% 

indicated it was a physiologid response, 7% interpreted it as a psychic expenence (the meaning 

of which is unclear), and 3 1% said they simply didn' t have any idea. 

In terms of their sowces of knowledge about NDEs, 40% indicated that the "lay media" 

(including television, radio, newspapem, and magazines) were their predominant sources. The 

second most fiequently cited source was "patients and patients' relatives", followed by "nursing 

education", "professional journal or text", "other", and "colleague". Unfortunately, no indication 

is given of how many respondents reportai obtaining idormation f?om these sources. 

A Pearson product moment correlation was caiculated between total 'actual' knowledge 

score and "attitude" toward NDEs (presumably meaning 'positiveness' of attitude toward NDES); 

the correlation was 0.2205, a relatively low comlation but stili signincant beyond 0.001. 

Ifowever, it is not ciear what these researchers used to represent respondents' positive attitudes 

toward MIES. Positive amtudes may have been compriseci of responses such as "curiosity", 

" spiritual" and "belief' on the open-ended question probing attitudes toward NDEs. 

Altematively, positive attitudes may have been derived fkom respondents' lists of interventions 

they would use with NDE patients - with positive attitudes being taken to  mean thor responses 



that were "judged to be supported by at least 2 persons 'knowledgeable' about NDEs" (although 

w ho su ch " know ledgeables" were remains unclear). 

Finally, it may be noteworthy that % percent of this (1 983) semple did not feel adequately 

infoxmed about the phenomenon and its impücations for practice, and wished to l e m  more. 

These researchers maintain that dam fkom their study will facilitate the design and h p l e m d o n  

of N'DE educational programs designed to meet the needs of nurses and students. This assertion 

is signifiant, in that this research thesis may help to indicate whether or not patients beheve it to 

be necessary for nurses to  be "prepared and willuig to  di~cuss NDES", thereby offering an 

indication of the need for such prograrns for nunes (and others) in the place. 

Hayes and Waters 

Evelyn Hayes later CO-authored a study with Linda Waters (1989) that examuieci health 

care providers' knowledge OS and attitudes toward, NDEs. A se~adrninistered, invenigator- 

developed questionnaire [adapted fkom the one used in the 1983 study by Hayes and Orne (1990)J 

was distributed to a combineci toul of 1 400 randomly selected, registered nurses, physicians, and 

ctergy; 578 usable questionnaires were retumed for an o v d  renim rate of  41%. While 68% of 

solicited nurses returned questionnaires, oniy 1 T ?  of physicians, and 3 5% of clergy did Likewise, 

limiting our ability to genenlize the hdings for these luter two subgroup. 

Content validity of the revised questionnaire was detezmined to be "moderately hi@" by a 

panel of three "experts" (experts in the study of NDEs, one presumes), but may have been higher 

in its final f o m  as revisions suggested by this panel of experts were inwrporated into it. The 

questionnaire was pilot tested with a small group of health care providers, and the test-retest 

reliabiiity coefficient was 0.9 1. The instrument was judged to be "appropriaten for the study. 

As with the study by Hayes and Orne, respondents in this study were asked to  complete 

one of two forms, depending on whether they were "famiiiar with the phenomenon of the near- 

death experience." As may be mie with other studies (e.g., Hayes & Chne, 1990; Waker & 

Russeli, 1989; Bechtel & coworkers, 1992), there may have been rome uncertainty regardhg the 

meaning of a near-dcath experience; no indiution is giwn by these autbors as to whether any 



attempt was made to explain or define what they considered "the NDE" to be- 

Twenty-five percent (25%) of respondents indicated that someone they knew. either a 

family member, a fi-iend, or a client believed they had expetienced an NDE. Compared to those 

familiar with N'DES, subjects unfamiliar with them tended to be older, to have been away fiom 

formal educational programs for more years, and not to have had formal course work or 

continuing education courses in death education. No aatistical analysis is provided to infonn us 

fiirther about these "tendencies." 

In d l ,  70% of respondents indicated " f~ l ia r i ty"  with the near-death expenence. By 

subgroup, 76% of clergy, 6% of nurses, and 66% of physicians reported king familiar with the 

phenornenon. in terms of respondents' perceived degree of knowledge about NDEs, 18% felt 

that they possessed "extensive familiarityn, while 49% indicated they believed they were in the 

"moderate" range. When compared to actual NDE knowledge scores (based on 6 questioiuieire 

items), which displayed a m m  of 5 out of a possible 16, respondents' estimates of their 

knowledge of NDEs is regarded as beiig "exaggerated." In addition, nurses are reponed as 

having scored higher on NDE knowledge than clergy or physiciand, although the extent to which 

they did so is not reponed. 

These researchers also used an open-ended format to assess NDE knowledge. They asked 

participants to iist as many common N'DE fa twes  as they could. The moa frrquently cited 

feature, listed by 57% of respondents, was leaving the body'. Other identifieci features are listed 

in decreasing order of frequency. However. no statistical data are given on such 6equency. 

These researchers do mention, though, that, upon "objective questioning", 33% of respondents 

knew that the most common result described by individuais who have had an NDE is a reduced 

fear of death. 

The lay press (newspapers, magazines etc.) was found to be the most prevalent source of 

initial knowledge about NDEs, folîowed by patients who report NDEs. The lay press and 

professional continuing education programs were cited as the most used sources for aquiring 

fùrther knowledge in this area. 

Seventy one percent (71%) of respondents who were farniliar with NDEs indicated that 



they had, upon fim hearing about NDEs, immediately believed in their validity. By the time of 

data collection, however, this percentage had grown to 92%. Presumably, the 21% who. over 

time, came to believe in the validity of NDEs either did so because they came to acquire a greater 

degree of knowledge about the phenornenon or because they had time to reflect o n  the NDE 

material they had been exposed to (and perhaps to incorporate it into their existing conceptions of 

death), or both. 

Respondents associated NDEs most closely with a spiritual-religious event (52%) as 

compared to a psychological (24%) or physiological (24%) event. The fact that more than 75% 

of respondents indicated an interest in leamhg more about NDEs lends suppori to the authors' 

c d  for the educational programs of health care providers to " expand their o f f e ~ g s  related to 

deat h education, including NDEs." 

In 1988, Thomburg published the first attempt to create a methodologically unind 

quenio~aire  for m e a s u ~ g  nurses' knowledge of and attimdes toward NDEs. To develop this 

instmment, a pilot study was initiated that gathered responses fiom a convenience sample of 20 

registered nurses working within Coronary Care and intensive Care units of a large mid-western 

medical centre. Thornburg's research was actuaiiy conducteci in 1982 and 1983. 

A number of experts fiom the fields of sociology, psychology, and nursing were used to 

establish the content validity of the instrument. Interna1 consistency for the knowledge and 

attitude portions of the instrument was examined. Factor analysis was performed on the data in 

order to establish construct validity for the attitude and knowledge sections of the measwe. Only 

questions with a factor loading greater than 0.51 were retained . In addition, Cronbach alpha 

reliability coefficients were obUined in detamining the intemal consistency of each sububscale 

obtained from factor analysis. 

Resulting factors and their corresponding alpha coefficients for knowledge questions 

included: knowledge of the MIE itseif (0.84); causes and correlates of the NDE (0.77); 

concomitant events and activities associated with the NDE (0.72) and; knowledge about NDErs' 



perceptions (0.72). 

A similar scheme was used to analyze these nurses' attitudes toward near-death 

phenomena and toward a r e  of patients who report M)Es. However, since these scales are quite 

specifically directed toward nurses, they were judged to not be ideal for the purposes of this 

study. It should be noted though, that the questions frorn these d e s  were reviewed in order to 

determine whether any were worth rephrasïng, and inclusion in the present midy. Several 

questions similar to the ones posed in the attitude sections of Thomburg's instrument had also 

been independently constmcted in developing a preliminary draft of the questionnaire to be used 

in t his study . 

In analyzing her NDE knowledge scale, Thomburg assigned a value of 1 for correct 

responses, and O for incorrect and "undecided" responses. 

Al1 of the 23 questions kept in Thornburg's final scale appear theoretidly sound, with a 

variety of questions of various levels of difXculty k ing  asked on dïerent aspects of NDE 

knowledge. The appropriateness of these questions is funher underscored by the fact that 

"experts in the field of near-deah phenomena revieweâ the items to detemiine whether they 

adequately represented the content of near-death phenomena" (p. 228). 

Barnett 

In 199 1, Barnett examined 60 hospice nurses' knowledge and attitudes toward "the" near- 

death experience using Thornburg's questionnaire (1 1 1 questionnaires were distributeci, for a 54% 

return rate). in tenns of their knowledge of NDEs, Barnett found that 52% of respondents 

answered 12 or more of the 23 NDE knowledge questions "correctiy" [Le., they comectly 

identified common components, cornelates, and oAer effkcts of a typical' (see Ring, 1984) NDE). 

This author does not provide, in the published synopsis of her study, an average NDE knowledge 

score for her respondents. 

Barnett comments that "of those nurses who were adequately knowledgeable about NDEs 

(ie. scored 12 or more out of 23), the rnajority could identifj. W components of the M E "  (p. 

229). Unfortunately, there is no d y s i s  provided of which or how many Fomponents of the 



NDE (presumably meaning Moody's 1 5 elements of the typical NDE) these "knowledgeable" 

respondents could identi&. ï h e  results of such an open-ended question - asking respondents to 

outline what they know about NDEs -- may provide US with both an additional mechanism for 

assessing respondents' NDE knowiedge, and with a means with which to assess the accuracy of 

the knowledge sale of Thornbwg's instrument. 

The mean N'DE attitude score in this study was 92 out of 125 (25 - 5 point Likert sa le  

questions), with ail 60 respondents i n d i c a ~ g  a "positive attitude" by scohg  over 69. 

Moore 

in 1994, Linda Hutton Moore (previously Lhda Barnett), conducted a sùnilar midy on 

the NDE knowledge and attitudes of physicians in a South-Western U.S. city. Uodhed' 

Thomburg NDE knowledge, and NDE attitude d e s  were used, wherein certain unspecified 

questions were ornitteci corn the ori& Thomburg scale, and certain other questions were 

added. No rationabation is given for these changes. 

Of the 1275 questionnaires mailed to physicians, 143 usable responses were retumed for a 

very low response rate of 11%. A vast majority of respondents were male (88%). and most 

reponed affiliation to Protestant (52%), or Roman Catholic (31%) faiths. Level of religiosity is 

not indicated. 

Many of these physicianr (51%) repcxted caring for a patient who had had an NDE, and 

some ( 13%) reported having tud an NDE themselves. It is highly Wrely that one or both of these 

factors was a motivating force behind their participation in this study. The high percentage of 

those expressing close contact with NDErs, coupled with the low response rate (1 1%) l a d s  one 

t o  suspect that the respondents who t w k  part in this study may not have been representative of 

the general population of physicians in this geographical area. 

In terms of N'DE knowledge, 16% of participants were found to "have a weU-grounded 

knowledge base", m&g they "correctly" answered 1 1 or more out of 15 NDE knowledge 

questions. The mean score for ali participants was 7.4, with a range fiom O to 14. 

With respect to NDE attitudes, 65% revealed a "positive attitude toward the NDE", 

scoring, on average. 3.5 or higher on each of the 25 Liken scale questions. The mean score for 



al1 participants was 3.64, with a range fiom 2.5 to 4.76. Among the more interesthg hdings 

here. was that "a majority of physicians felt that patients reponing NDEs actually have these 

expenences", indicating belief in the objective validity of NDEs, and that "the majority of 

physicians also reponed that courses should be offered for health care professionals." 

Walker and Russell 

Walker and Russell ( 1989) conducted a study to assess psychologists' knowledge of and 

attitudes toward near-death phenomena. Three hundred and twenty-six (326) questionnaires were 

distnbuted to randomly selected psychologists registered with the state of I lbois  Department of 

Registration and Education; 1 17 questionnaires were retumed for a 36% return rate. 

These researchers used a modifieci version of Thornburg's (1988) instrument. Such 

modifications were intended to make the questionnaire easier to code and more applicable to 

psychologists. In an attempt to increase the constnict vrlidity of the knowledge d e ,  five of the 

questions fkom Thornburg's knowledge scale with relatively lower factor loadings were omitted. 

No new factor loadings were produced, however (Waker, Personal Communication, 1994). The 

mean knowledge score was 7.5 out of 18, with a range fiom O to 18. As weU, 19 percent of 

respondents reported being told of NDEs personaliy by clients, and a total of 28 percent indicated 

having had personal contact with an NDEr. 

Waiker and Russell also asked respondents to  "describe what a near-death experience is", 

in their own words. In answering this open-ended question, respondents m o a  oAen mentioned 

out-of-body transcendence, and tunneülight phenomena. However, these resuirchers repon that 

"many" respondents. in their written descriptions of NDEs, mention oniy of the 15 elements 

descnbed by Raymond Moody as comprishg the "core" experience. 

Findings from the two methods of anidysk, Thornburg's scaie and an open-ended NDE 

knowkdge question, are taken by t h e r  authon to  mean that respondents were "farniliar with the 

term NDE" (in fact 88% inûicated as much), but may have lacked a comprehensive understanding 

of the subject. 

No significant ciifferences were found ôetween maie and fanale respondems eitber on . 



howledge or on attitude scores. These researchers found a positive correlation between 

(Thomburg) NDE howledge scores and (Walker and Russell - modified - Thomburg) attitude 

scores of al1 respondents (F-54, p<.000 1 ). 

Seven percent (7%) of respondents claimed to have personally had an NDE, 19 percent 

(19?!) confinned having counseHed clients reporting th- and 28 percent indicated haWig had 

personal contact witb an NDEr. Neither N'DE knowledge nor NDE attitude scores were 

significantly correlated with any of these three variables. Nor were there any signifkant 

ciifferences in knowledge and attitude score based on age nor gender. 

Walker, Bechtel, Chen, and Pierce 

Walker later joined Bechtel, Chen, and Pierce (1992) in examining the MIE knowledge 

and attitudes of clergy. Ofthe 2722 questionnaire as randomly distnbuted, 320 were retumed, for 

a response rate of oniy 12 percent. The questionnaire was Wtually identical to the one used by 

Walker and Russell in an earlier (1989) study, again hcluding the use of modiied versions of 

Nina Thomburg's (1988) NDE biowledge d e  and NDE attitude scale. ï h e  mean knowledge 

score was 7.8 out of 18, with a range fiorn O to  1 S. 

Approximately 10 percent of clergy surveyed ciaimed to have personally had an NDE, 48 

percent affirmeci having counselled parishioners who reporteci NDEs, and 4 1 percent knew a close 

family member or friend who believed they had had an NDE. 

A Pearson correlation coefficient indicated that the total (Thomburg scale) knowledge 

score was signincantly related with: having heard of NDEs (r = .36, p = 0.0001); having had an 

hDE (r=.23, p=0.000 1); havïng cowselled parishioners who had had an NDE (r=.2 1. p=0.0002). 

and; having a fnend or family member who had had an NDE (r=. 18, p4.004). 

A positive correlation was found between knowledge scores and attitude scores (in which 

a greater score indicates a more "positive" attitude toward NDEs) of d respondents (r=.21, 

p=O. 0002). 

With respect to correlates of N'DE attitudes, a Tukey test revealed a significant difrence 

(p < -05) was found between fernale and male perceived "importance of the NDE", with fernales 



believing the phenornena to be more important. A Tukey test showed that religious affüiation was 

also significantly (p < 0.03) related to respondents' perceived importance of NDEs, with those of 

"Eastern faiths" displayhg the highest opinion in terms of the i m p o ~ c e  of NDEs (p. 168). Fi@ 

percent (50%) indicated that they would attend an " M E  program" if one were avdable to them 

in the future, aithough the exact meaning of this terrn remains somewhat ambiguous. F i d y .  the 

authors mention that subjective commaits indicated that there was a wide range of fediags' 

expressed toward the MIE, ranging fiom curiosity and fnght to fascination, quedonhg and 

disinterest. 

Studies bv Kellehear and colleamres 

Keiiehear and Heaven 

In 1989, Australian researchers Kellehear and Heaven conducted a w e y  of Australian 

community attitudes toward NDEs. Undergraduate students were asked to distribute s w e y s  to 

adults from as wide a variety of socioeconomic natus and age grouping as was possible. 

One hundred and seventy-three (173) questionnaires were re turnd althou@ these 

authors make no mention of the number of people asked to participate in the study and, hence, no 

response rate is given According to the retunied questionnaires, 1 14 (65% of the 173) 

respondents were between 18 and 40 years of age, with approlamattely 95% possessing at kast 

some secondary educaîion Seventy-nine percent (Wh) of respondents were famiiiar with the 

NDE fiom newspapers, books, or magazines, and 10 percent of the sample claimed to have had a 

personal experience "sirnilar to the one described in this study." Sm-nine percent (6%) of 

respondents indicated a belief in "life after death." 

Respondents were asked to read a brief vignette (written in the third person, rather than a 

quote fiom an NDEr) of a "typid" NDE, and then to choose one of a number of one-line 

explanations that they felt best explainecl the nature of the account. These explmations were 

compiied using the literature as a guide. Some 57.8% of respondents chose the explanation that 

the account was "possible evidence of Life after death", while 17.9% reported that they "don't 

know how to explain it." Less than 2% feit "it is the begiming of a mental illness." The authors 



took these fïndings as evidence that a majority of respondents in this sample would not judge an 

individual reponing an NDE in a negative fashion, although, they added, a sizable minonty may. 

A funher lia of aatements, representing a range of possible social reactions to a perwn 

recalling an N'DE was alx, compilecl. Included were positive aatements, negative statements, and 

neutral statements which had been validated by 20 undergraduate nudents who were asked to 

comment on the clarity, and on the Pnca of the statements (i.e. whether they clearly identifid the 

statements as being affectively positive, negative, or neuud). 

In the study. respondents were asked to circk four statements that niight best dexribe 

their reaction to a person recounting such an experience to them. Negative statements were 

scored as zero, neutral statements as one, and positive statements as two. The mean score was 

6.15 (out of a maximum score of 8), with a standard deviation of 1.5. Data analysis showed that 

"positive" reactions (i.e. higher scores) were signifïcantly correlated with gender (r = -21, p< -0 l), 

age (r = 0.2 1. pC .O 1 ), and a belief in life after death (r = .30, p< .O0 1 ). Fernales. youager persons, 

and those with a belief in Me after death were more Wely to react positively to the MIE s t o ~ .  

These researchers caution that the findings of this study must be placed in the proper 

perspective. in particular, they underocore the fact that one in four respondents rnaintained that 

the NDEr might be Uucinating, dreaming, imaginiag thiags, or experiencing the side effects of 

dnigs. Thus, reactions that are quite unacceptable to NDErs may stiii be encountered often. 

Kellehear, Heaven, and Jia Gao 

Findings of a similar investigation by Kellehear, Heaven, and Gao. in a m e y  of Chinese 

attitudes toward NDEs, were published in 1990. Completed questionnaires, s d a r  to the one 

used by Kellehear and Heaven (L989), were retumed by 197 people. Again, no mention of 

response rates is given, making generaiizations to the cornmunity-at-large impoisible. 

Approximately 56% of respondents were between 18 and 40 years of age, and 37% were 

between the ages of 41 and 60 yean of age. In terms of ducational background, only 33.5% of 

respondents had attended hi& school or a higher level of educaîion. Thirty-one percent (3 1%) of 

respondents were f-ar with the NDE from newspapem, books, or magazines, and 24% fiom 



television., radio, or movies. In addition, 13 percent of respondents claimed to have had an 

experience "similar to the one described in this survey. " However, only six of these 26 individuals 

chose to explain the vignette as possible evidence for Life &er death- 

As with the Australian study, the Mgnette of a typ id  NDE again induded five main 

elements: (1) tunnel sensation; (2) out-of-body experience; (3) meeting deceased aquaintances; 

(4) meeting a bright light, and; (5) experiencing a Life review. Analysis of the prefemd 

expianations for the NDE revealed that 385% of rcjpondents believed that "it was a p e g  

hallucination", and 19.2% felt that "it was a dream", while only 8.6% indicated believing that "it 

was possible evidence for We after death." 

Only 145 respondents cornpleted the task of choosing four statements (fiom a List of 12) 

which might indicate their mial  reafüons to a person recounting an personal NDE to them. 

Again, negative statements were scored as zero, neutral staternents as one, and positive 

statements as two. A maximum score of 8 was taken to mean "a most supportive and facilitative 

response", while a minimum score of zero was taken to indicate a "rejecting and dismissive 

attitude." Data analysis revealed that the rnean seore on this section was 4.64, notably lower than 

the 6.1 5 for the Australian sample. 

Unspecified "Linear correlations" demonstrated that "positive" reactions to NDErs was 

significantly negatively correlated with age (r = -. 16, p < .O l), and living in an urbui ara (r = - 
.15, P < .OS). Thus rural and younger Chinese are more Wcely to have a positive attitude toward 

NDEs. However, mean Chinese' ND€ attitudes were l a s  positive than Aunralian attitudes. 

in comparing these findings to those of the Austraiian sample, tbese authors implicate the 

Australian sample's high level of familiarity with NDEs (79% as compared to 3 1% for the Chinese 

sample) as a possible factor for explaining the more positive attitudes toward NDEs displayed by 

the Australians (6.15 as compared to 4.64 for the Chinese sample). It is also possible that, since 

surveys in China are usually conducted by government officiais, many respondents rnay have 

wished to appear "ideologidiy sound", and not respond positively toward anything associated 

with religion or superstition. 



Ring 

In 1995. NDE researcher Kenneth Ring published an article entitled "the impact of Near- 

Death Experiences on persons who have not had them." In this article Ring presents the results 

from three uiformal surveys on NDES, completed by midents enrollai in couege courses. 

First, however, Ring reviews certain hdings from his "Omega Project" (1992), in which 

he examined "the pattern of belief a d  value changes" in 74 NDErs and "54 non-NDE 

experiencers who were known to be interesteci in N'DES." Ring reports that many of the 

nonNDEn "showed many of the same effwis as NDErs, though the magnitude of these changes 

was usuaiiy somewhat less than for the NDErs." Specifically, these non-NDErs claimed that, as a 

result of exposure to NDE idonnation, thw, too, had become: more appreciative of life; more 

self-accepthg; more compassionately concerned for others; more spirinid, and less matenalistic 

(p. 225). One of the problems in interpreting the above results is that the 54 nonNDErs were, to 

reiterate, "known to be interested in NDES." It would not be surprising to find 54 individuals 

who were affected by this (or many other types of material), and their special status precludes us 

from g e n e r h g  these findings to the general population. 

With respect to the coiiege cwne surveys, two were conducted by Ring himseif' at the 

University of Connecticut, and the other was conducted by Victoria Young at Montana State 

University. Each survey took place in 1W3. Since first o f f e ~ g  a course on NDEs at the 

University of Cornecticut, Ring had noted "that many students gave clear indications that the 

course (had) had a strong and positive effect on them." At the end of the spring semester of 

1993, however, Ring h a ü y  decided to have his students complete questionnaires regarding the 

impact the course had had on thern. 

Of the 28 students who completai the questionnaire: 96% said they were "now more 

convinced of the authenticity of NDEs"; 71% reported their fear of death had decreased; 82% 

claimed they "now had a more positive view of death"; 82% indicateâ they were "now more 

convinced of some form of conscious existence foUowing physical death"; 61% felt that, as a 



result of takins the course, they had becorne more spiritually oriented, and; 68% were more 

convinced their own life had a purpose. 

Any analysis of these findings must take into consideration the process of cognitive 

dissonance. Simply stated, students who had spent Ume and effort completing s ~ c h  a University 

course as this would be erpected to f d  that they had gauied somethuig fiom the course (e-g., a 

new appreciation of MlEs etc.), otherwise they wouldn't have expended the effort requked. A 

demand effect is ai= a m g  possibility in Ring's method of analysis. Students may have 

correctly assumed that the$ professor had hypothesked that his coune would bring a positive 

change in attitudes toward NDEs and so answered the questionnaire accordingiy. 

The results fiom the other two uweys were very similar to the one outhed above. Frorn 

this data, Ring asserts that "these midents expressed sentiments, feelings, values, and beiiefs that 

are indistinguishable from those commoniy uttered by NDErs themselves" (p. 233). 'This author 

firrther announces, "it is as if the benefits of the NDE can be transmitted vicariously simply by 

exposing individuais to materials on the subject." However, he does admit that we do not know 

how indicative of deeplying changes these students sentiments may be, nor how long l h g  such 

sentiments may be. 

Ring concludes his article with an explanation of his suspicion that "the single most 

important influence in shaping rtudents' reactions was the direct, in-class appearance of the 

NDErs themxlves." Although this methoci of presenting NDE uIfonnation hasn't been used in 

any scientific studies of MIE attitudes to date, this statement is relevant to this line of research 

because it raises the question of whether the various media of NDE information have different 

effects on the attitudes of the audience. 

Our abiiity to generaiize Rings' findings remains low. Beyond the smaii sample sizes and 

restricted age ranges of these studies, the strong possibility exists that the students who enroled in 

these courses, may have already had positive attitudes regardhg NDEs, or at least, may have been 

more open to them. Indeed, as Ring admits, "strong sceptics or outright debunkers were 

relatively rare" (p. 228). 



Research into the NDE knowledge and attitudes of non-near-deat h experienc~rs (non- 

NDErs) has progressed since the non-uniform and less-weU anaiyzed studies of the early 1980's- 

in fact, two more substantial, yet distinct, thmsts have emerged in recent years. 

h one research thnist, researchers foilowing the work of Thornburg (1988) utilue NDE 

knowledge and aîtitude scales that were created using rnethodologically accepted =aie 

construction and validation procedures. in aii five studies to date using Thomburg's scales, the 

target sample has continued to be health a r e  professiods. 

In the second research thnist, KeUehear and cofleagues have chosen to focus on 

'community' attitudes toward W E s  and, specincally, on individuai's explanations of NDEs as a 

means to predict their behaviour in dealing with sorneone (theoreticdy) remunting a personal 

NDE to them. These researchers have developed their own assessrnent tools for this purpose. 

In terms of MIE knowledge, Thomburg-type studies of health care workers all suggea 

that a vast majority of these professionals had heard of NDES, usually through the audio-visual 

media. Most reponed, though, that they could not explain how or why NDEs occur. On 

average, respondents displayed a moderate amount of NDE knowledge. Typically they would 

correctly answer between 40 and 50 per cent of Thomburg's true or false questions. However, 

these same respondents oniy outlined one or a few of Moody's 15 "typical" elements of an NDE, 

often including only one or two of the following: a peaceful out-of-body experience; a tunnel, 

and; a bright light. 

Though only calculated in a few studies, several factors were associated with more 

knowledge about NDEs. These fkton included: (1) üfe experience, such as having had an NDE, 

and knowing someone who has had an NDE; (2) age, with younger persons in some midies 

displaying somewhat more NDE knowkdge; (3) degree of religiosity/spirituality, at least as 

measured by belief in some form of life after death, which was often associated with more N'DE 

knowledge, and perhaps; (4) culture, as one study showed much higher awareness of the term 



"NDE" amongn an Austrdian sample than was true for a Chinese sample. The correlations 

between these factors and NDE knowledge were only low to moderate, however: typically in the 

0.2 to 0.3 correlation range. Gender, education, and type of religion were net signifiatly 

associated with having more NDE knowledge in any consistent manner. 

In swmrking  the findings on ND€ attitudes fiom both the Thornburg-type onidies and 

those by Keliehear and coileagues, several points rnay be made. As with NDE laiowledge. more 

positive NDE attitudes were demonstrateci by younger, Western (Australian as opposed to 

Chinese), respondents who believed in some form of Life after death. A more positive MIE 

attitude was also displayed by fernales. #en given, the correlations between these factors and 

positive NDE attitudes were in the 0.2 to 0.35 range. Education and type of religion were not 

signrficantly associated with M g  more positive NDE attitudes in any consistent manner. 

W e  a wide range of attitudes have been noted in these studies, anaiysis of open ended 

questions has identified four dimensions dong which NDE attitudes may be classified: 

(1) interest; (2) belief; (3) importance, and; (4) fur .  Although the latter two dimensions have 

not previously been measured by the research in this area, several dudies have s h o w  that many 

respondents were interested in knowing more about NDEs and a large percentage believed they 

were objective1 y valid ex periences. 

Three studies have measured the correlation between NDE knowledge and NDE attitudes 

of samples using Thomburg's d e s .  Two studies found f d y  low correlations in the 0.2 range, 

while one study found a relatively high correlation of 0.54. 

A sense is beginning to emerge regarding the extent of knowledge and the types of 

attitudes that we. in Western nations, have concerning Near-Death Experiences. What remains 

less clear is whether NDE knowledge and attitudes are closely linked, and whether non-NDEr's 

attitudes towards death are mongly - or at aU - o&cted by reading or hearing about NDEs. 

The next section will examine factors that are known to be comelated with death attitudes. 



Correlates of North American Death Attitudes 

As it has been used throughout this thesis, the t m  "attitude" rders to the cognitions (ideas 

and beliefs) held and anotions elicited in response to a particular topic such as death, NDEs etc. 

"Attitudes", as it is used here, does not refer to behaviour. With respect to the various kinds of life 
and death attitudes r e f d  to in this thesis (e.g., death k e a t  etc.), such amnides are de6ned in the 
Instrument and S w e y  Question Design section of the Methodology chapter. 

Understanding &ch variables are known to e&ct deah attitudes is relevant to this study for 
a number of reasons. Poses@ such an understanding wouid Mp us to deduce the degree of 

impact, if any, NDE idormation may have on death attitudes (i-e., if effects are show beyond, or 

especiaiiy, contrary to, known trends - discussed below). In addition, by comprehendmg the degree 

and manner of impact these variables have on death attitudes, we may be better able to analyze and 
explain their impact on NDE attitudes. This should help us to incorporate findings regarding NDE 
knowledge and attitudes imo a theoretid fknework of degth attitudes and the possible chimgmg 

meaning of deaîh in North Amaican Society. 

in light of the difncuities in aJsagng and intapreting death anmide research (see mahods 
section) , we must ranain cautious wbai genaaüzuig the dects of variables which nudies have 
s h o w  to impact upon the death attitudes of North Americatls. It is important to remember that the 
literature in this area is mainly comprised of studies which lack theorehcalty grounded, 

multidimensional death attitude measures, which ofken have inadequate sample size and diversity, and 

which ofken atiempt to invesbgate somewhat arnbiguous concepts (e-g, "death aruciety" etc.). 

Nevertheless, some generalizatiom may cautiousiy be offered. 

The most salient fàctors effêctjng dearh attitudes, which have been uncovered in death attitude 
studies over the pan 30 years indude: (1) age; (2) genda, (3) Eofioleconomic status; (4) type and 

degree of religiosity, (5) a>hurr; (6) paso-, and aiso ; (7) iifê eqerience. 

It is with the impact of We ccpaiare in mind that vnne have suggested that exposure to 
material abwt NDEs might influence Mie and death attitudes, perhrps by confirmuig lité or death's 
meanhg andior one's own perceived pirpose in iifè. ïhk research thess attempts to begin to m e r  
these and related enigmas. 



Kavanaugh (1 974) and others (Stillion, 1985, p. 6, Kalish , 1985, p. 95) have pointed out that 

our present attitudes toward death werp pmbabiy iargeiy f o d  at an eariy age. Accordmg to sorne 
scholars, children begin the search for a set of beliefk, apparently encornpashg ddrelated beliefb, 
durkg th& elmiadary-school years (DeSpeider and Stnckland, 1983 , p. 236; Kavana~~gh, 1974; 

Leming and Dickinson, 1985, p. 167). 

Kastenbaum ( 1991 ), in reviewing the research literature, reports that : 

"death aruriety tends to rise in adolescence and eariy addthood then dimirgsh somewhat as 
one's life kcomes more settled and pfedictable. Death 6 e t y  is apt to a@ in later 
middle age, pahps occasioned ôy the death of fiiads and fàmiiy and the Eigns of one's own 
aging" (p.20; see also Marsha& 1980, p. 76), 

and the realization that one's ideaiized self may never be achieved (Lemmg and Dickinso~ p. 123). 

Middle age may du, represent a îime when "one becomes hcmsi@y a w m  of the dying procw 
and also the meaning of sbsare to those who depend upon us (p.123). It =y, funha, b a 
when the ongoing e tk t  to compiete plam and projects make death a pPmarlari~ negative ~0~0tat ion 

(Cable, p. 12; Marshall, 1980, p. 77). 

In support of Kanenbaum's amiysk, research studies are iadeed avaüable &ch Udicate thai 

middle aged persons (appmximtely 40 to 55 years of age), as a gmip, expm more f i  of death 

than other age groups (Bengtson, Cueilar, and Ragm 1977; Gesser, Wong, Pd &ka, 1987). or 
were more negative about disais9ng death issues than were other age grwps ( K a  and .Reynolds, 
1976; also see Keari, 1989, p. 464). Aithou& some maxmh has nikd to detect a difference in death 

fear or anxiety between middle aged and younger aduits (Thofson anri POW& 1994). 

In a broad study of various Los Angdes chic groupr publishcd in 1976, KaliSb ad Reynolds 
found an inverse reiationship between age and "far of dath" (am death, presuniably). Ahhough f e ~  

participants of any age reportai kiiig very afkid of deah, some age differences were f d .  Thae 
authors found that dderty respondents (dcfined in this 1976 s&udy, as those o v a  age 60) admitted to 

more preoccupation with the subject, yet were iess îikeiy to indicate th they were ahid of (th& 

own) death (oniy 1OJh ciaimed thy were), and wae more likdy (71%) to indiate tha! they "are able 
to face dying. " 

ïhese nndings are in lise witb Butler's (1961) theory of lifk review a d  W<Jonqs (1982) 



theory of psychosocial stages. In both of these theories, iixiividuals passing middle age become more 

likely to reminisce about and review their own livg pahaps to search for some meaning in it, 

knowing the end of their lives is now on the horizon Ow possible impetus for we review among the 
elderiy might be the b that, as was found in Kalish ad Reynold's study, the elderty "ecmumef" 
death more, largely because many have spouses and/or fiends who have died- 

Indeed, 80 per cent of deaths in (North) America occur among those 65 years ofwe and older Wead 
p. 467). In addition to being forced to deal with these deaths emottionayl and psycblogidy, the 
elderly also attend funerals and visit graves more diequently tban their younger count- @. 71). 

Like Kalish and Reynolds, TempIer (1971) also found that older adults (aged 60-83) had 
s ig~~&~~t ly  lower death anxiety scores than did younger or middle aged adults. Otha -ch b 

supported these findings (Bengtson et al., 1977; Kastenbaum, 1991, p. 20; Kalisk 1976; K e k ,  
Sherry, and Piotrowdci, 1984; Thorson and Powell, 1994; Wong et. al., 1 994). In a more specific 

identification of the fears of the ddaty regard@ death, Thomn and Powell (1988) found that this 

group had significantly higher fear, than did younger ad* over issues of loss of control, and the 

existence of an afterlife. Youager adults, these authors noted, displayed higher death fear over issues 
such as uncertainty, helplesmess, pain, and isolation. 

Disengagement theory suggests that the ddedy become less intimately involved in the 

functioning of our society through di-ement h m  their former social roles in tbe areas of work 

(via retirement), hmilial obligations, and the like (Cunnning and Hemy, 1961). For society, this may 
represent a way of lessening the impaa of that individual's death, while providing an opportunity for 

upward mobility among younger members. For the individual, such disengagement supposedly allows 

one to relinquish responsibiies which might be becoming o d y  physically a d o r  memally taxing to 

an aging body (Kead, p. 125). 

In addition to undergoing some degree of life review and disengagement fkom social roles, 

other possible reasons that mpny elderly subjects report less fier of depth might indude: the fpct that 

the elderly are closer, temporally, to death, Md the fset that they oAen have had greater exposure to 

death, through the deaths of prrrm~ 0%- and fiends; the notion that they are more likely to have 

achieved goals and that, W o r e ,  d& b b e c o m s  less of a loss for thtan, and the fkt tho; physical 

impairments, or othenrise lower quality of life, iacludmg loss of opportunity to engage in memiq@d 

activity, might make death less unwelcome (Stillion, p.57). 

Wnh respect to the feclr of physical degdation a d o r  the f w  of being a burdm Keari states 

that, "it is helplessusg not death, tht is the eidedy's chid fiy" ( p. 125). To this Marsbdl mi* add 
that it could alro be the physical pain or d h m f b r t  of dying or the loss of mcntsl hadries tht the 



elderly fear ( 1 980, pp. 170-76). 

I n  examining results uPng Wong, Reker, and Ciessefs Revised Death Attitude Profile. the data 

suggest that older aduhs tend to express greater escape-acceptana of death (Gew@ deah as a 

welcome escape from the ôurdens of Me), and also higher approach-acceptance (afcepting death as a 

pleasant aerlife). The former fiMing may reflect the l o s  of social roles (and hence -t). the 

physical discomforts, and/or the sociai isolation and loneLiness oAen associated with old age. Higher 
approach acceptance is in üne with data showîng that the eideriy generally have a greata belief in an 
afterlife (Keller et. al., 1984) and that they are more religious than 0 t h  age groups (Bengtson et al., 
1977). Gesset et. al. (1987) f d  that oider indhiduals ais0 stiowed p a t e r  neutral 

(neither fearing nor welcoming one's own death). ï he  greater degree of escape, approa~h, Md neuaal 

açceptance found among the eîderfy are in line with Erikson's (1%3) notion that the key 

developmental task of the elderiy is to accept one's past life and the reality of death- 

Scholars point out that, contrary to popular belief the elderiy tend to be more diverse in their 
death attitudes than any otha segmem of the popuiation (Stillion, 1985, p. 56). Stillion attributes this 

to the fact that the elderiy have had more years to inmase theif individual experiences. However, it 

rnay also be panly explained by rnethodoiogid Baws in mon studies on this topic; since most tend to 

lump together people ova  a large age range (i.e. from 60 to 9û+ year olds) without regard for their 
iikely varyuig physiologicai and psychologid fùmtioning, nor any cohort ciifferences (p. 56) in Iife 
experiences, values etc. indeed, Devins (1979) found more death anxiety among the old-old (75+), 

than in the youngold (60-75 years of age) in a nuniag home population 

Not ail data suggest a clear relaîionship b e e n  age and death attitudes. In fàct, several 
studies have found no si@m correlation betwm age and death anxiety (Lowenthal et. al., 1975; 

Rhudick and Dibner, 1196)). As weii, researcb fmdings may prove diffiadt to interpret, since older 

persons are more likely to be religious, a factor which & itself been show to affèct death attitudes 

(Lemhg and Diclcinso~ p. 129). 

Without copious longitudinal data, it is difljcuit to distinguisb the degree to which the 

ciifferences in death attitudes across age groups is a result of aging. per se, as opposed to each age 

cohon having been arposed to different Me events etc. [although Marshall suggests that aging 
"probably does have something to do with these changes" (1 980, p. 78)J. Despite this analytic 
drawback, it is apparent thaî the aforementioned ditfkrences in death -des do exkt a.  the present 
tirne, thus making age a saliem f'eanire to consider when anaS..ang the results of this research thesis. 
in particular, any w v e r e d  links between N'DE knowtedge a d o r  attitudes and de& atbnides 
should be examuied to note wheeher age piays a causai role m any SUCh linkage. 



Judith SMon points out tbat gender-bat& beliefk and behaviours regardirig death are part of 

a burgeoning und- of gender id- in the developing chifd (1 985, p.3 .). By moddhg the 

behaviour of men and women, cM&en fiiequentiy observe differentia reactions fiom d e s  and 

f d e s ;  these gender-based, Poceptabie reactions are sociay. sanctioned and, thus, are socially 
leamed. Despite som g d e r  M i  in 4'penriissiible'' death attitudes and behpviour (e-g., more 
overt anxiety, and giâ p-ed for fd), chiidren also oAen learn that death is a subject both 
gendem want to avoid (Stillion, 1985, p. 6; Ezdl et. aJ, 1987, p. 5 )  

Stillion idedes severai stenotypicaî mak attitudes in the fàce of death and aiggests how 

these might translate h o  d i n i  death-related behaviours for males. For example, in keeping with a 

desire to be inexpressive, ancl to kecp a stifF upper hp when deaihg with death, males m y  be les 
willing to admit deaîh &ety than femaies. udeeû, numerous studies indicate that f d e s  express 

significamly higher derth anxiety than d e s  (Barnan & Hays, 1973; DaSilva and Scbdc, 1984-85; 

Iammarllio, 1975; Pol& 1979; Tborsoq 1977; Thorson and Powa 1994; Ternpler, Russ, and 

Franks, 197 l), even amcmg the ddedy ( M e r s ,  Poole, and Rivem* 1980). 

Why fernales gawrally indicate more de%h h e t y  than d e s  temains u n c k .  Gader 
dflerences in longevity and Mering fiuriilial roks may account for some of the dinèrences in death- 
relateci attitudes and bdiaviours (Stiüion, 1985, p.7). Sorne authors have suggested it d d  
merely be due to fernales behg allowed to Sociay. express thgr anxiety more so than des, as Stillion 
suggests in, what otha schoiars (Neimeyer and Van Brunî, 1995, p. 64) have cded, ha emotional - 
expressiveness hyjmthesis. Indemi, Kastcnbaum has even suggested that "what appears to be womeds 

higher anxiety rnight be better understood as a greater cordort in thinking about death" (p. 19). In 

h e  with this notion is the work of Barnan and Hayes (1973). who f d  thaî f d e s  ha"= a higher 
belief in an aftertifê, and the wok of Wong and -workers who report both thaî women indicate 
higher approach acceptance of d e  and that men indiute higher avoidance of death thougtns 
(1994). Studies have aiso shown that women often indicate a stronger belief in an afterlife (KIenow 
and Boiin, 1989-90) and higher approrh .ccepteace of death (Wong a. al.. 1994). 

in spite of the above theories, it remains very possi'ble that fimaies a d d y  experïence 
more death d e t y  than males, p a r t i d d y  re%arding the de& of others. Sorne resegfchers have 

reported that, for fnarkg death is more sirongiy viewed as loy. JadnesJ d o r  gridthan is true for 

rnaies (Stillion, p. 50). Others have questioned Stillionls emotionai - eqmskms Spothesis sina 
Datte1 -and Nehwyer's (1990) fjndmgs indicatd tbaî womn's bigher q s w d  derth anxiety, as 



rneasured by the Death Amciety Salle, remaineci when the &ats of social degrability and self- 
disclosure were statisticaily wntrolled. 

Not all data point to si@m Merences W e e n  d e  and fanale aduhs in tams of death 
fear, anxïety, or threat: several -dies have found no Ygdicant correlation between gada  and such 

factors (Bengîson et ai., 1977; Kdy and Dud& 1973; NemWyer, 1995, p. 62; Rhudick and h i, 
1x1; Swenson, 1961; Wonget. al., 1994). 

Stillion poims out that sudies examining genda diffaares in death-related attitudes and 

behaviours are rare (p. 45). Those h m m e n t s  which do detect more h e t y  among women, such as 

Templer's (1970) DAS or ThoMn ami Powell's (1994) Revised-DAS, tend to k more a&ct- 
oriented; whereas those measures w)iich do not detect any gender Merences, such as Neimeyr's 
(1994) Threat Mex, tend to be more cognitively-orierited. Any theory of wtiy females gaigciLty 

hdiuite more death anxiety than d e s  musi also take imo accouni the fhct thet f d e s  appeau to ody 
have more death anxjety in the areas of what happais to the body aAer death, and the fear of pain 
associated with deaîh @iggory and Rothmn, 1961; Thorson and PoweU, 1988). 

I f  we are to propedy intapm the impM (ifany) of NDE Uiformation on the deaih attitudes of 
the participants in this audy, we must r e m i n  aware of the dinerences in death attitudes ofkn found 
between men and women. 

Socio-economic status 

Several studies have found ciecreased leveis of fear of death indiaied by those with higher 
levels of education (Bennan & Hays, t 971; KaIish, 1985, p.99, even among the eideriy (Wass, and 
Sisler, 1979: actuaIly "death concemn). In faa. Riky (1968) reports a stronger correlation between 
education and views conceming ci* ttian for age and death views. 

However, not all data indicate a correlation between socioeconomic status and death anxiety. 

As an example, Rhudick and Dibner (1% 1) f d  no signi6cpn comLtion between soc i~ le~~nomic  
statu and death anxiety. More recent analyss of the research has also Wed to show a clear 
association between occupation ( o h  used as a measurr of socio.8conornic aanis) and dath anxiety 

(Kastenbawn, 1987-88) nor betweai social class and fear of de& (Besrgtson, et al., 1977). 

betweai NDE information and death mitdes, we ought to examine the socio-economic sistus (SES) 

influence the ways both NDEs and death are perceived: any dationship baween MIE irifonriation 



and death amtudes might be a t t n i l e ,  to some degree, to SES. This should be examined. As well, 

on a general levei, the SES of participants in this midy should be examineci to help detemiioe how 

r e p r d v e  it is with respect to the overail population ï t  was drawn fkom. 

Type and degree of Religiosity 

Some believe that the drivbig force behind the establishment of the wortd's religions was the 

search for answers to questions about death (E&, ANpaugh, and Oal~,  1987, p.29; Marshali, 1980. 

p. 43). Whether or mt ttiis is so, it is clear that death and religion are inextricabiy linked: religion 

provides us among other tliUigs, a way to conceptudize sad deal with de& Ai the rame tirne, 

death may represent a major reason people s d c  out or mamtnin religious piruiits, suice, as Lanuig 
and Dickinson point o q  "a major t'irnction of religion is to  explab the unexplainable" (1985, p. 163). 

Kearl argues that religion's coiarol over dyhg d deaîb meanbgs and ntuals bas weekened in 
our society due to seahbat ion  [iluduig the &éçis of incihi- and materialism @p. 192-198; 

see also Marshail, 1980, p. 58)], improvements in health and medical are, and the predominance of 

naturai deaths in old age (1989, p. 170). Howwer, this same author points out that religious diiktion 

and intensity of religious beliefk (religiosity) nmains "highly predictive" of (North) Amenauis amhides 

toward a wide variety of death issues (p. 175). Perhaps this is, in part, because "ou. society bas 

institutionalled the importance of religion by creetiag funaal rituais whkh have a nligiw quaiity 

about thern" ( Lemming and Dickinson, p. 142). Apparenily, then, for some people, rdgïous 

 structure^'^ give meaning to depth (Ezeii a. al., 1987, p. 30). 

It is wideiy reagnkd thpt digion continues today to help some p p l e  cope with the 
anxieties related to monality, usuaîiy by emcomg@ belid in immortaldy of one fom or another 
(Ezell et. al., 1987, p. 29; Malinowski, 1965. p. 71; Thorson and Powell, 1990). Thomas ODea 

concludes that religious meaning systems provide answers (i-e., meaning) to the universal human 
problems of uncenainry, powerlessness, and ~~ (1966, pp. 67). Reli@onls role in helping 

many people to wpe with death is clear, regardless of whahr onets philosophical or reiigious 
perspective leads to the befiefthat promotion of acch rdigious Me& dtimteiy represents denial of 

nonbeing or, converseiy, a hahhy acceptance of deah. 
An eariy study by Jeffers, Nichols, and Eisdorfer (1%1) f d  that fàctors assoaated with 

"no" fesr of death iacluded more beiief in a nmirr iifè, anâ rrfèrence to death with more digious 

comotatiom. This hâhg suppaied stüi earüer work by Sweiipon thaî "fd attitudes towarâ death 

tend to be fd in those persons with M e  religious advi ty  (1961, p. 54), and b in ISu with worL by 



Hardt that regular churchgoers are apt to have les fear regarding death and dying than thos who do 
not attend church ( 1979, p.2; see also Rigdon and Eptin& 1985)- 

Wdh specinc respect to rdigiosity (smngth of religïous or spirinial belid) S p W  HooQ and 

Gorsuch noted that two-thirds, or 24, of the 36 publishtd studies t k y  raiewed fiund a W v e  

comelation between inteasity of f5th rad death anxiety, seven did not detect any relatioriship, and 
three studies achially reported a positive comeiation (1985, pp. 13 1-132). Leming and Dickinson 

agree that ~nength of reiigïous (or spirituai) belief is a Pmcant variable in orplahhg dath attitudes 
(p. 164). It smns th& when t plays an impo~arit role in one's beüef structure, Religion helps people 
cope with the anxieties related to mortaîity and ~mnbeing of &and othas ( J d e r s  et. al., p. 29-30). 

However, not all data support the role of religion or religiosity/spirituality in tempering 

negative attitudes regadmg death (Rhudidc and Dilmer, 1961). In fàct, Middeton found conflicting 

reailts: three studies reponed that religion had a ncgetive idluaice in bdping people wpe with death, 
five midies reported a wy positive id-, and fair snidies f o d  no sigaific~t correlation 

between religion and deaîh-related attitudes or behaviour (cited in Hardt, 1979, pp. 5- 12,2 1). 

To fùrther funfôund the situation. Hïnton f d  tbat dying patients with no dgious beiiefb at all 

exhibited les  death anxiety than did patients wbo had oniy weak or moderateiy strong religious belief5 
(tited in Hardt, 1979, pp. 20-23). 

In keeping with Hintods Lemmg's (1979-80). and also Dowmy's (1984)  aid dies bot. 

confimiecl Homan's (1965) theory of a amdkar relationship betwem religiosity and deah anxïety. 

Sirnilar findïngs bave emerged h m  shicües asseshg de& thmt, as measud by the Threat Index 

@gram and Leitner, 1989) R seems that persors with ody a modetate cornmitment to (Judeo- 
Christian ) religion, have added to the gcnaal amOety or de& threat &ch hm been soQPlly asuibed 
to death 6om seailar sources. These persons display higher death amciety or death threat on se i f  

report measures than do pmons who inâicate they are mnreligious. This may be due to fear of an 
unfavourable fate d e r  an assumed post deah judgsncn (Leniùig and Dickinson, 1985, p. 144) and 
due to vivid conceptions ofjudgement a d  hdl (Ezelî, 1987, p. 32; Toynbee, 1980, p.35) . The lowest 
death anxiety scores are reporteci by those who are very reiigious (Leniiqg 1979-80; Thorson and 

Poweii., 1994), perhaps because they are more confident in a fivwrable ''review" der  death. 

Neîmeyer aimmoua thk lk of rrserrch by it . p v  tha "philosophic integrity, ntha 
than religiosity per s+ ailows an individual to comme deah as a mn-threatening p n o d  rrality 

( 1 994, p. 86). 

It was expeatd that the asochiion betwem reiigiosity, NDE attitudes, a d  dsrth anh& 
w d d  be quite strong. In part, this is due to the fàct that persons reporthg NDEs (NDEn) .Imost di 



indicate an increased sense of spirituality &er the event (Ring 1980). We assume this would lead to 
mengthened reiigious beiiefk as well. Also, though, a strong assoQaton between lhese three elements 
was expected because NDEs suaest t h  there ir life Ptta death. Since ocn OC@ hnework in which 
to concepnialize the issue of life &er dea .  has been traditional religion (or emergbg spiritual 
practices), it is naturai to expect a i a q t s  to reconcile these two issues (NDES and 
reiigion/sp.iniaiity). 

Culture 

Webster's dictionary defines culture as "the ainomary beliefi . . . of a r a d ,  reiigious, or 
social group" ( 1988, p. 3 14). In general, we might thhic of culture as a collection of shared mean@% 
including beliefk, symbois, and values (Maddl ,  1980, p.3). As a aibsequent section will acîdress the 

issue of modern meanings asc r i i  to death in North America, oniy general statements regard@ 
culture wiii be made hem 

Kastenbawn idomis us that ailiurrs may diner in th& "deaîh systernsl', including the type of 
people, places, times, objects, and symbols that are involved in the many pro cesse^ summd@ dying 
and death (1991, p. 58-62). Accordmg to this author, world cuitures' deash systems vary in the 

manners in which bey a!tanps to: wam about death, prevent de& care for the dying; o&r s o d  
consolidation after death, and; make sense of death (199 1, p. 67). 

h l d  Toynbee (1980) has contrasted 'Western" and ''Eastern" ahms, on a number of 
leveis, with respect to their differing orientations to Life and deatb. He ciades aiminS: (1) as bemg 

death-acceptuig or deaîhdetrying; (2) as viewing death as the end of existence or a aaosition h o  
another state of being or COllSCiousness; (3) as viewing an afteriife as behg eiîher personal or 
collective (i.e., the continuation of one's persona1 sei f  versus impersonal oneness with the universe). 
and; (4) as cegarding either Iife or the d e M e  as  being tbe real illusion. 

Cultural conceptions of deaîh are tied closely into the bdef structures of the Society, which 
are ofien founded upon religious bel id .  Long (1985-86) concludes thst "many of the Speanc fears 
associateci with death in a Western Christian arlnrre (e.g., féars of the unlawiwn or k ing  destroyed) 
may not be applicable to rnembers of a (Saudi Arabii) Islaniic Society." 

Christianity, and, particuiarly, Rotestantism, played a key role in shaping presmt day North 
Amencan views of death (Ma&a& 1980, p. 28-9). As an example, Ezell and coworkas point out 

that (North) Americans are guarded about showing emotion in response to desth (1987, p. 3). This 
was found to be me even mss A m m m  mhorïty adturai groups (Le. m n g ,  B u  Japanese and 
Hispanic Ameriam: the infaaice behg that mAngio culavJ groups w d d  mt iikdy have 



displayed this reaction without the influence of mainstream US. culture) (Simpson, 1979, pp. 7 1-73). 

As is typical of cultures so heavily iduenced by Protestant ideologies, personal stoiasrn and private 
grieving when fàciag death are appardy nül vaiued in North Gmerica The p- &y influence of 

the Judeo-Chrinian religious tradition on our ailturr's death attitudes is more fùlly ducidated in the 

subsequent section, "the social constniction of d d s  modern meminp." 

Canadian culture bas Rotestantderiveci origins: sunilar to the United States. 

However, Canada, and Toronto in ppràailar (whae this sîudy was conducted), are now extrexdy 

divene in terms of their iababitsm's cultural and reiigious backgrOWIC1S. At the vay least, we shoud 
examine the cularral background of this study's participants to heip us detemine i3s 
representativeness. In addition, the role tbat arlture mi@ play in sny uncovered relationship between 
NDE idormation and NDE attitudes andor death attitudes, shwld be investigated in fùture. 

Personality 

Pollak's (1979) review iddeci  the fkct that individuals with a pater sense of purpose in 
Me report less deaîh anxiety. Lata studies conntmed tbat people who score hi* on measures of 

. . 
s e l f - m o n  (the degree to *ch one's airrient sdf pacepion matches one's description of ideal 
se!f) and purpose in Me, report lower death anxiety (Neimeyer and Van Bnud, 1995, p. 75; StiIiion, p. 

51 & 67) and death threat (Neimqcer and Chapman, 1980). As a near corollary to this study, 

Kastenbaum found that higher lm& of death Bmcjety are reported by people who iack a sense of 

pemnal &ectiv- mastery, and powa (1991, p. 20). Neimya and Van Brunt daim that the 

tend- of more s e l f k t u k d  paoons to express les, or cornparatively low, fêar of death a d o r  
death threat "is one of the more extensiveiy rrpiicated fioduigs in the literature" (p. 75). 

In addition to Iowa death anrriety being fwnd among those with l e s  dixrepancy between 

self and ideal-seif (ie.. hi* self-actualipaion), it has also been f d  among those with les  

disccepancy betwm ptesent self and deatb (i.e., les 'death threat") (Robinson and Wood, 1983). 

These are b t h  centrai pnniisa of Neimeyefs work using the tlirest i n d q  which is d e s u i i  in some 

detail in the methods section of this p a p .  

Having a high i n t e d  locus of control (seme of control over one's He, enviro- etc.) has 
also been found to k associaad with les dePb k e t y  (Thonon and Poweil, 1994, p. 33). 

However, these authors fitikd to off& a henry as to why this might be. Perheps those who feel in 
control in lifé assume thqt will be "in control" in death as w d  ? 



Finally, with respect to the psychological makeup of the individual, there is sorne evidence 
that low rares on death anxiety measures may reflect a repressive or defensive personabt'y styk, 

rather than genuinely less death b e t y  (Neimeyer, and Van Brunt, 1995, p. 77). The chdlenge to 

researchers, then, is to distuigrtish beîween repression and genuineiy positive death attitudes. 
Ideaiiy self-actualuatjon, death threat, locus of contrai, physical and mental health, and a 

defensive personality each ought to  be addressed in ternis of their possible role in any suggested 

association between MIE knowiedge and NDE attitudes and/or death attitudes. 

Life Experiencdsituation 

Although it is rarely measwed or reported in death attitude research, the life experience and or 

current Me situation of respondents may affect the death attitudes of individuais. 

In analyzing Tolstoy's The Death of Ivan ïivch, Kastenbaum points out that our own attitudes 

toward Me and death are chaiienged when a person close to us dies (1991, p. 17). There is some 
support for the notion that exposure to death speeds up understanding of the meanhg of deah in 
children (Stillion 1985, p. 48). Althwgh, the speciâc Mpaa that this dght have on fùture death 

attitudes of the individual remains unc1ea.r. 

Past experience with death muid influence the rneaning that an individuai, a d o r  a Society, 

ascribes to death (Stüiion, 1985, p. 64; Kali* 1-5; Kaîish & Reynolds, 1976 ). In Kali& and 
Reynolds (1976) study the most fkequentiy selected influanial factor in creatbg one's present death 
attitude was "the death of sorneone closen(26-41%), wbale the third mst hcpentiy seiected 

influentid fàctor was tespond- believing thqr were close to their own death (19%). In an 
in termg study r&ed to this iater fiading, Greyson reponed reduced death threat in udividuals 
claiming to have experienced de& persody! [i-e., to have had a neardcath experience (1992)J.  

Each of these events: the death of a loved one, one's own anticipated deatb, and NDEs may be 

thought of as potentiaiiy iduential "Me arperiences" in tenns of death anmides. 
PreMous experience with death may inclde the bereavement aSSOciated with the l o s  of loved 

ones, dong with any gri6aSSOciated riaials, Me&, and teachings expIicitly or implidy passed on to 

us. Yet it might aiso include exposure to iiteranire, art, d o r  otha foms of media which might have 

some infiuence on one's conception of death (Ezeii, 1987, pp. 40-43.). For example, medi& 
paxtiailarly television, has beem criticizeû for presan9ig viewers with a distorted image of dtath; as 

bang sudden, violent, and tragic (Simpson, 1979, p. 3). 



One's life situation may also be sipificant. Fear of death among adults has been shown to 

vary with such factors as physïcal health natus, and psychological health (with worse datus 

correlaîing with more fear of death in both cases) (Wass, Christian . Myers, and Murphey, 1978-79; 

Templer, 197 1 ; Wass and Sisler, 1979). It has also been noted that people experienchg mentai or 

emotional problerns tend to express higher levels of death anxiety (Kastenbaum p. 20)- swh as those 

expenencing significant depression (Hintze, Templer, Cappelietty, and Frederick, 1994). 

In terms of one's proximiîy to death, it is wiâely recognkd that, in the words of Kearl, 

"society tends to depersonalize those most Weiy to expire" (1989, p. 120). Hanon (1968) found 

increased anviety amongst dying patients in the last two week of Ne. 

It is also possible for someone with a Ne-threatening illness to be classified as "denying" the 

Wrelihood of his or hm d a  without this actuaiiy being the case. The fact that "deniai" may be 

overused in identifjing dath  attitudes has be,en noted in the previous section However, in addition, a 

person f- death may anually decide to suppress thoughts or discussion of death in an &on to 

make others cornfortable m u g h  to maimain a vitaiiy needed relationship (Weisman, 1972). 

Marshall bas outiined how some elderiy peMns may be held to a desire to live by one 1st 

=and of engagement - the W p  strand (1974). Such peMns might be scpeaed to be more 

anxious W o r  l e s  accepting of their own deaths than those without such a last sîrand. 

The r d t s  appear e q u i v d  regardhg the salience of fàctors such as -na1 exposure to 

dath, and health siaais, in ternis of their &&SS on death attitudes. Funire research should explore 

such links to askt us in better asaibing caudity to death attitudes. 

In aunmariPng the variables affecting modem death attmides, it appean as if the strongest 

predicton of individuals' death ideologies were found to be (1) rebgiosity (or "philosophicai 

integity"); (2) s e l f - m o n ;  Md (3) age. In addition, gender, Ne experience, a d  socio- 

economic siatus (somQimes indicated by levei of education) might a b  cause vYintion in death 

attitudes, although the maNfbtation, not to mention the mecbanisn, of such change rrmains 
particulariy unciear for W two variables. 



It is important, at this juncture, to note Wong and coiieagues' reminder th& in their study 

(a in others). death acceptance is more salient than death amiety. Indeed, as they state, 

"scores for both fear of death and death avoidance tended to be a r d  the rnidpoint of 
the 7-point de, reflecting uncataimy. AU sams for the three acceptance d e s  (escape, 
wproach and neutrai m) reflected high adorsemeni" ( 1984, p. 14 1 ). 

As a M e r  caveat to the above section, researchers wam that even the most salient fiictors 
that have been faind to 9aca deah attitudes my wt be eaough to ac«>um for the wide Varie@ of 

meanings deaîh holds for North Americatls. As an example, Bengwn and colleagues fd that the 
combined explanatory power of age, race, gender, and socio-ecor~3mi~ staw accounted for only 
about 5% of expressed fiar of death (1977, p. 83). 

It seems that, in order to more fulS. comprehmd North Arnerican death attitudes, we must go 

beyond examining dent, aSSOciated ~ O T S .  What we appear to need is a better understaading of 
how North Americans come to concepuslize deoth in the way thaî they do: in other words, we need 

to comprehend how death is socially constructed in North American dture. 



THE SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF DEATH'S MEANINGS 

The Social Construction of Meaning 

SociRy's fht function is the production of order and m e m i ~ g  (Kea& 1989, p-23). S-hc 
Interactionisn is a theoretical peqxxtive in sociology which asumês that Society, S O ~  ~tnictuf- 

and selves, and therefiore reai@ as we perceive it, are &y created through C O ~ ~ ~ O U S  hterafoon 

over time (Charmaz, 1994, p. 29). 

A symbolic interactionist perspective recognizes human bangs "as meaning-craving anids: 
social matures who subsist on symbols and labeis to even understand themselves" ( K d  1989, p. 

174). As Leming and Dickinson indicate, "it is thrwgh words (meanin* or SymbOls) that one's 

perception is largely sbaped" (1985, p. 4 1), and one's behaviour determoied (1985, P. 30; bhdd, 

1980, pp. 3 and 5).  

Many scholan would argue that whet death mems to us - our conception of it - is socially 
comîructed (Keari, 1989, p. 22; Churnaz, 1980, p. 97; Manhall, 1980, pp. 3-5). What death means to 

us r d t s  fkom our socidiy shaped ideas and assurnptbns (Channar, 1994, p. 29). Ose's attitudes and 
behaviour in relation to death are largely l e d  via cultural interaction with public symbals, including 
the language, arts, and religious and frmerary riaials of one's arhurr (Kead, 1989, P. 22). P M  
another way, the particuiar meanings (e.g, of d e )  that one holds arise out of one's expaïence, 
experience which is g r d e d  in intefaction with other mernbers and with the institutions of one's 

dture. Through experience, and through refiection upon that experience, inteqmtations may be 

changed or reafhned. Individuais may rftnterpm previousiy accepteci views and consmict their own 

meanings (Miushall, 1 980, p. 3; Ch- 1 980, p. 1 8; Meiior, 1 994, p. 1 1 - 1 7) while saciety provides 

a backdrop in *ch individuals do this interpreting and reinterpreting (C- 1980, p. 320). 

The Personal Search for Meaning 

Consistent with the sociologid theory of Symbolic beractionism are psycbological theories 
which emphasïze a personal search for maniag as a principal motivation irmate to al1 human bQngs 

(Fradci, 1963; Thompson and Janigian, 1988; 1955). According to such theones, we are 

motivated to s+ek an understandin& howwer subjective, of the pirpose of our liva. Since monrüty is 
an inevitable fact of Me, we are (and dways have ken) s b i l d y  motivated to pursue the construction 



of meaning for our deaths (Reker, Peacock, and Wang 1987). Symbolic Interadooism a n p k e s  

the fact thac as social creatures, the comction of such meanhg ocws in a social coatart. 

The specific, cognitive menna in which we consotidate our O- pe~d meaiiingr or 
"conm~cts", of eiements (thiags, penoiis, events etc.) has been suggested by Kdly in bis k ~ ~ n a l  
Construct Theory (1955). Kdly a s ~ s  tbat, in fomuhhg constructs, i~di~duals Pbsiract some 
important way in which dements are simiiar and diffkrent. In this manner, people deveiop and 
contindy revise a systern of bipolar coastnicts (or ~ 0 1 1 s )  with which they and attn'bute 

meaning to de& Accordhg to this theory, human beings interpret dements, aich as dePth order 
to be able to anticipate suiiilar events m the fuhire, patiaps in order to be ôetter prrparrd for than. 
This may be why, as Franki (1963) and others have argued, we are motivated to pursue meaning. For 
a discussion of how personal coastnicts are fonnuiated, see Torner, 1994, pp. 9-1 1; Neheyer, 1994; 
or Keliy, 19551 

The theoretical petspectives of Symbolic Interactionisrq Search for Meaning theories, and 
Personal Constma Tbmry may aii be quite compatiile then Search for Meaoing theones (Franki, 

1963; Thompson and JanigiM, 1988) S o m  us that we are motivated to a a t e  meaning for elements- 
Personal Constnict Theory (Keiiy, 1955) aiggests a meam by wbich we rnight cognitiveiy develop 

and consoiidate nich meaaing* end Symboiic heractionism reminôs us thaî the ongoing search, 
development, and co~~solidation ofthese menings is influaiad by w social m*eu. 

Hahg established that the meaning of death is EoQelly c o ~ ~ c t e d ,  and pedups ha- hinted 
as to why and how meanbgs of death are constnicted. we aow cürect our mention to an overview of 
the way(s) death is conqnialized in the Western Worid. 

Do W e  Deny Death ? 

Prior to the twdeth century, death anxiety centred not on whaher immortality would 
foiiow death, but what fom it wouid take (Kea& p. 183). Today, in K d s  opinio~ this anxiety has 

uansformed into the question of wbaha au aite after death is d e n t i a i  mthingness or some fom of 
poa-death existence (p. 184). Since science bas yet to c o h  the iattcr, the malliansm scientific 
position has bem that deaîh rrpcsans oomplete &on of the individual physical behg (Parsons, 
1994). For a Runba of reasons (se bdow) such a penpeake crertes problems for a Society thst 

de- on contàuiity to mintain M. Would it not k ha, theq to daiy darb as mch as 

possible ? 



A number of scholan have argued t h a ~  in the twentieth ~enw Western wodd, death bas 

becorne a ta& topic (Axies, 1981; Bertman, 199 1, p. 3; Dumont and Fos, 1972. pp. 98-99; Ezd et 

al.. 1987, p. 2; Kead, 1989, p. 3 1; Rando, 1984, p. 5) perhaps because of the way of death a d o r  

because of society's empbasis on youth (Ezeli et. al., 1987, p. 2). achievemem h* individdsm, 
and personai conîrol which may convince us that d e -  represents faiure @urlak 1994, p. 244). 

W e  some authors have cbMed that death is denied in contemporary Western k e t y  (Chamias 
1984. p.5; Ezel et. al., 1987; Fuhon and Owen, 1994; Kearl, 1989, p.212; Warr and Neimeyer, 1995, 

p. 18). others have Bmply suggested that it is feared, avoideQ or hidden (Chamiy 1980, P. 79; 
Meilor, 1994, p. 1 1). Otiias sumiise that death is rejected (Keari, 1995, p. 40), or d y  that modem 
Worth) Americans have ùrreased dincuity in deaiing with death compared to pr&ous generatiom 
(Ezell et. al., 1987; Feifei, 1971 ; L a o n  196%). 

Other researchers disagree with the notion thai Norih Arnericans are an outri@ death dm- 

or even a death avoiding Society (Ck& 1993, p. 3; Field, 1989, p. 6; Kalish and Reynolds, 1976, p. 27; 

Lofland, 1978, p. 37; Melior, 1994; p. 4 1; Parsons and Li& 1967. p. 134; Riley, 1970). In general, 
such scholars argue thaî many individuak, inciuding the eldedy, are quite cornfortable disais9ng deaîh 
Flint, Gayton, and Ozmon, 1983; Quiiin and Remikoe 1985; Marshail, 1980) or that death 

-tance is more salient than death anxiety (Wong a al., 1994, p. 141). These hvdgators  dso cite 

the burgeoning research into death and dyuig dong with the in- OcCuTence of death issues in 

the media and popular iiterature, as evidence that North Amaian society does not deny death (Feifêi, 
1990). 

Despite thBr disapproval of the term deaial, however, these rhoiars genaally admit that our 

mnstniction(s) of death have cbanged in recent deCades. In paxt, it is recognmd the average 
individuai today faces death less than in prrvious d e s ,  for a number of reasons induding the 

changed demography, timing, and ciraimstances of death in contemporary Western society ( C h a m  
1980, p. 90; Mellor, 1993; Clark, 1994). Schdm mpy not aU c o n a ~  that death is denieû, rejected or 

o t h h s e  taboo, but the thanatologid iiterature aii emphasizes one point: the meaning(s) of deah has 
changed in recent decaâes. 

"Death" has Changed 

A number of scholars have aîtempted to id@ the reasons how and why contempotary 
North American death attitudes have changed in recent decades. Laon (1%8) and others have 
identifid several -ors responsible for this change including: (1) urbanization and modeniization, 



whereby the cycle of binh and d e .  lus becorne unseen in our daiiy iives. Gell and colleagues point 

out that we now set aside special places for death (heral homes, cemeteries, hospitais). M d  times 

for rememberùig d e .  (Remembrance Day, Good Friday etc.), and special symbok for de& (@ 

n o ~ n  at haif man etc.) (1987, p.2); (2) excluPon of the aged and dying due to u i n m m o m o n ,  

specialization (Lifton, 1968). and bureaucratitation (Loflad, 1978, pp.33-34), for example, in the 

proliferation of new death-related Uisohitons and profeSSions; (3) society's m o n  fiom rdgion 

(Liïoq 1968). coupled with the secularization of death and dying (Lofland 1978, p. 34) may 
lead to threats of personal meanuiglessiey, anci, (4) the threaî of mas death fiom nuclear or 0 t h  

catastrophe (Lifton, 1968). To these fàctors one might also add: (5) i n d  life acp&tancy (due to 

heahh education, medical advances etc.) and a hi@ incidence of mortaisty by chronic or degenerative 

disease, both of which Kead feels bas led to a change in the xneaning of death in Western sockty to an 
event that ''ought" to occur at the end of a long life (1989, p. 29); (6) the slow, lingering dying 
trajectories that early detection and mediai innovations have brought (Loflad, 1978, p. 18), which 
have shified fears of one's postmortem fàte to feers of a slow, dying process (Kearl, 1989, p. 29) W o r  

a loss of selfcontrol (p. 34); (7) the d o n  of replaceable social roles, where one's death is made l e s  

signifiant by the fact that others can fill the departeci's roles as cnizen, worker, and even husband and 
father O(earl, p. 46); (8) mass public education which, according to Fulton and Ow- hm led to more 
liberal, d a r ,  and humariinic vahies and beiief3 ~relativistic SecuIarism", p. 17) (1 994b, p. 13), and; 

(9) the desensitizing effects of violence and de& cornmon in the m a s  media (Kearl, p. 400). 

While a case h a  beai made for rrcogmPng that changes have occu~red to our soQPl 
constnrction of deaîh, it is a h  important to chKy rhrt desth attitudes remah inartncabiy Wed to lité 

attitudes (Marshall. 1980, p. 16448; My, 1970, pp. 30-41). As Casseil (1974) indicated, when 
descriiing modem North American attitudes toward death, "de& (as with modem Me) is a technical 

matter, a failure of technology in resaiing the body @p. 3 1-32, cited in l k b d d i ,  1980, p. 54; Glaser 

and Strauss, 1965). Morgan suggests that the m e d i ~ o n  of death has had the effect of our entire 

cuiture accepting (at least pubiiciy) the medical profSSon1s view of death: death as defkat (1995, p. 

37). This may help to expiain why rnany are ~ l l ~ ~ d o r t a ô I e  op* disaissing the issue of death Such 

people attempt to escape discornfort by avoiding, as much as possiile, discussion of the topic. Such 

avoidance is facilitatecl ifdeath is hidden in a society. 



Death is Hidden 

Scholars seem to agree that, due to the changes outiined in the praious sedon  deah remains 
largeiy hidden in modem Western Society (C- 1980, p. 79; Mellor, 1994, p. 1 1 ). Some ~ h 0 k s  
believe that we fesr death kcause we do not (often enCounter and) u n d m  it, aad thi+ we fear 

the h o w n  (Ezeli et. al., 1987. p. 4; Kavanaugh, 1974). Chamiar may wnm, " m e n c e  with 

death is Iimited" (1980, p. 90). MeeQ Kastenbaum notes that, "we stiii tend to c m  the topic (of 

death) with indirect, symbolic, a d  downrigbt evasive laoguage" (1 99 1, p. 62). Death discussions have 

becorne bad taste; çomething to  b avoided (Lamng and Dickenson, 1985, p. 3). 

AC. McGill bas put fonh the notion of the social "ethic of avoidance" whereby, he feelq 

(North) Arnericans are moved to r d  ail rderaices to those things such as de& which preclude the 
aiccesdlll  accomplis^ of daily lMng (1987, pp.25-27). Aries hypothe- that the M of th 
m e n t  interdiction of death in our secuiar Western society is the need for happiness; "the moral duty 
and the social obligation to contn'bute to the coiiective happuiess." Apparedy, "by the least 

sign of sadness, one sins a..- happiness, threatens it, and society tha, risks 10- its rais011 &e" 
(1974, pp.93-94). 

"Being forbidden, the inevitabihy of deah  became something to be hidden" ( K e  1989, 
p-47). The f m  that we set aside speaal places for death such as the f ü n d  home, cemeteria, 
hospitais, special times for remanbenng deaths nich as Raaembrnce Day -4 Anspaugh and 
0% 1987, p.2; Loûanâ, 1978, pp. 26.37), and spmPl phrares 6ke "at mm and "pass on" to si@@ 
death (Rando, 1984, ph) dernonsrnites a situation where the rcality of "persod" d e a h  are quite far 
removed fiom our daiiy lives. 

Philip Meiior clauris that death is hidden because it "is a challenge to modmdf' (1 994, p. 1 1). 

Death can't be socially controkd so it threatens both the socially constnicted p i m e  of reaiity (p. 14). 

and our sense of order and coritinuity of seif (p. 12). Mdor argues that one characteristic of pst, or 

"high", modemity is that issues Md pr;lEtices which ause "probIems of meaning", like death. are 

removed ftom public space. Swh pcivatization forces the individual to d d  with aich issues and 
practices largely on his or ber own, often without pce~cn'bed traditions, or CO- of action, to foilow 

(P- 12)- 
Another characteristic of  pst, or "high", modem@ identifid by Mellor is that meanùig is 

b".&bj~vized'~; it is, largeiy, lefi up to idhiduais to constnict their own medng for issues aich as 
death. This subjecbvimtion of death's meanhg is part of a hger, contemporary process of 
"reflexivity'' whereby aü m e m h p ,  kliefk, and values are beïng examintd and revised (deconstructed) 



in light of cimgmg ckmstances (p. 17), induding the emergence of "Relativistic Secularism" (Fulton 

and Owen, 1994b, p. 17). These factors are cited as leading to histoncally mique threats of personal 
meaninglessness in modem Western sociery (p. 12). 

If it remains tnie that our current penonal constructions of death inevitably lead to ttaeats of 
-na1 rneaningiesgless, then w desire to avoid or to hide de& is not auprisuig. But. are ail issues 
conceming death ahvays avoided or hidden in contemprary North American Eociety? If not, mi@ 

this hdicate t h .  some individuais actuaüy elicit meaning fiom thàr constructions of death ? 

Death as a Purveyor of Meaning 

94) cites the fàa t h  individu& now have more opportuity to develop their 
own mnstructs of death as bang a harbii to meaninglessness in our Eociety, o h  would disagree. 
Many existentialïsts (Maslow, 1968, 1970; Frankl, 1%3; Heidegger* 1%2) and other theorists (Kelly, 

1955) rnight argue that developing personal const~cts or meanings for de& repmsents a chance to 

aquire meaning concemirig life (Tomer, 1992; Drapela, 1995). A review of the theones of tkse 
scholars supports this contention: Maslow's (1%8, 1970) seLf-aaualinng person has a greater 
acceptance of his or her life and a lower fear of de- in Frankl's (1963) perspecbve, the processes of 
refomulation of attitudes can help one to restore a saise of purpose in life; for Kelly (1955), death 

represents the clearest arample of "threat" (the awareness of unminent change in one's core structures). 

Such revision in one's are cons~ructs Unplies radical cbanges in the person's outlook on We. 

Heidegger suggests that, anhough derth repes~as the threat of nonexistence, a realization of our 

future nonexistence is a precondition to undananding our hes more fùlly and is necessary for fkeeing 
ourselves fiom anxiety (Tomer, 1992, p 477482). 

Some scholars, unlike Heidegger, do not presume that the conceptualization of de& as 

nonexistence is the only one that is valid. Viewing death as an opportunity for "immortality" of one 
kind or another has also been recognized as aving meaning to He. 

Laon and Olson (1 974) outline the death anxiety-reducing benefits of "symbolic immoxtality". 
Symbolic Mmorîaiity dérs to the belief that one rmy "Live*' on der one's deaîh in a number of ways 

includùig: hou@ one's worlr, d n s ,  or thoughts; through one's biological ofiispring, and/or, 
though the mernories of loved ones. Indeed, Westmm and Canîa (1-5) f d  thst denning death in 
ternis of an "extended self' was found to be accompanied by les  fear of death One niay make the 
argument that conceptions such as symôoiic Unmortaüty and an extended seif actuayI repfesem a 



situation where an altered construction of "self" bas been created. 

Whiie symbolic immortaiity may be an effective strategy for some, others may not 6nd 
sixidaction in merely redefining the self to accommodate death For rnany, coming to temis with th& 
own mortaiity may require addressing the pasonal mesmiig that death, i t sa  holds. Those who fw 
death as an annihilation of the self(Hoeiter, 1979; Fiorian and Kravetz, 1983), for arample, would not 
kely be consoled by the concept of symbolic irnmortaiity. ConcBWig of death as a continued 

existence in an afteriife has been shown to offer individuais meanhg conceming death (Holcomb et al., 
1993; Thorson and Powell, 1990) and Me (Kalish, 198 1, p.23 1; Steinitz , 1980). This &kt  m y  be 

essecidy pronounced for near-death experiencers (Fiynn, 1982; Noyes, 1980; Ring, 1980, pp. 143- 

144; S a b o n  1982, p. 132). 

There appears to be a close relationship between the wnstnicts of Life and d e - -  It may be 
that the development of one conception affects the development of the other. hdeed, s e v d  studies 
support the existence of a positive correlation between purpose in lifé and positive death attitudes 
(Aronow, Rauchway, Peüer, and DeVLio, 1980; Bok 1978). Flint, Gaytoq and Opnon (1983), and 
other researchers (Wong et al, 1994), have found a signifiant correlation between subjective 

satisfâction with one's pan life (Me review) and death acoepwce in th& eldedy sample. hirlak 

(1972) reported that subjects who had meanïng and purpose in thek lives teaded to have les fear of 

death and have more positive and accepting attitudes toward death Quim and RePrikoE (1985) 

discovered that subjects who iacked a saise of purpose and direction in their lives reported higher 
levels of death anxiety. holet (1990) reporteci a negative reiationship between death aruciety and 
purpose in Me. 

Wong, Reker, and Gesser have emphasized the fkt that the way people view death affects 

how they Mew Me, and vice versa (194, p. 128). FeW bas clarified that the rneaning death holds for 

an individual can represmt a key or- principle in deteminhg how he conducts himseif in life 

(1959, p. 128). Epting and Neinreyeer maùitain that there are or@ two views of dath: either it is the 

end of one's identity or it is a doorway to another life (1984). Steinitz (1980) found beiief in an 

aflerlife to be associated with optimism and -. however, reminds us that other 

individuals may find equal satisfaction 60m believing death 1eads to total extinction (198 1. p. 23 1). 

Fkgardless of wtKther one perceives death as nonexistence or as some form of Unmortality 

(symbolic or spiritual), the process of coxwuaing deah appean to represent an opportunity to finâ 
meaning for one's Me, end vice versa. Furthemore, there appain to be an assoaation &een 

consv~cting death in a "positive" manner (acap<ence as opposed to fear or avoidance) d viewhg 
life in a positive manner. 



The preceding two sections have outlined that, while many references to death are nill hidden 
andfor avoided in contemporary NoRh America, the conception of death contùuie~ to have ui impaa 

on our social çonstniction of Mie. 

The pon modem situation in Nonh America is one in which the s o c i m  mgeh Jud- 
Chx-inian) influences of the past and the forces of modemization and secularization, bave led to the 
twentieth cenniry w o n  of death anâ dying fiom the average pason At the àme, North 

Americans have fbdom to ~ ~ n s m c t ,  thrm sochl processes, tbar own manmgS for life and 

death: they rnay do x, through the paspeftive of symbolic irmnoRality, belief in an &erlifê, or *s 
even through the "realuation of our future nonexismd'. Given this airran smiation, however, 
several questions remah: what maalig wül Nonh Arnerican Society now constnict (or nutha 
develop) for death ? 1s a new meaning of death beginnllig to emexge in North Amaica ? 

A New Meaning of Death ? 

Kastenbaum ates a 1981 U.S. President's commission report as indicating that Western 
conceptions of death may, in fàa, be changing (1986, p.9-10). While this may be the case,. Ezell Md 
others have neverthdes characterized the genersl (North) Amrican amade toward death as 

remabhg conttadictory. This 4 perhaps, not surprising. The Padmon of hiding or othenvise avoidmg 

death in our Society has resuited in most people bcmg somewhaî uncornfortable with desth issues. At 

the same the, however, m ~ y  people have gmat interest in the subject of death Anspaugh, and 
Oaks, 1987, p. 1 ), probably, in paxq ôecause thy deive signifiant meaning f?om it. 

The avoidance of death-relatai phenomena in North Anierica seems to have been tempered by 

the recent proliferation of de&-Wed literaa~e. A strong interest in such activities. has not been 
found in Western Europe. The p o s s i i  also Sons that the beiiefk of the strong U.S. Christian 

tradition have acted to abaîe the 8SSOQated &eas of the Western ifpnilanmnon of death in that 

society. Both of these &ors mey be klping to maimM a strong intaest in death among North 
Americans. 

Aithough Canada poseses culairal immigration patterns *ch dEer somewhat fiom the U.S. 
(e.g., a higher percanrge of non-Judeo-Christhn immigrants), the signifiant cuhursl - espociplly media 
- ties to American aimirr aipporî the iikelibood bai, on aveng+ CliudioiJ and Americans sime veq 
simiiar conceptions of de& 



Since the rnid-to-late nineteen seventig vaxious groups compn*g a g o h g  "de& and 
dying movement", or "the happy death movernent" as Lofiand (1978) prefers to term it ( 1). have 

pdually been mabng their presare fa partinilarfy in North Arnerica. 

In gened, groups comprising this deaîh and dying (or "happy death") movement "explidy 
anempt to break down the silence and seif-dciency that characteriz dying" in th Western wodd 

today (C- 1980, p. 14). Such groups offen advocate iaCredSPA cmtrol for the dying ovq 

their own treatment (eu- etc.), and a rearrangemem of the structure of a r e  for the dying fi0111 

hospitais to home ador hospice are.  Reiated poups promote death education and tmmmnem 

courses and workshops for aiî (Lofland, 1978, pp.78-86). As the number of udMduals in such 

organLatons appears to be mcrraYng (p.77). t&ir contribution to what may be a changuig social 

perspective on death mus be recognrzed. Sociai, psychological and other acadernic theorists (~ome of 

whom are manbers of these organhions) have dso tumed signifiant attention toward the subject of 

death in ment years with the fomurlaton of a growing Merature and the increncing incorporation of 

de.-related material imo courses at universkies and coiieges in North America (Cable, 1983, pp.4-5). 

StiUion believes that the "death &don movement" has been fostered, in part, as a result of 

the wornen's movement (circa 1970 and onwards) which encourageci the rea;amination of the myths 
and stereotypes which both genders inherited (1985, p. 6). This movement also may have a r k n  as 
part of a larger, mntemporary procas of deconst~ction in W h  al1 meaningf beiiefk, and d u e s  are 
being examined and revised (Meiior, 1994, p. 1 7). 

The growth of death-related literature, &cation and seKimerest groups lends some support 
to Lofland's contention that (North) American society is undergohg a reconstruction in the way it 
relates to death and dying. Accordhg to Lofland, this reconstruction has been i n s p ' d  by the new 
"face of (prolongeci, bureaucraîiz4 and uailnrized) death" modern Western Eociety bas been 

presented with (Lofland, 1978, p.35) d by the public arbculatïon of concerns which members of the 

death and dying movement have, Lofland argues, receatly begnin to voice (p.37). 

What, thus fàr, has has the thecorne of tbis ceconst~ction of desth ? Wong and coiieagues 
have outlined how contemporary North Americans can âisplay a combination of attitudes inciuding 

elements of avoidance, and several types of both fear and acceptance. AU of these elernents are 
thought to be related to tbe pursuit of personal meanhg (1994, p. 135). Mer -chers d i s a s  
varying levels of death threai (Neimeyer, 1994) or death competency (Rabbins, 1994) that North 

Americans pssess. 
The research literature reveats that death s c e p ~ ~ ~  is generally more salient than deaîh 

anxiety and that rom for both feu and avoichnce tend to be Mund the midpomt of the severr-point 



Likert d e ,  which reflects uncertainty, while scores for acceptance tend to be (1 994. p. 14 1 1- 
Indeed, Cable insists th* whiie some fear of the proses of dying seems to be signinuuit universally. 
the fear of the acruai szute of death is fàr less pronounceci (1983, p.7). 

Wong and coiieagues exph t h .  whether one fean or accepts death depends to a hge extent 
on whether one has learned to sccept one's life (1994, p. 123). This existential view is in line with 

Erikson's (1963) Inte- verais Despair crias for individuais in their last nrge of developmem. 

According to Erhon's thoory, those who can achkve integrity - the belief that their life has ban 
worthwhiie and maninghi - fcer death less and accqt deoth more than they wodd have otherwise. 

Other schoiars, tw, have argued that people are more anaid of a nleaningle~~ existence (Butler, 1963, 

1 975; Marshall. 1974). or of an inwmplete Iife (Gmhan,  198 1) than they are of de& Roponents 

of vlis perspective suggest tbat individuals who sec their lives as fblfihg and meaningtùl show less 

death anxiety and more death a c c v  (Lewis and Butler, 1974). Studies have supported these 
author's contentions (Wong et al., 1994, p. 123). 

Following Lofland's (1978) lead, C h a m  (1984) criticizes those who claim thaî a 
reconstruction of our Norîh Amencan Mews toward death has already o c c d .  Lofland (1978) and 

Chamiaz (1984) grant that these authors are comect in thar premises that numer- parties comprishg 
a death and dying movenierit are gaining popilanty. Howeva, she argua that, for such reconstruction 
to uuly ocair, the institutions thpt deal with death, including hospiuls, physicians, fÙneral homes and 
churches, must also show tWduaanal changes in soael structure, which for the most part, they have 
not (1984, p. 10-1 2). 

Although reconstruction of a new rneaning of death may be incornpiete, this chapta has 
presented arguments supporthg the mtion that such a reconstruction is undenmy. The meanin&) 
that North Americans constnict for death are slowiy changing due to transfodons in North 

&nerican Society in gemd, anci with m r e l a t e d  issues specifidy. 



This litenmire review sewed a dual prupose. It represented a forum in wbch to outhe the 

theoretid Perspecave which has guided the devdopment, implementation, and evahiation of this siudy 

and its hdmgs. It also aiEorded the oppo<uioity to define key concepts aich as: NDE; ND&, NDE 
knowledge; stahis passage; death; attitude; construct, and; the search for meaning- 

The l i t m e  review began with a look at neardeath experietlce~ (NDEs): their definition, 
research history, generai patterns, explaaatory b r i e s ,  &end5ects, and thar role as a type of non- 
normative status passage. Follow@ * a section outlinuig research on the NDE knowledge and 

attitudes of various samples was presented. A segment dealing with the social construction of death's 

meanings was preceded by a section de~cn'b'i kqr camelates of North Arnerican de& attitudes. A 

subsequent section pre~aits -ch questions with theoretically deriveci hypotheses for adi. 

The theoretid position employed in this rrsearch thesis foliows the existampllyderived 
perspective of Wong &ker, and Gesser (1994) which pWts that individuals are motivatecl to pursue 

personai meaning (Fradd, 1963; Reker, Peacock, and Wong 1987). Accordhg to tbis perspective, 

fear of de& and other negative deadi attiades sudi as escape acapmce, and death woidance, (as 
well as death threat - Keliy, 1955; Neirneyer, 1995) nray a r k  from tbe nYhire to find pasonal meSning 

for one's life and death (Wong et. al., 1994, p. 123). 

The theoreticai perspectives of Symbolic Interactionism, Search for Meanhg theones, and 

P a n a i  Construct The~~ry have 9 been put forth as bàog complemcotary, and as bemg heipftl to the 

undentadhg of the pasonsl pursuit of meanhg. Search for Meaning theones (Franicl, 1963; 

Thompson and Janigian, 19û8) infiorni us tbat we are motivated to create meanhg for elemerits such as 
death. Personal Consmici Theory (Keiiy, 1955) wggests a meam by whKh we might cognitivety 
develop and consolidate such and Symbdic Imeractionism rerninds us that the ongoing 

search, development, and consotidation of these meanhgs occm in a d context. 
The literature has eznpbahâ that the pursuit of personai meanïng regardhg death is 

inextricably iinked to the pursuit of Me's meuiing (Wong a ai, 1994, p. 128). Regardess of wtieiher 

one perceives death as 110nexistet~;e or as some fom of immortality (symbolic or spirïîual), the process 
of constructing deaîh appean to represerrt an oppoitunity to nad meanhg for one's lifr, snd vice versa 

Furthermore, there appears to be an association behkreen mnstnicting death in a "positive" manner 
(acceptance as  opposed to ferr, thmt, or avoidonce) and viewing lifè in a positive muiaa (achehg 
fidfkmt in and mankg for one's Me) (Reker a al., 1987). 



In attempting to comprehend the meaning of death in contemporary No& Ameriq we mun 

bear in rnind: (1) the ailturai, largely religious, influences of the past; (2) the effects of the twentiah 

cenniry segregation fiom death ami dying; (3) the emergencê of social rnovements attempting to 

innuence our deaih attitudes andior behaviouf, and; (4) the continuing fkedom for individuals to, 
through social processeg c o m c t  meaning for life and de& These processes have been deiineated in 

this literanire review and form a core of understanding upon which subsequent chapters are based. . 

Studies show that most people in the western world have heard of MlEs and know a moderate 

amount about them. G m e d y  positive attitudes are Md regarding MIES, par t ide  am~ng those 

who believe in life der death, and those who claim to have had an N'DE, or to know an NDEr. 
Correlations between N'DE knowiedge and positive attitudes have been low to moderate, while 

correlations between either of these &ors and Life or death amtudes remain unexplored. 

The elusiveness of an adequate explanatory mode1 for NDES, cwpled with the evidence of 
their significant af teref f i  maka the public's perception of them even more intrisuing. Given their 
uncertain causaiity? there appean to be considerable opportunity to develop a conception of these 
expenences which is consistent with one's own construction of death - a h s t  regardles of the nature 
of that construction. 

This research memps to begn to answa the question of what impact, if a q ,  N'DE m a t d  

may have on the developmem of personal constructs of death in a sample of North Amrican addts. 

Wi NDEs prove to be as saliemt a correlaie of death attitudes as age, g d e r ,  or any of the others 
identifid in this chapter ? The m e r  has bearing on the way NDE material is perceived, and may be 

relevant to the continuing reconstruction of death in North American society. 



Resmrch Questions and Hypothae 

This study endeavours to investigaie the following questions: Whaî are the kiowledge and 

attitudes conceming WEs displayeû by t& sample?; Are these persans' knowledge of ND& related 
to their attitudes toward NDES, and are these knowkdge of and attitudes toward NDEs 

related to their attitudes toward death? In order to address the above questions, six m c  research 
questions have been formulated. 

What foUows is a pmsentahu of each -ch question followed by a hypothais as to the 

a m e r  <O each based on the theoretid penpcciive taken throughout this thesis and outiined in the 

previous section. in g& thïs prspective is based upon the prrniise thai human being~ are 

mohvated to puraie meaning for their hes and deeths. To accomplish th, they devdop and 
continualsf revise a system of bipdar consbucts (or dimensions) with which they organize and attribute 
meaning to elements such as de& 

The first part of the 6rst research question is: What is the kvd of MBE knowieâge 

displaycd by this suapie of respondents? 
As with previous studies (see chapter 1 -section 2 of this thesis) a "moderate" rmiount of 

f i e ,  or "knowledge", rrgsrdiag NDEs is expected for this rempie. It is hoped h t ,  uniike many 
studies on NDE knowledge and attmdeg the data dea ion  procedures anployed hae will ensure a 

high response rate h m  both those nniüisr Md those cm$nYLisr with NDEs. If so. a somewhst les 

knowledgeable v i e  than found in otha studies may be achieved since, it is assume4 fannliMty with 

the topic may have led to a p a t e r  lüceübood of complethg and retuming surveys in these studies. 
Counterbalancing this efkct, pehps ,  is the greater exposure of the average North Amercan to ND€ 
materiai, @en the apparent increase in the popuiarity of NDEs in the media in recent years. 

It is hypothesized that, ifNDE accouuts and other "information" assist an individual in finding 
meaning(s), or in supporthg a h d y  atsbiishcd meaiiiag(s) for his or her Life or chib (-y one's 

concept of Life der death) he or she wiii be motivaid to pursue knowledge about MIEs. Most 

persans who do not dexive mich meanhg f?om NDE rcan~ wiii not be motivateci to pursue MIE 
"information" and haice will kmw comparativdy l a s  than those who find NDES meaiqfd with 

respect to thar view of We, ifa dathor lifc a h  deaîh. in addition, both those who beiieve they have 
had an NDE and those who bwnv someone who beiieves dhe has had and NDE w d d  k expected to 

have a greater knowtedge coacaniqs NDES. This is hypothesasd since both of these groups are more 



Wely to have had -sure to the profound meaning NDErs clah to derive from the experience 
(Noyes, 1 980; Flynn, 1982; Greysoc 1983, Ring, 1984). 

The second part of the first r-ch questions is: (b) Whit demogriphk ~~R-M&s a m  

significantîy rwocïatcd with NDE knowkdge? 

in texms of age, younger respondenîs are expected to know more about NDEs since thqr 

might have been more motivated to leam about NDES, given that they ofh have had to 

formal religion than their older counterparts (K& 1989, pp. 192-198). Fornial rebgion m y  hetp 

some to formulate a meaning and purpose for Lia and death (K.lisb 198 1. p.23 1 ) .  WRbout as much 

religious hfiuence, younger people may be more receptive to NDE materid as a ptential source fiom 

which to derive meaning for We and death. 
In terms of religiodspinniaiity. those who beliwe strongly in sow form of personal self-aware 

existence after death, which ofien wmsponds to those who are more reiigious or spirituai, are 
expected to have been motivated to leam more about NDEs. This is hypothesized t%pecial]y if the 

NDE uiformation they are exposeci to is in iïne with th& current bdiefs mnceming death. 

Gender, level of education, and type of religion are not expected to be significandy &cd to 

NDE knowledge since previws resarch bas indimec! as much and since there is no theoretid reason 
why those in this sample who Mer in these variables would have had dissunilar acposure to N'DE 
mat erial . 

The ûrst part of the second research question is: Wbat arc tbt NDE attitudes dispîayed by 

this sample of mspondcnts? 

As with previous studies (see page 15-37 of this thesis) generally positive attitudes toward 

NDEs are e?rpected !!tom this sample. Attitudes of beli& interest, and importance are ail expected to 

be quite prevalent. Fear of NDEs is arpected to be low to moderate, but prwent nonetheles, given the 

increasing fkequency of negPtive NDE ~ccounts presented in the popiler literature and media, and 

given the likely unease of sorne with a topic relateû to de&. 

It is hypothesized th& ifMlE accounu and other "informaîionw askt  an individuai in finding 

meaning(s) or in supporthg aiready established meanmg(s) for one's We or death, he or she will have a 

positive attitude toward NDEs. Such people are expected to enter this study a h d y  posseUUig a 
belief in sorne form of personal &aware existence after de& and to generally believe in the 
objective validity of NDEs as aiidence qporting theif belietj. Most persans who do not derive much 

meaning from NDE accamts wiO not bave a strongiy positive (though iikely dso not a SÉrOngiy 



negaîive) attitude toward hiEs. 

Both those who belïeve they have had an NDE and those who know someone who believes 
they have had an NDE would be expeaed to have a more positive amnide toward MIES. This is 

hypothesized since both of these groups are more Wrely to bave had acposuTe to the profound meening 

NDErs clairn to derive fiom the @ence (Noyes, 1980; F l y ~ ,  1982; Greyson, 1983, Ruig 1984). 

It is hypothesized that the more positive a respondent's amnide toward N'DES 4 as indicated 
by the w e y ,  the more thac wne respondent: (a) wiil have had a positive amtude toward NDEs the 
fïrst tirne hdshe heard about them (since NDEs hediately eitha L h o  th& m ~ c o n c e p t i o n  of 

deaîh, or they di&); @) will have beai positively Sected by M)E material in a variety of wys; (c) 
wüi beliwe that NDEs may be helpfùl to some people, and; (d) will kiieve thaî health a r e  workas 

should be prepared to discuss MIES. 

The second part of the second research questions is: @) W b t  dcmogrrphic vuiibks am 

significanîiy associattâ with a positive NDE attitude? 

In terms of age, younger respondeats might have a more positive attitude toward NDEs since 

they may have had more acposure to MIE material than their older counterparts ancilor because* 
without as much religious influence (Keari, 1989, pp. 192-1 98), younger people may be more recepttke 

to M>E material as a poteabl source nom whi& to derive meaning with rrspea to life and de& 
In terms of religiodspintuality, tbose who believe nrongly in some form of personai coIlSCious 

existence after deah (ofien cortesporxiing to those Wb0 are more religious or spiritual) are scpeded to 

have a more positive attitude toward NDES This is hypothesked if the NDE infonnrton they are 

exposed to isin linewith theirament beli& espeaallywitô the meanuigtheyascribe to deah. 

Those respondents idedijing an affil;ntion with a type of religiodspiriniality whicii teaches a 
belief in sorne form of personal ~ ~ a w a r e  existence after de& are expected to display more positive 
attitudes toward NDES: especdy more W i n  their objective vaiidity. 

Gender and levd of d u d o n  are not expected to be a ~ c a n t f y  relnted to NDE attitudes 

since previous research bas show hcoaMmn f .  and oince thae is no theoretical reaoon why 

individualsinthissamplewhodi&rinthesevariabIeswouldhavedissimilara#inidesconcenllng 
NDEs. 

The third research question is: Wbrt are (a) the iife atîitudcs, Iiid (b) the dath a-dcr 



of attitudes for a diverse Nonh Arnerican sample. A variety of Me attitudes are anticipated i n d i e  a 
wide range of perceived meanhg and purpose for one's Life. Death attitudes are also expected to be 
wide ranghg including w i n g  lev& of death th- fear, avoidance, and v. Both Life 

aranides and death &des are apeaed to be gaierally positive aice it is assrnned that mosi people 
uiil have already constructed some mcamDg for these concepts. Thae is evid- tbu individwls Who 
have developed a personai philosophy of death view de& positiveiy (Holcomb, Neimqrer, 

Moore, 1993). and that death a~aptaace xnay be more salient thsn deah (Won8 a al., 1994, p. 

141). 

The fourth research question: b h&ng more knonkdge about NDEs m i a t c d  with a 

more positive attitude t o w d  NDEs? 
The hypothesis is thaf if the NDE "knowledge" thaî an f i d u e l  is v s e d  to is in line with 

his or her owa established coasmids (ni.aniags) of d& more NDE knowledge wili be aSSOciated 
with increasrngly positive NDE attitudes. Since NDE materiai is arpecced to be in line with marry 

respondems' estabiished const~~cts of death, NDE lmowledge and NDE attitudes are expected to show 

a moderaîe to strong association 
A much more difficuît question to answer concems tbe cause and &kt rehtioaship b e e n  

NDE howledge and N'DE sttmda. S@caily, it is clifficuit to biow wheiha a~quüing more NDE 
in fodon  causes a more positive attiiude toward N'DE$ or w k k r  already haviag a positive 

attitude (or at lean an opemess) t o d  NDES i d  to one king motivated to lem more about them. 
The m e r  to tbis dilemma will not be dehitivdy ~lllswered by îhk thesis- Howeva, tke is i s n  
to fàvour the latter hypothes& &en t h  &d&c mahods such as the mere presentabon of 

information bas not been show to signikady change death anaides in for those in death educatjon 
courses @uriak, 1994, p. 249,257). 

The fifh researcb question is as foilows: Ir b.viqj more hOIVkd&e about NDES usoeiated 

with a distinctive pttm of dtith ateitudes (eg., krr fhr  of onii aC-1 and attitudes 

(CS, a smog selue of mcmüng in ofc etc.) in tha rirm*? 

It is hypothaurd &a, ifacquiriag NDE knowledge provides meaning or nidorces atoblished 
constructs of death for an individual, then baving more laiowfedge about NDEs be asoched with 
a positive pattern of death a#itides for this individual. Such a positive pattern of aeath attiaides is 
hypothesized to ùrhde: ha* l e s  desth threa!, a d  far. anga, avoi- and &pression 



concerning one's own death, having a greater belief that a pleasant afterlife \MII follow de& displaying 
more acceptance of d a  ad; ûaving a more positive life attitude profile, including possessing a 
stronger sense of current and fiiture meaning and purpose in Me. 

The sixth research question is as foliows: b hi* mom p i t i v e  attitude towad NDEs 

associateci witb a distinctive pi- of dcith attitudes (cg., las feu of o m  dcitb etc) and Iâe 

attitudes (cg., a strong sew of meanhg in Mc etc) h this saa~pk? 

'IheiiypothesisistbstthosewhobelievetbstNDEsrepre~emevidencef~rlifeaAerd~ 

(who wiii likely also be those who are characterized as having a positive attitude toward NDEs) will 

display more posÏtive deaîh attitudes, inc1uciing less death threat, l e s  fear, avoidance, anger, and 
depression, and more acceptance of death and also more positive Me attitudes, inchiduig more 

perceived rneaning and purpose to th& lives. 
In summary, it is hypothesized that people either: (1) interpret NDE m a t d  (accounts, 

research etc.) in a way that cunfinns and strengtkm thàr own ament personal consnicts (ie., 

meanings) of life and de& or, (2) tbey dismiss N'DE material as untrue a d o r  unimportant. 
In death education research, actuai changes in death attitudes have been reported with 

experriential programs but rareiy, or not at di, with didactic rnethods such as the mere prwentation of 
information @urlak 1994, p. 249,257). In a Pniilar manner, it is theorized thai, ahhough those who 

actualiy report NDEs maintain tha~ the eqxn'e~ace had been a prof- meaningttl and even life- 
changing ment (Grqson, 1983; Moody, 1976; Noyq 1980; Ring, 1980). individuals wt>o merely hear 
or read about NDEs wiîi be so moved as to show change in their preexisting constnias of Me and 
death. It is hypotheared that, for non-N'DE- the meaning of Lin! and death mpy (or may not) be 

strengthened by MIE materiai, but they are not changied signrficantty. 

The next chapter outlines the nrerhodology used in this study anci ùicludes sections on: 
concems with previous research on NDE and death attitudes; instnimerrt and survey question design; 
data collection procedures; the deveiopment of NDE knowledge, attitude and deah amtude d e s ,  

and; methods of data anaiysis. 



Endnotes for Literature Review 

( 1) Lofland identifies three camal tenets of the happy death movement's ideological "cr& of 
dying" as: immonality; positivity and; expressivity. In tams of immoxtaiity, the "fact" of a pleasant 

afterlife is bas4  not on religion but on research into the experiences of those who have apparently died 
and "corne back" @IDE=), and on those who have wimeued the an especially blissftl dying peMn (p. 

93-5). The nature of the movemmts' emphass on positivity is based on the bdief that the dying 

procpss can be the d o n  for self miproverneat and "growth" for the dying p e ~ n ,  their fiiends and 

f d y ,  and that death Ndfmay be b l i d  (p.%). This movement's e s p o d  of "expressivity" involves 
the beiief that "whatever the emotions engendered by dying and deah, they *Id be arpressed. To 
suppress expression is to Sacrifice the opportunities for "growth" which death provides" (p.99). 



METHODOLOGY 

Assessing the Resurcb on Dcath Attitudes and NDE Knowledge and Attitudes: 

Some Conceras 

The social sciences have, in recent decades, begun to pay more attention to the aibject of death 
and dying, including research Lno death attitudes and NDEs. However, the relative recenq with 

which these topia have beai investigated in any formal seme has meant that a e e t y  of COIK'R~I~S nill 
abound in this field. Some undersiamhg of the cancans invoived in assesYng deah Minides. and 

NDE knowledge and amnides is necessary hexe. It wiii heip us to bruig research hdings identifiecf in 

the literature review into proper light, and to set the stage for the justiScaUon of the methodological 

tools used in the present snidy. 

In terms of d g  death attitudes and NDE biowledge and attitudes, concems p e h  to the 

paucity, in the literature, of (1)  concept clarification; (2) theoretidy grounded research with testable 

hypothesis; (3) measures &ch recognize the mdtidimensional Maire of death attitudes and NDE 

aititudes; (4) attention to the temporal dimension of (de& and NDE) attitudes; (5) adquate samples 

and response rates fiom which to make generalitatons, and; (6) confidence rwduig the extemal 

validity of the methodological mois used. A ninha ConCern is (7) the theoretical leanuigs or bisses of 

researchers. 

1) Conceot Clarification 

One problem in attempbng to analyze previous studies on death attitudes is their lacli of 

consensus regarding just what is king mea~ufed. SNdies have difFered as to whether they are 

examining death as a state or as a process, and also whether they are attempting to assess the death of 

oneselfl the death of others (grief), or both (Torner, 1992, p. 497-8). 

For the purposes of this investigatio~ it is mcessary to more nanowly d e h e  several centrai 

concepts. First, the terni decrth is taken to mean the biologid sote of death, ratha th the process of 

dying; Second, attitudes tawcpd Ifle arid&ath refii to one's attitudes toward one's own He and deaîh, 

as opposed to that of a loved one, or such attitudes in genaai. Third, the Iife aPd &h mncdes 

dixussed in this paper are taken to man those experienced in 'day-t&y lie, rauia than those 

ocaming after some m c  or otherwise personal experiezlce. 



m e n  researchers have faied to i d e  which aspect of ' d a  amnides' they are rn- 

or to even achowiedge that 'death attitudes' may be consmied, defined and mea~u~ed in numerous 

ways; for example. sorne shidies m u e  death attitudes impliàtly (through analysis of subconscious 

thoughts etc.) while others measure h m  expiicitly (via awey or in tdew etc.). 

Most studies of death anxiety and otha death attitudes have used seIf-report quedoMaires 

(Kasenbaun, 199 1, p. 1 8). While some, mcludirig many in the psychoanalybc tradition. my  srgue 

that such seIf-reported measures fail to unu>va the r d  subconscious death attitudes of individuais. the 

corninueci widespread use of self reports implies that the vast majority of EoQological and 

psychologîcai research f d  thcy are vaiid iasmimenis for cwminhg death attitudes. The decision by 

psychologists and dologkits not to use psychdytic mencii+es Wrely derives fiom a rejection of 

psychoanaiytic theory andor a view that these mcthods are no beîter at predicting an indMduals' death 

amtudes nor behaMourUf However, it is also iikely that the pderence of these researchers to use sdf- 

report questionnaires refiects both th& conifort in using th- and the ease with which a larger sample 
of responses may be acquired. 

It is important to be clear th* in keeping with most work on the subject, this study will 

ascenain the explicif expression of attitudes toward NDES, and toward death, as mea~ufed by seif 

report questionnaires. Inherent in this choice of methodobgy is the theoreticai position that 

psychoanalytic analysis or 0 t h  implicit means of asJessng anitudes are not required. 

Operationai concepts need to be cleady d&ed if meaningftl information is to be extracted 

from snidies, comparisons made betweeen studies, and comparisons made between the various 

masures used in such d e s .  Med, several studies on N'DE knowledge and attitudes (Walker & 

Russel, 1989, Bechtel et al., 1992) id- possible coritùsion over the meaning of WDE' as a 
confounding &or in the anaiyus of research data 

This study has attempted to address these concems by clariSling. fiom the outset, key concepts 

such as: deaîh, Near-Death Experiencq death attitudes, etc. 

Neimeyer argues for the need to conduci theorecidy grounded research; and for the need to 

outline rhe assumptiom of such theories to fonnulae testable hypotheses (1994, p.263-4). Accordhg 

to Tomer, ideaily, "the type of measure(s) uud depends on the theoretical perspective(s), remanbauig 

that there is a lot of ovcrlap atlK)ng theriries (1992, p-4%). 

These auhors espouse using theoraical knowiedge to fonnulate testable hypotheses abwt 



death attitudes and related phenornena This use of îheory as a basis for resarch seexns equally vaiid 

for m a  NDE knowledge and attitudes. These hypothese~ would then be tested "to suppon or 
disconfirm key tenets of the theories" rather than the retrospective fimng of W r y  to account for 

research fin- Ui a post hoc myiri~. The lack of deaîh attitude research a d h e  to this aiterion is 
undencored by these suthon (Neimeyer, 1994, p. 263-4; Tomer, 1992. p. 498). and is also evidmt in 
exarnining snidia of NDE knowledge and attitudes. In faR no theory rrgarding howledge or 

amtudes could be found in the iiterame. 

The dilemma wah death attitude shidies which been theoreiically grounded is thai txisbig 

theones offered to accwm for death -des offen expiain some but not rll of the research h m .  
Accordirsg to both Neimyer (1 994) and Tomer (1992, pp. 498-99), what is d e d  is an mempt to 

integrate existing theoties to form a more coqlete tbeory of death attitudes. 

These concems have aiso bem addressed in the present study. The plannin%, implernentation, 
and analysis of this research has ken guided by two wdl establish4 and potentialiy integrative. 

theoretical perspectives: "search for meaning theory" (Frankl, 1965; Thompson and Janigian, 1988) 

and personal construct theoty (Kelly, 1955; Neimeyer, 1994). These theones have both been idenaed 
in recent scholarship as promising theuretical models for the study of death attitudes (Wong et al., 

1994, p. 12 1 ; Neimeyer, 1994). The rnethodological tools used in this study invoived instruments 
reflecting both of these theoreticai penpectives, end testable hypotheses regarding NDE kiowledge 

and attitudes and death attitudes have been fonnulated based on these perspectives. These hypotheses 
are presented at the end of the litersrture review in a section erititled "Research questions and 

hypotheses. " 

Finally, as Neimeyer (1994) suid Tomer (1992) have recommended, an attempt is made, in the 

Disaission section of this thesis, to integrate the two *ries on death attitudes imo a somnvhat more 

comprehensive mode1 which mi& offer a productive arplanation of the research finduigs of this study. 

3 1 The multidunensional nanire of deatb attitudes 

The dtidimensional nawe of death amtudes in general, and of components of death amnides 

(such as fear of death) is now widely acceptd among schoiars @uriak & Kas, 1981; Hamme- & 

Brookings. 1987; LiieMd & Fieming, 1984-85; M.rshdL 1980, p. 70; Neimqrer, 1994, p. 266; 

Nelson, 1978). Therefore, the use of unidimensional scales designeci to assess concepts such as 'death 
anxiety', such as Templer's Death Anxiety Scale', or Collett and Lcstcfs Féar of Death Scale should k 
seen as inadequate for asscssiag dcgth attituâes. This aise means thaî much of the previous r w &  



more than half of which used d e r  of these popular d e s  (Neirneyer and Van Brunt, 1995, p. 59). 

needs to be reexamined with a critical eye. 

The present study was developed around the pranise thaî death attitudes rn, indeed 
mulridimensional. This is evident in its use of questions fkom Wong Md coll-es' fin- on the 

multidirnensional nature of de& attitudes, and also it its use of a variety of diffeting 'fear of death' 
questions, adapted nom prevîous midies. Both of the guiding theoretical Perrpectives ailow for 

multidimensionality of de& attitudes. 
Wnh respect to N'DE attitudes, chapter two of this thesis outlines the fàct that studies soliciting 

open-ended rrsponses to NDEs show s e v d  diBimnt NDE attitudes existe a review of the 

literaîure, the author has identiiïed four distinct dimensions dong which NDE attitudes seem to cluster: 
Belief, Inter= importance, and; Far.  While the dimensionahy of NDE amwles has yet to be M y  

established, ideally, an NDE w e y  shouid addres all four of these dimensions in some rnanner. This 
snidy included five questions fkom each of these 'dimensions' in it's NDE aninide d e .  

4) The tem~oral dimension of death attitudes 

in the van majority of studies to date, both death attitudes and MIE attitudes have gaierally 
been assumed to be 'aaits' and thus to be relaavely stable, as opposed to M g  'states' and thus to be 

variable over the .  This is assumed fiom the fàct that an overwheLming majority of these studies have 

been cross-sectionai, and that very few, ifany, have been longitudinal. 

While Pettigrew and Dawson's (1979) work suggesîs that death arYaety, for example, is mainly 
a trait, Tomer has poined out that "many variables have both a trait-l*e and a staîe-like character" 
( 1992, p. 497-8). ldeally, theories attemptuig to account for deaîh attitudes and NDE attitudes. or 

innuencing fàctors on these attitudes, would give some account of their temporal nature. 

The state versus trait Aphnte WU not be answered by the findings of this thesis. However, 

unlike many previous studies, the poss'ble state-like nature of death attitudes andior NDE attitudes is at 

least recognized in this study. The d o m r y  notices in the resuits a d  discussion sections, warning 

apinst interpreting fàctors as  crncsihg death attjtudes etc., are a necessary way of recognking that 

N'DE, dcath (and other) attiaides rnay have a temporal dimension which requires longitudinal methods 
to M y  descni. 



inadequate samples used in many previous studies aiso make intapr*lhon of ~ i f n a h -  

Samples may be inadequate in tams of low sarnple s k s ,  poor rites. and restricted age and 

socio-cultural ranges of puiicipams. As an example. uPng N'DE attitude -ch, Keiiehds 

response rates were neva measured it seems. and those of the Thornburg-type *dies on NDES have 
generaily been disappouituig ranguig fiom 1 1% to 7 W ,  with an average response nue of about 40%: 

Sample sizes in some NDE bwledge saidies have been les than 60 r e n d -  and tsrget goups 
have thus fiu been limited to heaJth care workers. 

The present study attempted to prevent sample hadequacies in a number of ways, kluding its 
method of data collection. As be descrjbed in detd in the Methods section, daîa collection was 

conducted in a marner -ch, it was felt, wodd ensure a heahhy response rate fiom a diverse group 
which was adequately sized for statistical analysis etc. 

61 Extenial validity 

Li ternis of assessing death -des, concems paiain to the lack of confidence regarding the 
extemai vaiidity of the methodological twls uscd in most raidies. Critics admit thaî it raMins 
"difljicult to establish the extenial vaiidity of death anxiety scales" (by fàr, the most cornmon type of 
previously used 'deah attitude' anaySs, Kasterhum, 1991, p. 18- 19). However, the twls chosen to 

assess death attitudes in t h  study have been shown to be extemaüy valid on s e v d  occasions (see 

Instrument & w e y  design chapter in Mcthods seaion). 
With respect to NDE knowledge, one meanire of exîernal validity might be to asamine the 

knowledge a r e s  of a d  NDErs and those who p a r o d y  h o w  an NDEr to see ifthey score higher 
than the average respondent. Higher scores would be expected sincc both of these g o u p s  shwld have 

more personal knowiedge about NDEs or have been more motivated to l e m  about them. 

Critics have pointed out that there has been no strong link estabIished between *de and 
behaviour. Therefore, M e  individuah may d8er in their responses on an MIE or death amnide 
questionnaire, this does not prove that they would behave diffêrently in âny givm situation 
(Kastenbaum, 1991, p.19). 



7) Researcher Bias 

As a final thwght on the subject, it is also possible that the paspective of the &oh. 

theoretical or otherwise, may influence the analysis Md nmaiary of NDE andor death attitudes. 

Kastenbaum has poined out that the "de& awPrawss movanan" (discusscd e k w k e  in this 
paper, but generaily r e f i  to those advocating hospices, the ri@-to-die, &or widespread death 

education) asaunes that: (1) de& makes us al1 fd anxious, and ba i :  (2) moa of US are t w  anicious- 

While aich a perspective may, in fan. be erro~eous - in that moa people score in the low to moderate 

range on self report& deah anràety mcrarm - it is easy to imsgine how nich a prspcçtive could 
interfere with the u n b î d  reporting of deah &des in our Society. 

Marshall bas noted that most r e s d  on a d e s  toward death and dying assumes that death 
is inherently fearnil (1980, p. 64). To the extent tha recent researchers have not heeded Manhall's 
caution, a researchers' theoretical m e  may contirnie to skew rrsearch design, coding, andor 

analysis to the deaLnent of vaiid conciusions on the abject. As an example, nscarchers have 

previously erroneoudy attributcd partiailrr death amades, aich as low scores on death &ety 

meaues,  as high deniai of death (Kastenbaum, p. 19). 

With regard to MIE mitudes, most -chers appear to view neardeath arperiemces in a 
positive light. If me, these researchers rnight downpky negative NDE amaides expressed by 
respondems in fàvour of more positive attitudes. An extension of the above point is evident in the caii, 

by several studies, for widespread edudon about NDEs for ail heatth care workers. Such a directive 

may be premmre in that it is stiiî not known whether any patients wodd nad or want to discuss 
MlEs with them- 

In individuals investigaîing NDE knowiedge and attitudes are nill in the process of 

developing adequate research methods, while those investigating de& attitudes are busy confirming 
the utility of newiy easihlished meaairrs. The adiievement of both of these goals requires the 

foiiowing: (1) Testing theoreticaily daived hypotheses by using valid mera~a - messurr~ which have 

cleariy defined tams such as 'N'DE', 'dath' (as a ~e or a trait), Md 'desth -es' (as being 
temporal or satic, and of thcG expression as bemg explicit or miplich); (2) Ewring large m g h  a d  

diverse emough sample sUa with adquate rrspoa~e ~ t e d  so thp findines may k gwnlircd to Ader 
populations, and; (3) O&ring as rmbisYd an uiJyPs as porrible whm Ming fiMingr to e s t a b W  



theory. In addition, long,itudinal smdy into the tanporality of death attitudes and NDE attitudes is 

desirable, if not always practicai, for friture studies. 
The author has attempted to address as msny of the above concems as was practical when 

designhg and conducting the p-t study. Undoubtediy, thk midy t w ,  Iike others in this relatively 

young field, wiil have limitations that wiU ned to be takm into considedon when interpreting its 
reailts. Indeed, lsnitations to the hdiqg  of thir &dy are addressed in a concluding section of this 

thesis. 

Instrument Development & Survey Question Design 

in order to answer the research questions wttined in the concluding d o n  of the literanire 
review, a airvey was designed. It was dnermined that the following variables required the utilllation 
of d e s  for their assessnent: NDE knowledge; NDE attitudes and death attitudes. It was also 

determineci that it would be informative to coUect data on the life attitudes of respondents, spdically 
conceming the mcaning and pnpose they ascribe to thàr iives. This was done in order to better 

understand the possible means by which NDE i n f o d o n  might affect life &or desth attitudes. 

The development, implernentation and analysk of the aforemenboned d e s  and, indeed, al1 
questions for this survey, have been @ded by the attetnpt to aiiaiiate as many as possiile of the NDE 
and d a i h  attitude research conans  outlined in the prewious section. 

To determine respondents' knowiedge of existing information about NDES, a scale was created 

base. on N i  Thornburg's (1988) Near-Death Phenornena Questionnaire. Thormbrg's questionnaire 

was deemed to need revision for this study for the foiiowing reasons: (1) to uiclude a wider vakty of 
content areas on the topic of Near-Deaîh Experiences (e-g., more of the commonly repoted 'events' of 

NDES, wmmon after eEects not inciuded by Thomburg etc.); (2) to offer a better balance between the 

nurnber of questions in di&rm content uess ( e .  emphanPng commody reponed 
eventicomponaits of NDEs more than the causes or a f k  dêcts of NDES); (3) to attempt to Vnprove 

the overaii evaluative qusliry of the questions [ie. those 12 questions which were adapteci from 
Thornburg's questionnaire wcrr those &ch correiatd znost highly with ha overall knowiedge suk]; 

(4) to eliminate wording whKh mry r a ~  to legitimoe MlEs and possii influc~lce Lier MIE pttmde 



responses (Le. ternis aich as "sunivon" impiy thaî an objective -ence had ocamed - 
such terms were omitted h); (5) to clu@ ceztain technical tenninology (since Thomburg's 
questionnaire was designed for nurses); and (6) to enwe that al1 items used in the final scale meet item 

analysis requirements for d e  construction (ïhomburg gives no mention of item analysis rrgar- 

her scaie's construction). 

As with ïhomburg's study, conducteci in 1983, the literature was reviewed in orda to create 

item for the present MIE knowledge sale. T d v e  (12) questions were modified fkom ~homburg's' 
onguial Near-Death Phenornena knowiedge d e .  Oiher questions were developed to a~propMtely 

balance the various content areas of NDE hiowledge, bchiding questions mgadhg causes, 

aftereffècts, elements of NDES, and unple- expiences. A d grwp of individuals ( ~ 1 0 )  

reviewed the items to ensure th& clarity. experts in the ares of N'DE research were contacted 
in writing and asked to review the instrumem to ensure the content validity of tbe d e a s  items. Each 
of the reviewers (Bruce Grepn, MD., Nancy Evans-Bush, MA, and Yvonne Kas09 MD.). Md 
postgraduate degrees and were weii publisbed in the N'DE literature. Based on feedback fiom these 
scholars, items considered inappropriate or ambiguws were nworded or exduded hm the d e .  

The twenty six (26) items thus developed were presented in the w e y  uader the following 

section subhedhgs for greater clanty: C a u s  & Corniates (5 items: M l 4 6  in this survey); 
Afiereffeas (6 items: # 4 6 5  1); Elanaas ofNDEs (10 items: #5261) Md; Uapicasant NDES (5 items: 

#62-66). 

As with Thomburg's questionnalie, questions were posai in a m e  I fàk 1 1 dont know format. 

The -ring system for the NDE knowkdge scale was as follows: correct amvers wae assignai a 
value of one, and incoma as weU as "1 dont h w "  responses were u9gned a vdue of zero. No 

marks were subtracted for incorrect answers. 

Ln addition to the NDE knowiedge d e  developed, o t k  relevant questions were added to the 

w e y .  An open-ended NDE laiowiedge question (#a) was includecl, as was a question (#34) 

inquiring whether participants had heard of NDEs before, anci a question (#35) asking fiom which 
possible sources participants had feceived NDE m f o d o n  Participants were Grrtha asked (quesiion 

#39) to eshmate the proportion of aduhs in North America who bdeve thq%e had an NDE, whether 

they, themselves, believed they had had one (Hl), and also ifthey knew anyone who beiieved they had 
had an NDE (##2)- 



MeasUnna NDE Attitudes 

Another instrument was created for the purpose of deteminhg respondents' attitudes toward 
NDEs. Although Thornburg had created an 'Attitude Toward Mar-De& Phenornena d e  (1988). 

this was deemed inappropriate for the present saidy as several quesbo~ On atîh~de d e  
appear, innead, to asses ND€ knowledge. In additio~ a sigriificanî mmber 0fThomkirg's quesbom 
address amnides devam speaficaily to airses (e-g., attitudes reiated to clinid -1 raîher than those 

relevant to the gaieral public. 

Followkg procedures to deveiop a \alid attitude d e  (AbddGaid Trucbl006 & Shngky. 
1986) an extensive fiterature review was conducted to coiiea and asçess existing information regarding 
amtudes toward NDEs. Open-ended cesponses h m  previw snidies arscssing NDE attitudes of 
h d t h  a r e  profkionaS indicami that NDE attitudes appeMd to be dectivdy characterized dong 
five distinct cominuums: Interest; Unportance; &lie F m  ud; Encouragement (Thomburg 1988; 

Bechtel et al., 1992; Waker & Russell, 1989; Royse, 1985; Hayes & W- 1989; Hayes & Ome, 

1990; Oakes, 198 1) . Accordingty, 20 five-point Likert statements (112 worded positiveiy and 1/2 

worded negativeiy) repnsaping each distiaa aspect of NDE -de (as uncovered in the iiterature) 
were created. These statements were checked to ensure they surpassecl Edwards' Criteria for 
-cal cianty/acqtabii  (A Edwards, 1957, pp. 1-1 7) and included in the studfs w e y  
(questions #70-89) . 

As with the MIE biowledge de, the same three experts in the area of NDE research were 

use. to establish the contera vaiidity of the NDE attitude scale items. Items considerd by these 
indiMduals as inappropriate or arnbiguous were reworded or exduded h m  the d e .  

The NDE attitude scok Md individuai questions &ed to NDE -de were 9histed in the 

~ e y  such that they foiiowed a brid v i m e  of a "typicai", yet detail4 hypotheticai NDE report 
(pl- see appendoc C, page 13 of  airvy). This vignette was ùKhdeû so thst al1 participants would 
have, at least in ga#al a common conception of what a NDE report (alkR an elaborate one) would 
read iike. 

For -ring purposs, "strongS agreen received a score of 6ve for posiîivdy wonied 

Staternents (as did #83 and 89 - since agrœmmt on these questions indicated a "psiitiw" aîîitude 

toward NDEs). Strongiy disageen received a score of five for nega!ivdy wordcd statanents (as did 

X75 - since agrranait on this question indiami a "psithe" smtude toward NDEs). 

In addition to the N E  mitudc d e  deveioped, othcr pi! questions were inchdsd in the 

WW- ImmcdlltdyproccedmgtheNDEvi~+fe~~~ndanswsc~cdwhcthcrtbisoray~ 



MIE inforniahon had "affected" than in any way ( w e y  question #68). Those in the 

a î k m i v e  were invited (in question #69) to include open-ended respoms delinaring in what way 

they bad been "afIlectd". 

AU participams were a h  asked to answer 16 Likm d e  questions ( w e y  question ff37 aq) 
which awssed the de- to which wtiat they knu about MDEs afkted them in specific ways (e-g.. 

reduced fear of de& etc.). These ' s p d c  ways' were selected based on publishcd fiMings of 

the effects of NDEs on inâividuais who reported expiencing an NDE. 
Other inquiries pataUMg to NDE attitudes indudd severai questions soliciting the degree of 

howledge rrgardirig NDEs that fcspondarts f a  is nccosrry for variai0 htalth a r e  workm to have 

(survey question #94 a l ) ,  and also questions designeci to asses for who, if anyone, and to what 
extent, if am/, rrspondents tCh idonnation rrgnrding NDEs w d d  be d (#%-W. 

Finaliy, a key question (#W) asked respondents to place a  check mark beside the one 
e*planation (fiom a lia of 9 options) that îhey felt best qlained the NDE vignette which they had jut 

read. This mahod has been used by Keiiehear and H e m  to assess Australian (1989) and Chinese 
( 1 990, with Gao) attitudes toward NDES. 

Measurinn Attitudes Toward Death 

For the purposes of determuiing respondents' attitudes toward deah, two distinct a p p ~ m h e ~  

were used. The nrst appmach was guided by the search for meanhg the or^ p k d y  o d h e d  

(Franki, 1965; Reker, P d  and Wong, 1987) and involved posing a series of fiV*poim L k t  
scaie questions aimed at d k d y  a s e s h g  each respondentls atbtudes toward Iiiïma own dtath- The 

second approach was guided by personal construa thcocy, also pfeviously o d i d  -Y, 1955; 

Neùneyer? 1980, 19951, and involved use of the lhrru indm an Udirect mahod of d g  the 

degree of threat one's hypothetidiy Uinmmit death poses to oneseK 
Wnh respect to the direct, five-poim Likert d e  questions, these were dram 60x11 several 

sources: (1) Wong, Mer, a d  Gessds Deah Attiaida Profile-Revkd (NQmya, 1994, pp. 121- 

148) and; (2) Florian and Kra& (1983) work on the "Fear of Personal Death", in addition to 

Hoelter's (1979) Multidimensiod Feu of Deeih Scak which both f d  on the specific b o r s  
comprishg fesr of personal derth These three pairces were singid out as kmg the mon appropriate 
(direct mahod - forced choice) mFernnans, and bave received siniihr support in the herature 
(Neimeyer and Moore, 1994, p. 1 03- 104; Wong, R e k ~ ,  ud Gasa? 1994). 

Wong, Reker, and Gessefs DAP-R represaits a mm mLlftit%mtssiond evahiation of death 



amrudes than is provided by mon previous death amtude midies. *ch bave alwa~s tended to 
fixated on death fear (Marsid, 1982, p.303). A search of the contempofary ~~e r ~ d e d  
insiniments which r8co@ze the mihidimensional mature of d& amaides are quite k c b g  

(Tu'eimeyer, 1994, p.266-269). 

Taking up the challenge of aeating a muitidimensional scaie of death the I3AP-R goes 

beyond assessing the individuais' feu of own deatb, to klude various f o m  of deah acceptana and 
also assesses an individuals' desire to avoid the topic ahogether- Wang m e r ,  and W s  P ~ ~ O I S  

in looking for the d t i p l e  dimensions of death a#inides "is dexived 60m an existena penpec<ive. 

w h i c h p o g t s t h a t u d i v i ~ a r r ~ t o p i r a i e p e r s o ~ ~ P n d t b s t " f a r o f d e a t h "  and 

death avoidance may stem "fkom the M u r e  to finci personal meanhg for one's life and deab" (Wow 
Reker, and Gesser, 1994, p. 123). 

In their study, 300 individuals of varying ages completed the DAP-R (a revision of the DAP 
published in 1987-88). Participants also complded other* widely used m e s  of deeth anxkty 

(Templer, 1 970), and deah paspcctive (Hwper & Spilka, 1970). 

Mer &or anaiysis of the DAPIR items, five dimensions of attiaide toward own's own de& 
were identined by Wong a ai.: ( 1 )  Approach Acceptancc ("the view of death as  a gateway to a happy 

afieriife" ); (2) Escape AcceQtance ("the view of death as escape h m  a painhil &en&"'; (3) NeutFpl 

A q t a n c e  ("the view of death as a reality that is nejther to be f d  nor welcorned"); (4) F a r  of 
death ("negative thoughts and faLngs about the state of death") Md; (5) Deuh Avoidance (a defense 
mechanin in which one avoib "thhking or t&hg about desth in order to duce death anxiety") 

(Nekneyer, 1 994, pp 122- 128). 

The internai consistency of these five h o r s  was f d  to be hi& as shown by Cronbach 
Alpha reiiabiitty coefficients of -86. -88, -65. -97, and -84 respectivdy. Four-week test-retest 

correlations for 30 respoadadJ were al &ove -6 1, wtrich is g e m d y  -le. 
. . .  

Convergentdwmmmive vdidity of the DAP-R was found to k hi& rr "predicted 
correlations" between each of the five DAP-R fàctors and the other deaîh attitude scales "were 
confirmeci" @. 27). ïhis may aiso indiate som degree of extemal validity to the DAP-R 

For the purposes of the present snidy, it was fkit féh th i ton of the entire 32 item DAP-R 
would be excessive, given the .Irady Iengthy nature of the nirvey. Thaefore, five questions derived 
fiom the DAP-R were iacluded (yc awy questions #7-10 Md #13). Erh of thme questions was 

chosen as bang representative of one of the h e  dimensions of the DAP-R hsed on the m o n  of 
the dimensions (fàcton) given by these Prthors. For two of the questions (iY% a d  #IO) the original 

DAP-R worduig bas bea ursd, whüe for each of the thme othcr questions (#7, 9 . d  13) o n  or 



several words has been modifieci in orda to beïter capture the gaieral rnegning of each of the 

dimensions. as desaibed by Wong, Mer ,  and Gesser themselves. 

Two additional questions regardhg gavral de& &des were included. One question (# 12) 

asked whether res~onàenîs felt the topic of th& death was depressing. and the othm (#i 1 ) inquired as 

to whether they were angy over the fàct that they wouid have to die "some &y" (anger over own 

monalrty). These questions were developed and inc1lJAPA based on feedback from individuais who 
read &e rough drafl of this su~ey.  

Fear of death 

Florian and Shlomo's (1983) research may be the most comprehensive mdy pubiished on the 
topic of the individuai's fear of own de- in terms of the wide variety of fiiaors/dimensions identifid- 
The study ïnvolved 178 young aduit mies, aged 18 to 30. Part empirical and t h w e t b i  r-ch, as 

well as the qualitative rrsponses of a goup of 50 social science mdents asked to List reasons for thar 
fear of deaîh, guided the formulation of an initiai pool of 50 items. 

While many researchers have proposed one, or pcrhaps two or three dimensions for fear of 
own death (e-g., Templer, IWO, Collet and Lester, 1974, Thorson and Powell., 1984). &or analysis 
of Florian and Shlomo's data revealed six gaieray. distinct dimensions of the fear of own deph. They 
are as follows: [the fear ofl (1) the los of self-firlfilment; (2) the 10% of social i d e ,  (3) the 

consequences to W y  and fi&; (4) transcendental co~l~equences; (5) seif annihilation (6) 

punishment in the keailer. 
S e v d  years prior to the research done by Fiorian anâ Shlomo, H o d t a  (1979) m e y d  365 

undergraduate students and t h  p u b W  a 42-item d e  designecl to masure the f a  of death. 

Hoelter's eight--or multidimensional d e  was developed on empixicai gromds and, Ue Florian and 
Shlomo, he provided evidence for the cohaaice and irnerpretabiiity of the d e  usuig &or-analytic 

procedures. Hoeitds eighî fàcton inciuded: (1) Fear of the dyïng process; (2) Fear of the dead p o t e  

that these fint two of HOdtds fàctors faü adside of the foais of this thesis: N d y ,  masuring 

attitudes toward the m e  of one's c m  &ah, not one's own dying nor another's death); (3) Fear of 

being destroyed; (4) Fear for ygnificant 0th- (5) Fear of the unktK)wn; (6) Fear of consciiais death, 

(7) Fear for body after &ah, ead; (8) Fear of premafure deith. 
For the ~urposes of tbe presait study, it was feh that inclusion of either H d e f s  entire 42-item 

MFOD sale or FionPn and Shlomo's entire 3 l-item 'Fesr of Persona1 Dath' sale w d d  be excessive, 

@en the already 1- nature of the awy. Tbacfore, quesbons were mduded &ch were drancd 



to be represanative of each dimension of the feer of own de& which anerged fkom these studies 

bearing in mind the ovedap of waal dimensions independently uncovered by these researchers. In ail, 

12 questions were included to assess respondenîs' fear of thek own death. These questions correspond 
to w e y  questions number 14 through 25. 

The Threat index 

The second apprkh  used in detemiinllig respondents' araaides toward death hvolved the 

Threat Index. 'Ibis iamnem, which bas been shown to (ndirectly) assess the threaî that one's own 

death represatts to oneseK was first deveioped by Krieger, Epting, and Leimer (1974). The Threat 

Index is based on Kelly's (1955) psychdogy of personai consauas, wtiich posits thai each individual is 

motivated to pume and develop a system of bipolar constructs (or dimensions) to organize and 

anribute mecmirtg to the world. Krieger and coiieagues (1974) propose that îhe degree of threat 

presented by death is proponiod to the dispMty between the individuais' constructi~n~ of self and 

death (Greyson, 1992, p. 526). Indiviâuais w b  descriibe both h m s e h e s  and thàr Orypothetically) 
immuient d e a h  s d a d y  on many of their bipolar pasonal c o m c t s  woukl, acoording ro this theory, 

regard death as les of a change fiom their current status and therefore as iess threatening. 
in a confimatory -or adytic study of the standard 40-item Tbeat Mac, developed by 

Kneger et al. (1974), Moore and Neimeyer (1 991) used advatlced computer statkical methods to 
analyze data fkom their two large subsarnpies of U.S. univers@ radems (n = 405 per sample). A 25 
item raie was developed by these ruthors d e r  in-dcpoh -or aiiayris, using the LISREL VI 
program, uncovered one global fâctor and 3 subfàctors. The Cronbach Alpha reliabiiity coefEaem for 

their global fàctor was high (.88). S u b h o ~ s  and correspondmg Aipha reliab'üity C0efnae.s ÏncMed: 

Threat to weil-king (-80); UKaiaimy (-77) and; Fataüsm (.83). Four w a k  testgretest reliabii was 

aiso quite good as weU, with Pearson cortelations of r = .64 for the Giobal threat fàctor, and simüar 
values for the three subf'aaon. 

The fiMtig of Moore and Neimeyer represents the fira d o n  when any fàctor anaiysis of 

the 'ïhreat index bar ciearfy produccd more than one -or (aithou@ the 3 aibfiinon were scaislly 

closely related to the giobai fàctor). The key rationale for employing Moore and Neimeyds 
abbreviated version of the Thrat Indor is tbe fia tht this vasion best complies with the demand of 

most scholars &hmhaU, 1980; IMak and Kas, 1981; Wong, Reker, a d  Gesser, 1994; Neimqer, 

1994. pp. 266-69) thr any masures of dcuh fw, anxiety (or tbreaî) bc muhidimensional in mure, in 
keeping with the firdiags of mon sudies regrvdiag dath f'ear or auxiety. The 25-item version of the 



ni Index devsloped by Moore and Neimeyer ( 199 1 ) corresponds to we)l questions 3 1 and 32 of 
the survey (see appendix C). 

The Threat index has repeatdy achieved high levek of validity and reliab'i (Thorson and 
Powell. 1994, p. 32; Neimeyer, 1994), and is highly regarded in the death attitude literature as an 

excelient tool which has the ben& of bang daivecl fiom a well-denned theoretical paspeaive 

(Neimeyer. 1994; Pritchard and Epting 1992). in nuther support of the value of the Threat Indew it 

has been shown that this mcasure propedy differemiated betwem known groups which ougbt to dHer 
in their level of fear of deah, such as deah &cation students versus controls (Epting and Neimeyer, 
19254; iMoore and Neirneyer, 199 1). 

Life Attitudes 

At the bottom section of page three of the survey (see appendix CX five q u d o m  (qu@om 
QG-30) concerthg Wé &des are presented. These questions are considerd represemative of the 
principal dimensions i d d e d  in Reker and Pegcock's (1981) Lifë Attitude Profile (LAP). As with the 
DAP-R, theu wordmg has kcn developed such that they capure the g d  of what a h  
factor represents, accordhg to the authors' description of each fàctor @p. 2-7)- 

Consistent with Victor F d s  (1963) theory of logoherapy, the LAP was constnicted to 
assess an individual's degree of existentid meaning Md purpose in Life and the motivation to fincl 

meaning and purpose (Reker and Peacock, 1 98 1, p.272). 

Reker and Peacock (198 1) w e y d  2 19 undergraduate University -dents, regardhg k i r  

v-iews toward Me, using a coiidon of items fiom various aaniag lile amtude d e s ,  and additional 
origmai item as weil. Factor *sis of Reka and Ptaîodc's s~mple revded s m  &ors for the 
LAP. These hors displayed Cronbacb Alpha reliab'i d c i e n t s  which ranged fiom marginally 
adquate (S5) to strong (-83). 

Representative questions fiom five of Peacock's =en fidors' have been included kcausc 
individuals who daim to have had a near-death aperience airnon al1 c h h  to have @d a profound, 
new sense of meaning and pirpose in their lives (Noyes, 1980; Flynn, 1982; Greyson, 1983, Ruig, 

1984). It wodd be LnaeJtiiig to note wtiaha, for the ~mple  participating in the pmient siudy, thae 
is any association betwe!en one's levei of knowiedge or nmde conceming NDES, and one's sense of 
meanuigandpurposeuiIifcsincethismyinfomusainha.bwtthe~ectofNDEsonthcirdeDth 
anitudes and construction of deah 

Demographic questions, suggested by the iitasairr to be devant to NDE hwiedge or 
attitudes,ortodeathsnitudes, waealsoinchdedmthesurvy. 



Data Collection 

Permission was obtained fiom the Review Cornmittee on the Use of Human Subjects 

the Ofnce of Research Services a The University of Toronto to w e y  the selected =pie population. 
The target population was ad& in the geater Toronto a x a  A method of convenience was 

used whereby auoaates of the author (n = 18) distributed several (4-9) surveys e a ~ i 1  to îndividuals 
rhey knew. ïhey were instmcted to attempt to disÉnie the avwy IO as wide a variety of individu& 
as was possible in ternis of age, gender, reiigion, socio-eco110mic aanis and dairal background- 

The associates disfn'buting the w e y s  were requinxi to sign a consent fom (sec appendix A). 

in which they agreed to infonn al1 individiirris they approach about the midy's general f a  and about 
its voluntary and anonymous nature. 

Participants were not required to sign a consent fonn However, after thqr had verbab agreed 

to participate in the siudy. they were given a partscipant information letter (see appaidvc B), which 
detailed procedures for ampietion of the survey. An infoimaton letta, a w e y ,  and a ~e~addressed, 
~tamped, return envelope were provided for each participant. The information Iettei outlined the 

nature of the study, the estimated time for completion, a requested deadline date, and instructions 
aimed at ensuMg that responde~s completed the w e y  waided and d è c t e d  by the opinions of 
others. It was c l d y  explained that the ~unes of those panicipating in the study would not be 

identifiai at di, thus aiaiMg mnyniity and confidanisliry. Respondents interested in obtaining 
general results ofthe study were inviteci to write the author to rrquest this informaUon. 

In dl, 1 15 people (of the 120 asked) verbaily egrred to complete a survey and panicipate in the 
midy. Of these 115, swenîy-three (73) people aaually responded by m a h g  in a awey for a nue 

response rate of 6 1 percent. 



Development of Scales: Validity & Relia bility 

mer collection of nrrvey data, item analysis &or factor analysis of the major scales was 

carried out in order to establish theu constn~ct validity. The scales involved included the NDE 

knowledge scaie, the MIE anitude scale, and the Threat Index. Interna1 consistency of the 

redting factors was determineci using Cronbach's Alpha reliability coefficient. Inter-item 

correlations were also calculated for each factor to assess homogeneity. 

Where factor anaiysis was perfonned, the methods used followed the recommendations of 

Kline ( 1993. pp. 93-1 53). ïhe  proper number of factors for rotation was daennined by scree 

plot anaiysis. Direct oblimin (an oblique) rotation was employed because, in every case. there was 

not "strong theoretical reason for assuming that the scales (factors) WU be orthogonal" 

(uncorrelated). As Kline notes, "for oblique rotation, direct oblimin appears to be the ben" 
(1993, p. 112). 

NDE Knowledge Sc& 

Items were selected for indusion into the NDE knowledge d e  on the bask of item-andyss 
(Kline, 1993, pp. 145-52). Of the original 26 Items, eight items were found to be ui-discnminati . . . .  . 

ve 

based on, what Kline (1993) caiis, theirp d u e  (uc table 1). Kline defines p value, as it pertahs to 

item-anaiysis, as k i n g  the percentage of the sampie answering the item corredy. Amr- to this 

method of iten: .anatysis, those questions which are t w  hquently answered correct& (more than 8û% 

of respondems answering correctjl), as w d  as those questions w k h  are t w  idhquently answered 
. . 

co~ectly (les than 200/o of responderits mering corredy) are mt belpnil in msmigrnrbmg between 

biowledgeable and unknowledgeable rrspondaa~. anâ thus rhaild be eliminated fkom tbe d e .  

Six items ( m e y  question #50,62,63,64,65, and 66) had p vahies of below tbe -20 criterion 

of acceptabhty, and two items (#5 1 and 55)  had p vatues of above the -80 criterion This, these eight 

items were e-ed h m  the NDE kaowiedge sale for thY study. Also, three additional items (#4 1, 

42, and 59) were excluded îiom the d e  due to theif poor codation (r < .30) with the overaü d e ,  

also a directive of iUine's item analysis @p. 145-52). 



P value Srandard ih-iation Correlation uith meral1 sale 

* indicatcs items ciiminatcd h m  thc scdc duc to p values of <.20 or ' - 80  
** indicates items ciïminatcd h m  the scaic duc to poor i tem-td correlations (r < -30) 

Thornburg NDE knowledge scale may resuit in a different selection of (the original 26) NDE 
howledge items. This is so, due to the fan t h  the NDE knowledge of h r e  samples may dina 
fiom the sample in the present shidy, both in terms of type, and of levd of MIE knowiedge of 
respondenü. The dear recommenbtion tbough is to pose ail 26 questions, ince the Cronbach Alpba 
reliability d a e n t  for al1 26 qwstions taken together showad significant htemai cotisistency (.71) in 

this study. 
Aftaitem~qthefinslNM.bK,wl~sukTortliis~mpk,~~nsistingoflS~wis 

tested for interna1 cooYnency ushg Cmnhnch's d a e x ü  aiph and f d  to be acaptable (aipi&= 



knowledge. However, no clear fàctor structure emerged (see table 2 and Appendix D: f i p e  1). 

The x r e e  plot fàiled to suggest a mode1 with fewer than 15 mors, and, when the rotation of 
the five fanors with eigendues above 1-00 was executed, the high inter-item comeiations caused most 
items to load sigdicantly on muttiple t'actors. This n o d y  would be gounds for an item's 

MIE knowledge makes ~aise, since any infodon on NDEs which participm might have 

previously aquired could have ùiduded cornent wmistîng of any or aii of the questions in the d e  

(i-e., one wouldnt know oniy Pbwt the auses or the afferdects of NDES, w*ut howing 

something about the events of a typid NDE). 
Further support to the validity of the 15 item d e ' s  unidimensionality, and especially to its 

homogeneity, is provided by afceptable average item-totai (-42) and inter-item (2 1 ) codations. 
Some support for the aaernal validtty for the MIE knowledge d e  developed in this study is 

provided by s e v d  fàcts: (1) an NDEr (who reported having actuaiiy had an NDE) scoreci significantiy 

higher (x = 10) on this d e  thPn did non-NDEn ( x  = 5.9), as shown by a M a ~ - W h i m q  

significantiy higher (x = 7.2) on this d e  than did those w b  did not know an NDEr (x  = 5.9) as 

shown by a Mann-N'hitnqt tea  @-. 1028) . Both of the above findings wouid k arpeaed of a vaiid 

NDE knowleûge de, since NDErs a d  those who h w  NDErs w d d  k expected to have fint hand 
knowledge of NDES, Md aiso would be arpected to k more motivated to pursue idionnation on 



NDEs. 
NDE Attitude Scale 

in order to coma a valid NDE attitude d e ,  fanor d y s i s  was employed to determine 

~ ~ n s t n i c t  validity ( m e ,  1993. pp. 13445). A rcree plot of the 20 item scale. and subsequent anaiysis 
of resulting Eigenvaiues suggested sdracting and rotating two &ors (see table 3a and AppendDc D: 

TABLE 3a - Façtot mcture of rhe 20 ilem NDE amamtu& itdex 

Factor 1 
.92033 - 

.87 197 
-82947 
-828 13 
-8 1 JZO 
-8 1 194 
.%O176 
-79099 
.74755 
-74 179 
-72534 
,72171 
-67446 
.65726 
-64758 
-64 I l 6  
-63547 

* Only factor loadings abuue -30 are show hem. 

Examinaùon of the resuiting faaor rnaa0c revealed that questions designeci to assess 

respondents' interest in NDE$ beiief in N'DES, and the degre to which respondents feh NDEs were 

important, and uplifting were aii reiated to a single fàctor. Questions compnsing the second fàctor 
( w e y  question #75, #83, and #89) deait with respondents degree of fear of NDES, and so this fàctor 
was named "fear of NDES". Together, these two fàctors explained 61 -5% of the variance between the 
20 items. 

Item-analysis of survey questions #75, 83, and 89 revealed tremendoudy skewed responses to 

each of these three questions, in that for each, over 90% of respondents agreed or strongJy a g r d  that 
they did not fear NDES. Because these mon& skewed rrsuhs may have affected the fhor  andysis, a 



second factor walysis was c d u a e d  wdh these three item ornitîed (Kliw, 1993. pp. 93-153). The 
resulthg mee plot of the 17 items included in this secund -or d y s k  d absequent adysis of 
the resuiting Eigenvdues reveaied dm these 17 items were indeed associated with one Sngle facor 
(see table 3 b and Appendix D: figure 2b). 

#8 1 -91088 
#85 -851 19 
#77 -83125 
#88 -81893 
#73 -8 1434 
#78 -80259 
#74 -79083 
#79 -775 11 
#86 -76947 
#84 -76176 
#7 1 -74760 
#72 -73062 
#80 .67472 
#76 -66720 
182 66212 
#87 -659 15 
#70 -65118 

*Ody factor luadings above -30 are shovrn hcre. 

This one factor accounted for 58.3 % of the variance of these 17 items. Since this fàctor was 

comprised of a variety of a priori 'aspects' of NDE attitude, such as belieC b e s g  and importance, tbis 

factor was named "general positiveness t o w d  NDEs". 

Analysis of the 20 item NDE snmidc index, revealed 2 disMa &tors or aspects of NDE 
attitude for this semple: (1) g e d  positivenesi towiud NDES (1 7 h a ) ;  and (2) fear 0fNDEs (thra 
items: m e y  questions #75, 83, & 89). 

Since the Eiaw loadisgs of fimue saides uPog îhis scak will undoubtedly dafer fiom those 

accordhg to their -or loadiag or any other weighhg system, Likat s d e  scores on the i tem 

comprising these fàctors have simpiy kcn added in order to caiEiilate fespondents' -or scores' 

It should aiso be mted that Bnalysis of NDE atMudes in this study not only invoîved -cal 
cornparisons using the above two Mors, but also invoived stathiral comparisons using each of the 20 
NDE attitude questions, on their own 



Intemal consinency was estabLished for each factor through Cronbach Alpha Reiiabdhy 
Coefficients of -95, and -73 for f'aaors one (1  7 items), and two (3 items) respedvely. 

Hornogeneity of h o r  items was also demonstrateci by the hi@ average inter-item corrdations 
within each of the two h o r s  (3 for &or one; and -47 for -or two). 

Extenial vaiïdity is evidem for the brn NDE attitude &or (genenl positivmss toward 
NDEs) in that respondents sdeauig ocplanation five to awy question 90 (5: "NDEs are passible 
evidence of Me der death") had pgnificamly hi* scores (acnially ranlirigs) on this factor than 4id 

those who selected other errplanations (as rnamred by the KNsl;al-Wallis nonparametric ANOVA, 
p=-05). 

The Threat Index 

W~th respect to the Threat I n d q  the 25 items of the Moore and Neimeyer's TL25 were 
factored together, and the saee plot and aibsequent analysis of the resulting Eigenvalues aiggested 

that these items aii  beionged to one gawral fàctor (rse table 4 and Appendix D: figure 3)- ïh is  one 
factor accounted for 3 8.2% of the variance of the items. 

TABLE 4: Factor stnrch~re of îk 25 item ïkeat ~~x 
Item 

OPEN 
FEELSGOOD 
HAPPY 
PRODUCTIVE 
EXISTENIIALISM 
UNDERSTANDING 
PEACEFUL 
USEFUL 
COMPETENT 
HEALTHY 
HOPE 
ANIMATE 
STRONG 
ALNE 
HELPOTHERS 
OBJECTIVE 
CRAZY 
PREDICTABLE 
SECURE 
LEARNING 
EASY 
CHANGING 
CONFORM 
CONCETE 
SPECrnC 

Factor 1 
.80300 
.7%71 
-7843 1 
.78015 
.76869 
.72133 
.7l823 
.71219 
.686 18 
.65 197 
-64985 
-649 15 
-63924 
-63687 
.a2759 
-549% 
S3188 
-5088 1 
-50208 
-49767 
.a8101 
.44787 
.42ûûû 
.17151 
.13566 



These 25 items. taken together as a d e ,  displayed a hi@ degee of interna1 consistmq 

(Cronbach Alpha reliabiiity coef13cient of -92). Due to: (1 )  this very hi& intemal consisîency; (2)  a 

dcienrly strong inter-item correlation average of .32 and; (3) beause more advanced statisticai 

techniques (including LISREL confimiatory analysir) have previOUSty idemifiecl these 25 items as 
representing one "global" -or (Moore & Neimeyer, 1991), these items have also been considered as 

comprising a Yngle scale in the present study. 

In addition to the 25 item Threat Inci- two additional items of the same (spiit choice) formai 
were induded in the airvey. These two items. dong with f ie items already present in the 25 item T.1.. 
comprise the seven item, fàctodiy "pire" T .L-7, developed by NeUneyer, Moorel and Bagley (1988)- 

which they clah holds prornise for "f'uaire research" (1988), and *ch thqr advise, may be 
socce&Uy used as a b w  unidiroensional fom of the iasuumezrt (1994, p. 10 1 ). For this sample, the 

average inter-item coc~eiaiions of these same seven items was calculated to be quite high at .482 1. 

This seven item d e ' s  intemal consistetlcy, as measured by Cronhach's d c K m  Alpha was -8719. 

The 7 items of the Neimeyer, Moore, and Bagley (1988) TI-7 were factored together and the 
scree plot and absequent MpfyYs of the r e d @  EigezIvalues suggested that these items ail belonged 
to one general factor (see table 5 Md Appenda D: figure 4). This one faaor accounted for 55.% of 
the variance of the items. 

Item Factor 1 

GOOD .81925 
PEACEFUL .78155 
LMDERSTANDING -77236 
EXISTENCE -77212 
HOPE -7502 1 
HEALTHY 68642 
SATISmED -63 188 

Inter-de Pearson correhtions were d&ed between the Threat Indices. The TL25 and 
the n - 7  displayed a correlation of -9499, thus supporthg Neimeyer, Moore, Md BsgS"s (1988) 

suggestion that the Tl-7 may, m&d, be used as a br i e  UNdimensionai form of the instnunent. 



DATA ANALYSIS 

In this section the methods of dau d y s i s  are outlwd uiduchg the d s t i d  approd used 
to answer each of the r-ch questions med a! tbe conclusion of the Iiterature review. This MalyYs 

involves the use of d e s  (concemuig: NDE knowjedge a d  NDE attitude) d d o p e d  as a pan of th  
study and outlined in the previous section It slso involvcs use of the ï l ~ e i ~  L a d a  d-graphic 

questions, and individuai questions designed to assess N'DE kiiowledge and &da, and life and 
death attitudes. These bave been described in a prMous d o n  aititled "losrnunern Md ~urvey 

question design". 
Data were analyzed uJing the SPSS program for Windows. Measmes of cawl tendavy and 

variabihty were d to d y z e  distriiution normality of variablacs Descriptive stathics were used to 

describe the danographic variables, M>E knowldge and aîtiiudes, and life Md death attitudes of the 
sarnple. These descriptions satisfhoriiy ~~iswered research questions one @an a), N o  (part a). and 

three @arts a and b) which di for descriptions of the sampld NDE knowledge, NDE attitudes, and 
Me and death attitudes, respectively. 

I n d s t a t i S t i c a l M a l y r e s o f t h i s a w y d s t a , p v a h r e s @ r o b a b ' i i i t y o f a n e v ~ ~ d u e  
sirnply to chance) of 0.05 or bebw were taken as reprrscnting smktical significance, while p dues of 
between 0.05 and 0.10 were herpreted as indiutlig a stdsîïcai "trend". S&cal trmds have 
received mention due to the rehtivdy small conprison goups (overaii -le size is only 73) used in 

this analysis. Such trends may or may not bave ken statistidy si@bn& had the sampie ize been 
larger. 

Pararnetric methoâs of dsltistid uiptysis wae comPaedy used for those cuntinuws level 
variables (inciuding individual Likert questions) which displayed nomai or n e g f - m d  distn'butions. 
Nonpararnetric statisbcs were used for those constiuous ievd variab1es (including individual Likert 
questions) wtiich displayed mcirkediy skewed distributions, and were a& used for nominal 1evei data. 
The use of nonparametric statistics in these cases was seen as preferable to the ambersorne ta& of 
transforming aü skewed data to meet panmetic rquiremarts, giva the large number of variables 
gathered in this study, and given the fàct that tbis shidy's foais was merdy to  ullcover ~enerai trends in 
the sample at band, rather tban to acairatdy assess aaituh of the cntire population per se ( M a  
1986, pp. 3 16-17; Shavelson, 1988, pp. 432433). 

In cases where both variables king comparai were corxthou kvd data, cocfelation 
d c i e n t s  were dailsied to mirairr the I d  of BSSOQILtjon kMca the IWO variables. Appopr- 



(parametric Pearson productmment, or nonparametric Kendall Tau) correlation coefficients were 
used to analyze the correlation between NDE knowledge and N'DE attitude factors. Such statistics 

were also used to calculate the cornelauon between (a) MIE knowledge and (b) NDE attitudes and the 
following: the TI-25; the TI-7; death anmide questions; life attitude questions aod; certain (continuous 

level) demograpbic variables (i.e., age, years of schooling irnportamx of religion, f i q u w  of deah 
thortghts, strength of bdef in Me after death, and extent of dirussions regarding the topic of death 
with loved ones). 

Appropriate nonpararnetric anaiysis of variance (ANOVA) tests (specifidy, Kdd-Wall is H 
tests), Mann-Whitney U tests (wbich are nonpammeûïc %testsn), or paramtic one-way ANOVA 

with Duncan t-tests were conducteci to compare the relationship of discrete level data (e-g., data 
deriveci tiom survey question #90) with continuous level data (including NDE attitude -ors and also 
those individual Likert questions which were not significantiy skewed - and thus qualifiai as 
continuous level data). 

In order to answer research question number four, which inquires about any relationship 

between MIE knowledge and MIE attitudes, nonparametnc Knrskal-Wallis ANOVA tests and Mann- 
Whitney tests were conducted between key independent NDE knowiedge variables (includng: MIE 
knowiedge d e  scores, and variables which assessed: whether respondents have heard of N'DES; have 

had one; ancilor biow someone who's bad one) and the dependent NDE attihde variables (N'DE 
attitude scores, and sums on individual NDE attitude Likert d e  questions). 

Crosstabs (inciudng Chi square sthtics) were calailnred when cornparhg variables whkh 
were both discme levd data. Thus, Ïn  answeiring research question nimber four. conceming any 
assoCiation between NDE knowledge and MIE attitudes, NDErs were cornparrd to non-NDErs 
( m e y  question #91), and those who biow MErs were compared to those who do not ( w e y  

question #92) in ternis of the responses of esch of these groups to: (1) w e y  question number 68 

(whether NDE ubormation hd "effectedw than) and; (2) aicvey question number 90 @est explanation 

of NDEs). 

Research question nurnber five inquires as to wherher having more knowledge about NDEs is 
associated with a distinctive pattern of death attitudes &or lik attitudes, for this -le. To answer 
this research question, mnparametric Kniskal-Wallis ANOVA tests and Mann-Whitney tests were 
conducted h e m  key independent NDE lrnowkdge variables (imluding: NDE bwledge d e  
scores and variables &ch d: whether respondents have heard of MIES; have had one; and/or 

h o w  someone who's had one) and depcnaent Lifc and death a n h i e  variables (Threat Index scores, 
and scores on individual litè and death attihide Likert scale questions). 



Research question Nunàr six asb: b ha- a more positive attitude toward NDEs associated 
with a distinctive pattern of de& attitudes ancUor Life attitudes. for this sample? For the purpose of 
m e r i n g  this research question, nonparametric Kniskal-Wallis ANOVA tsts and Mann-Whitney 
tests were conducted between key independent NDE anmide variables (NDE attitude f h o r  scores, 
and scores on individual NDE attitude Likat scaie questions) and dependent iife and death attitude 
variables [Threat hdex -or scores and scores on individual Mie and deatb attitude Lken scale 
questions]. 

Summa y 

This chapter has outlined the method01ogy used in this study and indudes sections on: 
concems with previous research on NDE and death attitudes; instrument and survey question design; 

data coljeaion procedures; the deveiopmem of NDE knowledge and MIE uùrude d e s  and; 
methods of data analysis. 

The methods chosen and implernented in this research midy are consistent witb accepted 
practices of w e y  and d e  design and consbucbon (AbddGaid, Trueblood, & Shngley, 1986; 

Edwards, 1957, pp.1-17; Kline, 1993, pp. 93-153) and data coiiecàon and analysk (MdJall, 1986; 

Shavelson, 1988). 

The next chapter wiU outline the resuits fiom the w e y  data inducimg a description of 
respondents' characteristics and data collected to answer each of the recclrirch questions presemed at 

the conclusion of the Litefatwe review. 

Endnotes for MethodoIogy chapter 

1. Represenîaîive questions h m  two of  LAP -ors have not been inciuded. The L N  &or of 
"death açceptance" is already dealt with in the DAP-II and k e f o r e  its indusion here would be 

redundant. A question repfesentative of the LAP nciar of "goal seekingn has not beai included 
because it was feh that this dimeasion wwld k a d e q d y  asessed thraigh nirvey question #29 [Y 
wam to find (a) meaning for my life"], which is rrpreseiltaave of a similsr LAP -or, "wiii to 
meaning" (Reker and Peacock, 198 1 ). 



RESULTS 
Characteristics of Respondents 

in total, 120 people were approackd to participate in the study. Oniy five of those persons 
who were asked to participate refbsed to do so. Tberdore, 1 15 surveys were distriied. Since 73 

usable w e y s  were retumed, and 120 people were asked to participate, the m e  cespoll~e rate was 

6 106. Key characteristics of the respondents are depicted in Table 6. 

Table 6: Ka, Charcacten'stics of rhe W ~ i e  

Sample size: 
Response rate: 
I fem age: 
Mean ycats of schooling: 

Protestant 
No R ~ l i ~ o u s  aflliutim 
Catholic 
le-h 
'* 0 t h  " 

Atheist 

73 (42 Fernales: 19 Males) 
61% (n=73 out of 120) 
40.45 y m  (range: 20-82 yean) 
15.8 yam (94% completcd high school) 
(60% completed at Ieas t a univcrsity bachclor 's  degrec) 
42% (n=31) 
21% (n=lS) 
17% ( ~ 1 3 )  
8% ( ~ 6 )  
7% ( ~ 5 )  
3% ( ~ 2 )  

Of those among the participating -le who indicated their gender (two did not indicate 
this), 4 1% were males and 5% were f d e s .  The average age of respodents was 40.45 years 

(range 20-82). The average age for women (42.8 1 years) was not sigdicantly different @ = .Il) than 
that for men (3 7.03 years). 

Respondents appeared, overail, to be well educaîed. Conm>aicing with and including grade 

one. respondents reported a mean of 15.8 1 years of schooling, with a range of O to 22 y-. Almost 

aii respondents (95%) had hadmpleted a high school education, with 25% indicating this to be thar 
highest level of completed formal studies. Respondenîs with a community coUege diploma amounted 

to 10% of the sample, while those who indicated îhat their bighest level of education was a wiiversity 

bachelors degree represerited 44% of responderits. A nrnhcr sixteen percent (16%) of the -le hod 
cornpleted a university pst-graduate or profesSod degree. 

With regard to reiigious afiihion, the largest four groups were: Protestants (424); those 

claiming no religious afnaation (21%); Catholics (lWA), aad; Jews (%). 

Whiie a d aimiber of individiulls claimed -on to other religiais groups [Hmdu (3%); 



"othert' (3%. induding one Zoroastrian respondent); aîheist (3%) and; Muslùn (1%)], al1 of these 
respondents were also combioed in a srigle categoryl called " o W 1  (100/o). This was done in an 

attempt to maintain religious megories with numbers aifncient for statisticai comparison. It should be 
noted, however, that nonparametric statinicai compaxisons were also made for each of these "other" 

religious afliliations, on evay occaPion wtiich caiied for comparison between retigious aiegories. 

Since more respondem~ than acpected chose "no religious affiliation" (21%) and f ~ v a  than 
expected chose "athein" (3% it is pwlble that sorne people may have chosai the f o m .  p d y  or 

wholly because the terni "atheist" was not defined in the question, a d o r  because the option "no 

religious affiliation" appeared before "a!heistW ui the orda  of nXed choices for this question 
A majority of tespondents (58%) in the sarnple indicatd that, "yesn, they believed in some 

f o m  of "life" after d m  while 18 % said "no" they didn't, and 25 % were undecided. 
When asked how important spintuality or religion was in their lives, 43% of respondents either 

indicated that it was 'tery important" or "quite important", 2% stateû that it was "moderately 
important", and 30% said that it was either "not veq importarit" or "not at ail important". 

Respondents were asked: Owr rhe pzsî yau, h v  ogtn hrm p u  tlaght abour your own 

deah? The r e d t s  were as foilows: 4% selected "da i i f ,  1% chose "weekly"; 22% circled 
"monthly"; 5 1 % selected "yearfyAiardly evei' and; 6 % chose "never". 

Paracipants were asked to indicate to what extent they haà d i d  the issue of death with 

person(s) signiscant to them. None of the respondents uidicated that they had done so "a lot*', 15% 

said they had "quite a bit", 39% clauned they had done so "somewhai", 33% uidicated they had "very 
Me", and 13% responded that thy bad "mt at aii" d i d  the issue of death with penons 
si@cant to them 

NDE knowledge 

Approximately 90% ( ~ 6 5 )  of respondents indicated that they had heard of MIE reports 

before (afler behg given a general dehition of what NDEs were). Very féw (4%) Wcated they had 

not heard of NDE reports, and a fllrther 6% were uncertain 
In terms of the sources of N'DE information (for the 90% of the sample who had heard of 

NDEs), Table 7 reveals that: a majority of respondenîs had acquired Uiformation about NDEs fiom the 

mas media (T.V., radio, movie, newspaper or ma@ne); a small, but sisnifi- number of 

respondents had heard of tbem through a f i i d  or fiunily memba, and, only a hndnil of respondents 
learned of NDEs through a heaith care professional. 



Table 7: Sources of ln fortrratitnr on New-Deakh Exrmhrc.es 

TV, radio, or maoie 
Neuspoper or mgazr'ne 
Proféssiond journal or book 
Throrrgh a fitend 
Through afbmly member 
Via an educational course 
Throrrgh a clergy memba 
Through a physlcian 
Through a social umkm 
ïhough a nurse 
Through a pychiatrist/cIinical psychologist 

' Note: the above percentages add up to more than ZOO% due to thefict t h t  
respondmts could mention more thun one source of in-tim on NDES 

When asked if they had ever had a personal experience si& to the NDE account described in 
this w e y ,  1% of respondents (FI) clatned that tbey haâ, 94% indiated they had not, and 4% ( ~ 3 )  

were not certain. 

Participants were asked whether they knew anyone personaiiy ( o h  than themselves) who 
b e k e s  theyk had an NDE, 21% of respondents (n=15) stated th they did, 77?! reported that they 
did not, and 3% were not certain. 

When asked to list as rnany aspects about NDEs as possible, those who responded (n = 38) 

descri'bed an average of 3.78 eiemerits of the 15 çommon NDE deaierits identifid by Moody ( 1975); 

the number of elements idanifid here ranged fiom 1 to 7. Some expianation murit be suggested for 
this low number of idennfied MIE elements. It may k that, as o k  authors posing this question have 
suggested (Bechtel et ai. . 1992, p. 166), respondents, whüe fàmhr with the t e m  MIE. kked a 
comprehensive undefStandinB of the topic. However, it is rlso possible that res~ondents chose not to 

List aü of the NDE elements they knew, either because they iacked complete confid- in their 

understanding of the subject, d o r  'oecouoe they didn't wmt to go through the trouMe of listing 
everything they k w  regardhg NDEs. Wth over 4û% of this sarnple not responding to this question, 

in a sample where Wh indicated nm*srity with NDE reports, the latter expianation may wdl apply. 
in the fùnire, therefore, operrended questions, wlde they may aid in establisbing a giveri individual's 
understanding of NDEs, are mt c8comrirgUied as a mabod of asseshg overail NDE knowiedge of a 

sample; at least not for -ch using a questiomak fonnat. 



The sample's average on the 15 item NDE knowledge d e  was 5-97, with a range fiom 0 to 

1 3. out of 1 5. It is noteworthy that this sample was quite unknowledgeable about "unpleasant " NDES, 
as evidenced by the faa that only 10-14% of respondenîs correctly answered airvey questiom #62 

through 66 (these questions were, therrfore, removed fiom the NDE knowledge d e  used to evaluate 

this p a r t i a h  sample). This ladc ofbwledge regatding unplepsam NDES may be due to tbe nCt that 
"negative" N'DE accwms have ken far less fkequently pfe~ented, to date, in the popukr literaaire 
in the media These resuhs should net dircoursge assessment of  "negative" NDE b w l e d g e  in Nture 
researc h. 

There was a positive (Pearson) correlation (r = S l S S ,  p.000) between respondents actuai 

NDE knowledge scores and their estimated scores. This relationship is weaker tban expected. 

Apparerrtly, these respondents had only a general smse of how much they knew about NDEs. 
Survey question rnimber 39 asked partiappms to estimate the prevaletlce of NDEs in the North 

Amencan adult population. The median ( a d  most connnon) estimated prevalence was " 1 out of every 

1000 adults, with a range of fesponses of from " 1 out of every 6 adults". to " 1 out of every 100.000, 

O00 adults". XnterestingS, the individuai who esbnated the prevaletlce of NDEs to be " 1 out of evay 

6 adults" was also the ody iradividual in the sample to repon adually ha* had an N'DE. 

Corniates of NDE knowledge 

In order to determine which demographic variables in this sample were ~oc ia ted  with 

knowledge about NDES, several statistical tods were d. 
F i  Pearson correlation d a e n t s  were calculated to test the l_csnciat;on between NDE 

knowledge scale scores (N=72) and continuous level demographic variables (e.g., age etc- ). 

Derrrqp@zic -le Pearson mhtion S&ni'uznoe 
A8e r = -.2083 p = . O W  
Y m  of schooling r = -.223 p = .O61 

indicates statistical trend (0.05 f p 2 0. IO), but not significance. 

Whiie no signifiant correlations were found between NDE d e  scores and such variables, 
there were nonsignifiani trends evident, induding: age (r = -.2083, p=.Oû4); and years of schooiing (r 
= -.2234, p=.061). In auamMPng the rrsuhs depicteci in Table 8. for this ample, higber degrees of 



NDE howledge appear to be somewhar associated, though not Pgnificantly, with younger age, and 
relativelv fewer years of schooûng. Correlations between N'DE biowledge d e  scores and several 

variables were not natisiicaiiy wteworthy, including: the Unportance of religion; menfi of betief in 

Life d e r  death, fkequenq of de& tbougtnr a d ;  fkquency of discussions about death with loved 
ones. 

Second, in order to better examine which dernographic variables are relate- to NDE 
knowledge, respondems were divided Un0 one of three groups based on theV scores on the I S item 

NDE knowledge d e :  (1) low NDE knowledge (a score of 4 or below); (2) medium NDE biowledge 
(a score of betweai 5 and 7); (3) hi& NDE knowledge (a score of 8 or above). Thus. three soups 

with approxhately equal Ptes (n = 24, n = 28, and n = 20 for groups one, two, and three) were 

created. 

Pararnetric t-tests were conducted beohreen high and low N'DE knowledge groups for 

continuous level demographic variables (e.g., age etc.). R d s  are depicted in Table 9. 

X 
l'cars of Schooling 14-7 
Shength of Belief in lifé a* deafh 3.75 
Agc 37.6 

X 
16.4 t- tat  p=.O88 
2.95 t-test r.056 
43.2 t-test p=.lsO 

t indiates stPfi3tîcal trend (0.05 5 p 2 0. IO), but not s i g n i ' m c e .  

Again, while no signifjcant correlations were found between NDE s d e  scores and these 
variables, there were nonsisnificant tr& evident. Mean y- of rhooiing w a ~  lower for the high 
NDE knowledge group. supporting the codation data in Table 8. As well. the high NDE knowledge 

group indicated a trend toward greater mer@ of belief regardhg life &er death Age, however. was 

not show to be ciBerem krweai high and low ND€ Lnowleâge groupg in c~ntrast to the correlation 

trend indicated in Table 8. Differeiu;es in the VaTiables: importance of refigioq k p e n c y  of death 

thoughts, and fiequaicy of dïsassions about death with loved ones wae not natiaidy mteworthy. 

Third, in order to examine which demogqhic variables are related to NDE knowiedge sale 

scores, appropriate staustiçal tests (i-e. parameaic t-tests or ANOVA or nonparametric tests if one of 

the group utes was very d) were conducted between the various categories of diScXete level 

demographic variables such as gender etc. Noteworthy resirhs of these tests are depided in Table 10. 



Vmiabk &E - Xm - T e t  S&titiuurce 

Bclicf in 1iF a* death 6.29 4.38 t - ta t  p'.OP2 ' 
Hcard of ND Es 6.32 2.00 ( ~ 3 )  Mann-L;Vhihcy p=.01?5 * 

Had an NDE 10 (n=I) 5.97 Mann-CMzitney p=.0453 * 

Know an NDEr 7.20 5.69 t-test p=.0?9 t 

indicates statistical signijcance 
indicates statistical trend (0.05 5 p 2 0. IO), but not signif?cance. 

(Note: m a n  group scores have b e n  prmided for interest sake only the Mann-Whitney test is based on rankings) 

Compared to those who hadn't, respondents who beiieved in life after de& as weii as those 

who had heard of MIES, and those who bad had an NDE al1 mred s i ~ c a n t l y  higher on the NDE 

howledge scale. A M e r  statîstid trend was evident, aiggesting those who claimed to know an 

NDEr scored higher, than those who did not, on the N'DE knowledge d e .  

In s u m w k h g  the NDE hwledge of this sample, severai things should be reiterated. A vast 

majority of respondents (Wh) M heard of NDEs (mostly through multimedia or print), 15 

respondents reported knowing an WDEr" (individuals claiming to have had an NDE), and one 

respondent claimed to have experiericed an NDE himseK ND€ knowledge d e  scores of this sample 

displayed low to moderate NDE knowledge level with a wide range of scores indicated. 

An examination of Tables 8, 9, and 10 reveais that, for this sample, greater N'DE knowledge 

may be related to: (1) beiief in Mie after death; (2) having eqmienced an NDE; and even merely (3) 

having heard of NDEs. In addition, nonsignificant trends indicate that a higher degree of NDE 

knowledge may possibiy be reiated to: (4) kmwing an NDEr; (5) relatively less years of forniel 

schooiing and; (6) youngeer ages. 

It is important to note that the abave fiMinss have, in no way, established that auquihg 

knowledge about NDEs cuuses the partiah attitudes or behavioun mentioned above. Longitudinal 

methods would need to be employed in order to attemp to establûh such causahty. 



niDE Attitudes 

The sampfe's mean Likert sale score on the 17 questions compnsing the fht NDE attitude 

fkctor (General Positiveness towards NDEs) was 3 -3 5, with a range of means fiom 1 -88 to 4.76. on a 

Likert xale 6om one to five. This rd-s a neutrai to slightiy positive average attitude toward NDES. 

The sample's average on the three questions comprishg the second &or (Fear of MIES) was 

1.96, with an average range of nom 1 to 3.67, on a Likert d e  from one to five. This reflects a low 

degree of fear of N'DES. 

Mer reading the NDE vignette provided in the swey (see appendix C). respondents were 

asked to select whicb, of& arpknations, thq feit best explains the account. Results are show in 

Table 1 1.  The moa cornmon explanation, dected by 4Ph of the sarnple, was that "it was possible 

evïdence for Me afkr  death" (57? !  of women chose this, and only 3Th of men). In addition, 35% of 

the sample chose "1 dont know how to explain it" as their prefmed explanation. It is interesting that 

only 16% of the sample (12% of fernales, 23% of males) chose an expianation that M y  chaiienges 

the objective vaüdity of N'DES. 

1 )  " It uws a passing hallucination." 
2)  " It utas a dreizm." 
3) "It wus the beginning of a mental illness." 
4 )  "It utas the side efict of medical dntgs/techniques." 
5) "It was possible evidence for lifé a@ death." 
6) "It was t.k producf of a oitn'd imagination." 
7)  "It was matetial broughtfinth~+m the M d ' s  uncons0uu.s." 
8) "1 don' t hm hou? to explmn it. " 
9) "Otho explanations. " 

In m e y  question #94 @arts a-e) respondents were asked to respond to the following 

statement: In tkhefutum, hjidlozlting prsuns sholrld te pepmPd to discuss NDES with indir>liirnls 



zidro zcwnt to discriss the t@c. Results are show in Table Ita. 

Table 12a: W4: Should Health Care Workers Be Prepared to Discuss MlEs ? 

h b e  SD = shongl y disagrec, D = disagrec, ? = rrndecided, A = agrec, SA = strongly agree) 

It is noteworthy that more than two-thirds of respondents agreed or saon& agreed that 

nurses, social workers, and physicbn~ M d  be prepared to disaiss NDEs. Even more m g  is the 

psychiatrinslpsychologins should be prepared to ciiruss NDEs. Unlike n o d y  distributed 

responses, where respondents display a range of opinions, and many are u n d a i d 4  few, in in w l e ,  

were undecided about this topic. Oniy a aiall miwrity of respondents disagmed with the notion of 

health care professionals needmg to be prepared to disaiss NDES. 

Table 12 b: Mean Reswnses to 0#94 - for Dinèrent Ex~lanations of NDE 

&a&- Test Sianificance 
(n=3 5 )  (n=3 7) 

a) Nrtrses 3.94 2.97 t-test pr.002' 
b) Clergy 4.06 3.84 t-tfst p.498 
C )  Social IYwkers 3.86 3.34 t-test r.059 
d )  Physicians 4.03 3.25 t-test pz.003 
C) Ps ychiatrists / 

Clinical Psychologisk 4.14 3.89 t-test p=..338 

'3ndicates statis tical signifieance 
indicates statistical trend (0.05 5 p 2 0. IO), but not signifieance. 



should be prepared to discuss NDES, than did those who selected another explanation for the N'DE 

vignette: This laner group's mean answers aiggest unceRainty here. Both groups felt that clergy and 

psychiatrists shodd be prepared to discuss NDEs. 

Table 13a presents &ta on survey questions #96 through 100. Questions #96 to 99, when 

examined together, indicate that o d y  approxîmately one-swh of respondenü disagrad with the notion 

that NDEs have the potentiai to heip individuals to deal with death issues. 

in question #IO, responâents were asked to indicate their opùuow on the following 

statement: ï k  nature of N B  *pars tof"pe@ect& into t q ~  perso~ra/phi~osopiy of cdeath. A quite 

normally distributed range of responses is indicared. 

Table 13a: Attitrides t w m d  the Potentinl of ND Es to Help llose Denlin9 utitlt Dentlt 

Question - SD Q - - A - SA 3 

Information on NDEs may be klpfiil to pmons 
approaching dcath. 

In fatration on NDES m q  bc helpfill to  the families 
ofpcrsons approaching death. 

In formation on N D  Es may be helpful tu indivïdrrals 
u7ho are uyorricd about th& oum euentuai àeaths. 

Infanaiion on NDEs may be helpful to indioiduals 
u7ho arc u y M d  abolit a loved one who iuui died. 

7le n a k m  of NDEs appears tofït petféctly 
info my personal philosophy of kath .  

(uyhcrc SD = sbmgly disugrec, D = disagree, ? = undccided, A = agree, SA = strongly agrcc) 

Table 13 b deiïneates the fàct that respondents' answers to m e y  question #% through # 100 

differ greatly depaiding on whether the respondent believes that NDEs may be a giimpse at Me afkr 

death or not. This table displays the fàct that those who selected option five (belief that NDEs are 

"possible evidence for He after Aparh") fdt sisnificantly more saongly that information on NDEs may 

be helpful to those deaihg with deah, compared to thor who selected another arplanation for the 

N'DE vignette: This laîter group generally were uncertain about wIiether or not NDE information 

would be helpfùl. 



Table 13 b: Attitudes Concerning the Potential of NDEs: Believers vs. Othefs 

Question -& - Test Si@cance 
(n=3 5 )  (n=3 7) 

l n f m t i o n  on NDEs mmj be hclpjül 
to pcrsons approaching dcath. 3.80 3.13 t-test p=.009 ' 

Infornzation on NDEs may bc helpfil to the 
fandies of persons approaching k a t h  3.83 3- 16 t-test p.009 ' 

infornzation on NDEs may bc Iwlpfirl to indiaidirals 
U ~ I O  arc umried aborr t  their own m t a r a l  deaths. 3.91 3.27 t-test p=.013 * 

Infornzation on NDEs nzay bc helpfil to individuals 
udzo arc uwrried about a Iwed one who huà died. 4-00 3.08 t-tmt p=.001 ' 

771~ nakrrc of NDEs appcm t o j t  pwfictly 
into nzy pmsonal philosophy of dcath. 3.63 2-39 t-test p=.000 * 

* indicates statistiurl significance 

A key aspect of assessing the "NDE attitudes" of this sarnple is investigsting whether NDE 

information has had any e f fa ( s )  on respondent S. 

When asked, in a w e y  question #68, whether the NDE vignette provideci in this shidy, or any 

other information regarding ND& had "a&med cespondents in any way, 41% clsimed that it had 

done so, 53% indicated that it had not, and 5% were uncertain With Me variation, those respondents 

(n = 30) who claimed that NDE idonnation had "affecteci" them reporte& they t.dieved such 

Uiformation reduced th& fear of death through strengthening their beliefs in an aftalife. For example, 

one respondent explained that NDE i n f i d o n  "gim IV of mi awi# ,  and a anieaning lo endt 

i~tdiuidirnl's lifé". Another respondent commented that "I am ~ r n v  more sure t h  there is ive ajkr 

d d " ,  while yet another respondent wrote: "il (ADE i1tf-ut1) h re&ced my armëties abmr 

akath, kcuuse 1 m w  am mare cemit ihm t k e  is ii$e Mer de&. 

S w e y  participants who had heard of NDEs and knew enough about NDEs to have, in their 

own view, f o d  at least a vague opinion about them (n = 60), were asked to complete question 

#37aq. This question attenipts to assess whether some of the changes reported to have ocamd in 

a d  NDEn (Noyes, 1981; Ruig 1980, pp. 143-144; Flynn, 1982,; Greyson, 1983; Ssbom 1982, p. 

132), ais0 ocair in this sample of non-NDErs (although one respondent did claim MlEr w). These 



responses rnay help in diremhg the role, if any, of NDE information in having shaped Me and death 

attitudes. Resuits are depicted in table 14. 

Table 14: Self-remned effects of M)E information on remondents 

ûuestiod37: What h e  learned re: NDEs: 

a) . . . has helped me to accept the Iifi thut I have iived sofÜrW 
C) . . . bas d e  death seem more purposefil" 
d )  . . . \tas increased my understanding of death 
C) . . . has made rny m l i '  seem more meaningfirl" 

JI . . . has increased my belief t h t  I am in contrdl of my lifÉ" 
g) . . . has increased my desire to fitrd merrningfor my lifi" 
h )  . . . has increased my belief fhut I h m  a firtzire prrrpose to firlfil" 
i) . . . has reduced rny fèar of death" 
j )  . . . has increased mg beliefi in l i '  a+ death" 
k) . . . has gi ïm me a jéeling ofspecial importance" 
1) . . . i î i  gigiven me a sense of relative inmlnerability " 
m) . . . I ias  led me to rcmaluate nty priononties in life" 
n) . . . has bronght out, in me, a more passive 

attitude tou~ard irncontrollable evenk" 
O) . . . has s t reng thed  my previous spiritua4/reiigimrs beliefi" 
p). . . has helped me to deal ulith the death of s m o n e  ciose" 
q} . . . has convinced me thPt, iftheie is a lifi afier deafh, it u d l  

be pleasant fw me 

(uthere SD = sttongly disagree, D = disogree, ? = iindecided, A = agree, S A  = strongly agree) 

In gened, approximely half of respondents indicated that they disagreed or strongly 

d iweed  that what they had l e a d  about NDEs had affècted them in the numerous ways shown. 

However, resuits f?om rnany of the above questions (# 37 a-q) also display that between onequarter 

and one-third of responcients agree, or strongly agree, with these statements. Therefore, a larye 

minority of respondents thulk that information about NDEs has affected thern in specific ways. 

Generally, these ways include having assistai the respondent in analliing (i.e., " m - t t f ,  in their view) 

a more positive Life and death attitude profle (see discussion). 

Approztimately one-third of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that whaî they had read 

about NDEs had: "imeawd my u~tderstcptdit~ of &üh" (see #37 d); "reaiîced my f- of deorhW (see 

#37 i); " i m d  m): belief in /#te Mer dearh" (see #37 j ); "rmde my own Ive xem mare 



mecu~~itgl&lW ( ~ e e  #3 7 e), and had; "helpdme to accepf thr Ige t h  I hacw l&dso fm" (#37a). 

Not ail of these & e r & ' i  cornmon arnong NDErs, were fiwuen@ claimed by res~ndents 

in this study. Only approximately one-uxth of respondents agreed or strody a g r d  with the 

statement in questions that what they have lemed about NDEs has given them: feeling of *cial 

i r n p o ~ ~ c e "  (#3 7 k); "a se,w of r e m  imherabiiity " (#37 l), and; "hm led me to reeiufuaie my 

priori fies in Ige " (#3 7 m). 

Approxûmely onequarter of those who responded to this question agreed or mongly 

with the statement in question #37 $ that w k  they have l d  about NDEs has inmeasxi their b e k f  

that they are in control of their lives. This indicates thaî, for a rninority of respondents, NDEs may 

inmase one's locus of control: one nctor wtiich has been thought to affect death attitudes (Epstein, 

1980; Bremiq 1983). It is also noteworthy, however, that 56 percent of respondents to this question 

clearly indicated that NDE material bad na inçreased their s m s e  of self-control over their own Lives. 

Approhely one-quacter of those who responded to this question agreed or strongly agreed 

with the statemem in question #37 p, that what they have l e a d  about NDEs has helped them to deal 

with the death of someone close to than ïhk Udicates that some rrspondents fel NDE mataial has 

already been helpfbi to them. Again, it is also noteworthy that 61 percent of respondents to this 

question clearly udicated that NDE material had not Mped than in this manna. 

T-tests were conducted beîween respondents who seleaed option five on survey question #90 

(indicating belief in NDEs as "possible evidence for life after deaîh") and al1 other options, The 

dependent variables were the Wren nsponses to avvey question #37, parts a through q (no table 

given). While responses differed signifidly between these two groups for a majority of parts to 

question #37, the principal finding is tbat evei those supporting the objective vaiidity of NDES, an 

average, expressed ullcertainty (i.e., a rnean Likert score of about 3) as to whether NDE idonnation 

had caused these life and death attitude changes to ocair at ail. It has not been detemuned, then, 

which respondems hsd indicated, in Table 17, that NDEs had, indeed, affîêcted them in a variety of Me- 

enhancing ways. It is not mady those who believe that NDEs may be evidence of Me aer  desth 

Table 15 o u b  the r d t s  of w e y  question #95, &ch adcs participants to indicate with 

whom they would be cornfortable disashg the topic of NDEs. 



Survev Question ff9S - SD Q - 9 - A - SA 
a) uWz family members - 10% 3% 64% 24% 
b) uith close fiends 1% 6% 3% 68% 33% 
C) utth a physician 3% 19% 15% 49% 14% 
d )  u+th a nurse 5% 24% 11% 50% 10% 
e)  utth a clergy rnember 4% 14% 13% 51% 18% 
fl u ~ t h  a clinical psychologis~chiatrht  1 % 15% 8% 56% 19% 
g) utth a social uvrker 4% 26% 14% 46% 10% 

(u?hcrc SD = strongly disagree, D = disagrec, ? = mdecided, A = agrec, SA = strongly agree) 

It is evident in examining Table 15 that, in general, r-ndents in this sample would be quite 

cornfortable dirussing the topic of NDEs 4 t h  others, especiaiiy family members and close fiends 

However, it is important not to overlwk the sizeable minority (7-30%) who would r l d  be cornfortable 

discussing the topic of NDES. 

Correlates of NDE attitudes 

First, as with NDE knowledge, Pearson correlation coefficients were caldated to test the 

association between NDE attitudes and continuous level dernographic variables (e-g., years of 

schooling etc.). Signifiant r d t s  are given in Tables 16a and 16b. 

Tnble 16a:Simificant mekations betumm "'Positimmes re: ND Es" and denmarihic orniables 

Derrromaphic vminbJe Pearson m e l a t i m  Sipn i fim cz 
Importance of religion r = -241 4 
Frcquency of disciissions about b a t h  urith lmed ones r = .3193 
* 

+ indicates statistical signijkance 

W~th respect to the fim NDE anitude faaor (general positiveness towards NDES), the only 

significant correlations were those between this fàctor and: importance of spïrituality/religion and the 

frequency of discussions about death with loved ones. Comelations between this NDE attitude &or 

and several variables were not statistidiy noteworthy, including age, years of sdiootlig; strength of 

belief in life &er d a  and tiequency of death thoughts. 



Anaiysis of the second NDE amnide fanor (fear regardhg NDEs) uncovered sisnificant 

correlations including those between this factor and years of schooling, as detemiined by a 

nonparametric, Kendatl Tau conelaîion mefiicient, with more years of rhoding aSSOciated with les 

fear of NDES. Correlations between this MIE attitude fkctor and several variables were not 

statistically notewortity, including: age; importance of  religionkpirituaiiity, strength of belief in Gfe &er 

death, frequency of death thoughîs, a d ,  kquency of death disaiJgons with loved ones. 

Second, in order to examine which demographic variables are related to NDE attitudes, 

appropriate statistical tests (Le. parametric t-tests or NOVA.  or nonpararnetric tests if either sample 

size was very srnail) were conducted. Scores on b t h  NDE aninide &ors wefe compared across 

various categories of dismete level demographic variables, including gender. Signifiant resuits of these 

tests are depicted in Tables 17a and 1%. 

Vmùlbk Grout, 1 - rrrean Group 2 - mean - Test S&ifiwt<r 

Gender Female 59.3 Males 53.7 f-test p= .050*  
Belicf in lifi 
a@ dcath " YES " 60.43 '*Now 45.75 Duncan p< .O5 * 

* indicates statistical significancc 

Vnrinble Group 1 tnean Grouv 2 ~ t t e a , z  Tést - - 
Belicf in lifi 
apef deat h " Yes " 5.70 " Undecided" 6.60 Krrrskal- Wallis p=.0508 ' 
Edrtcation Bachclm 5.59 High School 6.61 Mann-lltrhitncy p.0220' 

Post-graduatt. 5.25 High School 6.61 Mann-1Writney p=.0160 

Note: highcr mean scores here indicate h f e m  of NDEs * indiates stutistical significPnce 
(Note: mcan group scores have ken p m d e d  for interest sake odg: the Mann-Whimey test is bas& on raakiags) 



in Table 17 a, a t-test revealed that the average "positiveness toward NDEs" factor score for 

females was signiticantty hi* than for males. Also evident in Table 17a, is the faft that those who 

indicated, on the third queaion of the survey, that they believed in S o m  fom of Life death and 

those who were undeded (not shown: X= 56.12) displayed mean NDE attitude factor one 

(positiveness toward NDES) scores which were signdicantly higher than those who kka îed  that thqr 

didn't believe in life after death. 

As shown in Table 17b, for NDE attitude fàctor two (feu of NDES), b0i.h those who 

beiieve and those who did not believe in life &er deaîh displayed significantly higher f w  of NDEs than 

did those who were wdecided. This data supports the paraboiic relationship betweai religiosity (or, at 

leas belief in life after deah) and fear of death (or, at least, fear of N'DES) [sx Discussion chapter]. 

Nonpararnetric, Kmkai-Wallis ANOVA tests failed to show any sisnifiami ciifferences arnong 

any of the religious groupings for either of the two NDE -de factors. However, it is interesbng to 

note that the two respondents who identified themselves as belonging to "other" religions (one 

"Spiritualist" and one Zoroastrian) mred  notably higher on the positiveness toward NDEs -or (X = 

79.50) than did respondents fiom any of the 0 t h  religious affiliations (who displayed averages in the 

55.0 range for positiveness t o w d  NDEs). In addition, the two atheists idedexi in this study scored 

clearly lower on the positiveness toward NDEs (X = 44.5) than did respondents of other reiigious 

afnliations, including "no religious affüiation" . 

Parametric ANOVA with Duncan tests fàiied to show any signifiant differences among any of 

the levels of education for NDE attitude bar one ("positiveness towards NDEsn), or for any of the 

survey questions comprising fàctor one. However, Mann-Whitney tests determined that there was a 

signïfïuuit ciifference for the second MIE attitude fàctor ("fey of NDEs") between respondents with a 

university bachelofs degree and thoîe with a high school diplorna @=.0220), and also between those 

with a pst-graduate or professiond degm and those with a high schoot diploma @-.O1 60). in both 

cases, high xhoo l  (only) graduates displayed lower feer of ND&; although the level of fepr for ali 

goupings was actualiy quite low. 

There were no otha signifiant differences between other danographic groupings based on 

gender, çompleted level of edudon, ha* had an NDE, nor knowing an NDEr. 



In aunmarVing the NDE attitudes of this sample, several things must be rnentioned. A wide 

range of NDE attitudes are apparent throughout the survey. The average pontiv- t~wards NDES 

rore is neutral to siightly positive (X = 3.35 Likert mean). Higher 1 4 s  of positiveness toward NDEs 

appear to be aSSOciated with being f d e ,  and believing in life &a death. 

Fear of N'DES is very low, o v d  (X= 2.0 Likert sale mean). Lower levels of NDE fear may 

be itssociated with: being male, relstively less rhooling and; behg undecided regarding one's beiief in 

life afler death. 

in response to the wrinen NDE vignette presented in the awey, 49% of respondents selected 

as the best response "it is possible evîdence for lSe a f k  death" and 35% chose "1 dont h w  how to 

explain it". Only 16% of respondents chose an explanation which c l d y  challenges the objective 

reality of the experience. 

was noted when comphg NDE knowiedge to dem~graphic data, it is impoftant to 

remember that the above nndings have in no way established tbat develophg a certain attitude toward 

hDEs cases  or Ieads ro the &wIipnent of partiailsr attitudes or behavioufs rnentioned above. 

Longinidinai methods would need to k ernployed in any attanpt to estabtish nich m. Howeva. 
in texms of respondem' own sense of tbQr kvel of rittmide change, 41% of the sample Uidicated that 

NDE information, such as that f d  in the vignette in ttiis s&uây, bas "affected" tbcni. Most ofkn 

these uiâïviduais explainexi tbai they fed NDE information has reduced their f~ of death through 

strengthening their beliefin Mie der deah. As weü, r d t s  f?om airvey question #37 @ens aq) show 

that approximately 3û?? of respondents on any given question (#37a, #37c etc.) claimed that what they 

knew about NDEs had affected them in (an) identifiably positive, and peibaps lifeenhancing, way(s). 

Almost two-thirds of respondents f& that MIE information rnight be helpfU to those who are 

facing death themselves, are womed about it. or are dealhg witb the (pow'ble or previous) death of a 

loved one, compared to low levels (<18%) wtio feh NDE information would not be helpfid to such 

personS. 

A vast rnajority (66%-83%) of the sample agreed or strongly agreed that various heahh case 

workers should be "prepared" to discuss the topic of NDEs with patients. Few disagreed with this 



notion. 

The wide range of N'DE attitudes dispiayed by this sample is ecemplified in the wide range of 

responses to question #LOO: '%DEs appear to fit perfèctly into my personal philosophy of death". 

Responses to this Likert d e  question are quite n o d y  distniuted across ali five Likm scale options 

fiom strongly disagree to aroagly agree: Respondents rnost iikely to agree were those who believe that 

NDEs are evidence for Life after death 

Upon closer examination of the NDE attitudes of rrçpondents in this -1% it becomes 

apparent that there are si@canî differences b e e n  those who M e v e  NDEs are (possible) evidence 

for Me after death (represented by the 35 respondents who indicated as such on survq question #90) 

and those who were not certain or who do not believe this (as indicated by respondentts selection of 

another option to awey question M). in parti&, those who expressed the belief that NDEs are 

possible evidence for We &er deaîh: (1) agreed (in xwie cases, significantly) more stronSty thai NDEs 

have ;iffècted them in a variety of lifeaihaacing ways; (2) a g r d  s ignif iw more strongly thaî 

NDEs would be helpnil to those dealuig with de- (3) displayed sigdicantly stronger convictions 

that doctors, nune$ and sucial workers should be prepared to disairr NDEs with individuals (note: a 
. . 

vast rnajority of ail respondems feh dergy and psychiatnsts/psychologists shwld be prepared to discuss 

NDEs), and; (4) indiateci signiscantiy more o h n  that NDEs fit imo their own "personal philosophies 

of death". 

Life & Death Attitudes 

Participants were asked wheîher they believed in m n e  form of "life' &er death. 

-4pproximately 57% reponed that they did, 18% indicated that they did not, and 25% admitted that 

they were undecided on the issue. 

Five questions, considered independently, were used to detennine respondentst general life 

attitudes. The results of these questions are displayed in Table 18. Overall, a major* of respondents 

displayed positive attitudes towards Mie. More than half of respondents cleariy agreed with statements 

that they did not feel the lack of - or, indeed, had discovered - a rneaningfiil purpose fbr uaeir lives. 



Weil over half indicated that they felt they have a fùture purpose to fulfil. More than two-thirds of 

of their own lives. 

#2 6 "1 have discmered a meuningF1 pu'pose fin my lifé" - 73% 21% 38% 19% . -& 

#27 "*el the lack of a meaningfirl purpose Jbr my lifé" 25% 40% 28% 16% 1% 
#28 "My 1ifi is in rny auin han& and Im in control of i f" 4% 15% 12% 56% 12% 
#29 " 1 m n t  to fïnd a meaningful ptrrposefbr nty life" 8% 33% 11% 38% 10% 
#30 "ifrel lhrmeafitfrrrepurpose t o f i l ~ l "  1% 16% 23% 44% 15% 

(where S D = sfragly dispgree, D = disugrce, ? = undecided, A = apcc, SA = strongly agree) 

in analyzing the death attitude questions (survey questions #7-13). fieqwncy disrn'butions were 

generated. Resuits of these questions are displayed in Table 19. 

Table 19: Death Attitude Questions: Fr.rmcv Dstributions 

# 7 " 1 bclievc that a pleasunt aperlifi wiii fillm nzy de& " 7% 11% 37% 33% 12% 
#8 " 1 view my death as a relieff im emthly s u , @ @ '  27% 34% 15% 21% 3% 
#9 " 1 uyould rather avmd thinking about the topic of my death" 12% 49% 10% 23% 5% 
# 10 " 1 ulould neither par my death nor mlcome if" 3 3  19% 19% 47% 12% 
# I  2 " 'The fact that 1 will huve tu die some day makes me angry" 33% 47% 5% 11% 4% 
#22 "Ifind the topic of my k a t h  to be depressing" 21% 38% 7% 30% 4% 
# 13 " Thc thought of tmj awi dcath fiightens men 26% 36% 7% 27% 4% 

Overd a majority of respondents displayed positive attitudes towards death. ïhis is indicaîed 

by the foiiowing: (1)  Almost hslf of responderits cleariy agred with astements that they believed a 

pleasant afterlife wodd folow their datbs: Very féw respondents diJagrred wiih this EBituaem 

[approach acce~tance of death according to Wong a al.'s (1994) typology]; (2) almoa two-thirds of 

respondents did not display escape acceptance (viewùig death as an escape f?om earthly suffering), 

while only onequarta did so; (3) almost two-thirds of respondenis did not display de& avoidance 

(desire to avoid thin&ng abwt the topic), whüe ody slightly more than otiequarter did so; (4) wdl 

over half of respondmîs arprcsstd neutrial- of death ( w d d  neither feer nor wdcome it); ( 5 )  



a mere one-sixth indicated anger regardmg their own mortality; (6) while one-third of respondents 

agreed that they found the topic of thek death to be depressing, nearly two-thirds did not, ad, (7) just 

under two-thirds of respondents claimed that the tbought of their own deaths did not ftighten them 

Statistjcal analysis was conducted on the Theat Index. The 25 item version had an average of 

9.98 "sptits" (dichotomous distmctions) between bow res~ondents viewed their present lives d how 

they viewed their own hypothetid Apnthc- ïhe range of responderrts' s~ l i t s  on the TL25 was O to 24 

and, as mentioned in the mnhods &on, the Cronbach Alpha coefficient of .92 indicated a high 

degree of interna1 consistency. nie seven item version of the TI which had elsewhere kea fd to be 

"f~orially pure" (Neimeyer, Moore, and Bagley, 1988, p. 2 17) was saMned as well. The average 

number of spiits for this version was 2.8, with a range fiom O to 7. The Cronbach Alpha coefficient of 

.87 also showed a high degree of iritemal consistency. 

Both positive life & death attitudes are displayed by this sample. W i  respect to îifè attitudes, 

more than h a i f ( S P / o )  agreed that they have discovered a rneanllignil purpose for their lives, while only 

one-= (22Y0) dmgreed. In keeping with this profile, responses to the question of whether 

participants felt a lack of meanh@l pirpose for thek iives indicaîed thai Y3 did not, while only one 

sixth (16%) did f e l  aidi a la&. Ova two~thirds (68%) of the sample indicated an intemd locus of 

control over their own iives, d e  only one-fifth (19??) indicated an extend locus of control. 

Approxhately 3/5 (59%) of this sample believes they "have a fuaire purpose to fiüfil", whik less than 

1 /5 ( 1 7%) did not believe this. 

The death attitudes of this sample may also be characterized as bang generally positive. 

Slightly less than 112 (45%) of the sempIe agreed that "a pleasant afteriife wilI foUowW their deaths, as 

opposed to oniy 1/5 (19%) who dwgeed with this notion Almosi 213 (62%) of respondems 

disagreed that they view their deaths "as a rdiafkom eanhly suffhhg", while odyjust over 113 (23%) 

agreeû with this same stateaient. Approximately 3/5 (59%) of rapodeots @ tbat tky "wouid 

neither fear nor welcome" thar own d e  w h k  115 (2%) dmped.  Almost 213 (62?/0) dhgreed 

that they "would rather avoid ttrmlaag about the topic" of thar death~, wfiüe lm tban 113 (2%) 



NDE knowledge & NDE attitudes: their rela tionship 

The fourth research question addresses the issue of whether having more h w l e d g e  about 

NDEs is associated with ha* a more positive attitude toward NDEs. To anempt to answer this 

question, several statistid techniques were used. 

F i  scores fiom the 15 item MIE knowledge d e  were compared, via Pearson correlations, 

to the two NDE attitude fimors, and also to every NDE attitude question (#70-89). 

As indicated in Table 20. MIE knowiedge scale scores were found to correlate sigdcantly 

with the fim N'DE attitude fâctor (genaal positiveness toward NDEs) (r = -4226, p=.000), but not the 

second factor (fear of NDEs). 

The NDE knowledge scale also correlates sigrdicantly (and positive&) with the fo~owuig 

survey questions: #70,7 1, 72, 73,74, 76,77,79, 80,8 1,82, 84, 85, and 86 @ 5 -05). These findings 

indicate that having more knowiedge regarding NDEs may be associated with relaavely higher levels of 

interest in NDEs and a belief in both their importance and objective validity, as well as possily king 

associated with less fear conceming NDEs [the h a  saternent is considered a possibility since a 

sigdicant îrend in codations was fwnd betwem MIE knowledge and question #89, which 

measures fear of NDEs (r = -1 9, p=.OS6)]. 

Second, three key descriptive aspects of ones' personai MIE "knowledge" (whether one has 

heard of NDEs, had an NDE, and kmws someone who has had one) were compared with NDE 

attitude factors and questions (#70-89). Noteworthy rrsuhs are presented in Table 2 1. 



Table 21: mso~trzl NDE "knou~kd~e" & N D E  attittides 

Had an NDE (N"vcs"=I, N1'no"=69J 
Positimness tauiard NDES 71.00 56.69 Mann-IVhitnq p=.$K)8 
#70 " NDEs arc an important topic f i  me to iinderstand" 5.00 2.87 I, II p=. OS=$Sr 
#/'Z " l Jînd thc topic of N D  Es to bc uery iiplifing" 5.00 2.88 II 1 p=.0859r 
#73 "1 am fasn'nated 4 thc topic of NDEs" 5.00 3.16 1 I p=. 1 O29r 
#BO " N D E s  arc grnuine glimpses into the lifi of 

the spirit ajef  dcath" 5.00 3.13 I l  I, p=.08#' 
#85 " 1 anz arrious to know mare about NDEs" 5.00 3.32 11 ,I p=.0739r 
#89 " 1 am not scured by the ND€ reports I have heard" 3.m 1.99 I l  p=.0614r 

(Note: mcan group scores have bccn prcnided for interest sake only: the Mann-Whitney test is bascd on rankings) 

Know an hDEr (NU~&=15. N"now=56) 
Positivcness tautard NDEs 60.86 56.05 t-test p=.209 
# 70 " NDES arc an important topicjbr me to understand" 3.40 2.80 11 11 p=.074 
#,73 " 1 am Jascïnated &y the tupic of NDEs" 3.67 3.09 .. II p=.097t 
#77 " I do not haDe any desire to know clbout NDEs" 4.13 3.48 II II p=.017=' 

*i'ndicates statistical signifieunce indicates statistical trend (0.05 5 p 1 0.1 O), but not signifscance. 

Mann-Whitney nonparametrïc tests revealed that those who had heard of MlEs pnor to the 

study displayed signifcantly more positiveness toward NDEs fompared with those who hadn't hevd of  

N'DES prior to this study. Those who had heard of NDEs pnor to the siudy also displayed signîfïcantly 

higher levels of importance regardin& intaest in, and belief in NDEs, as wel as les fear 

conceming NDEs: although the second NDE attitude fàctor (fear of NDEs) was not notaMy ditferent 

for any of the categorks indicated in Table 2 1 . 

Table 21 also dispiays results fiom Mann Whitney tests which show that the individuai who 

reponed actually having had an NDE (refmed to as an "NDEr", n=l ) displayed hi* scores on the 

"positiveness toward NDEs" -or than did non-NDEn. Ahhou& this diffmence was not statbtically 

sigruficant (p= .2308)* this may be due to a -le group of only one NDEr, rstber than a ladc of any 

real ciifferences between the two groups. This particular N'Er  did display nonsignüicant statkticaf 

trends (0.05 5 p 2 0.10) which indicated more positive attitudes toward NDEs on m e y  questions 



870, 72, 73. 80, and 85. These questions inquired about the respondent's interest in, belief in, and 

importance h b e d  to NDEs. InteresbigSl, this NDEr ais0 indicated bang undecideci over whether 

he feated NDEs (basai on his respo~l~e to question #89), whereas an o v e r w h ~  majority of non- 

NDErs cieariy indicated a lack of fear of NDES. 

T-tests reveaIed no diltistidy senifiant dinerences betweai those who hicw an NDEr 

(n=15) and those wbo did not (n=55), in terms of either of the two NDE attitude fsaors. However, 

those who reported howing an NDEr did dispiay a W c a l  t r d  toward higher r o r e s  on survey 

questions #70, 73,77 and 79 (0.05 5 p 2 O. 10) refleuing more interest in and Unportance 8SCCibed to 

NDEs, than did respondents who did not know an NDEr. 

Third, in the =ch for the relaàonship betweai NDE biowledge and N'DE attihides, low, 

medium. and high NDE biowledge groups (as established previody) were compareci with NDE 

attitude fàctors, NDE attitude questions #70-89, and with key questions related to NDE attitude, by 

means of appropriate statktical tests. 

ExamUiation of pafaoietnc ANOVA with Duncan tests revded signifiant ciifferences between 

high, mediun, and low NDE knowledge groups for the "positiv- toward NDEs" faaor (p<.05). 

No Werences were found beiwgn hi&, medium, and low NDE biowledge groups for the fear of 

NDEs factor. Howeva, bth bigh and medium NDE knowledge groups displayed a stathical trend of 

less fear of NDEs than the low biowledge graip on airvey question #89 which measures fear of 

NDEs w.0787). These rraihs are depicted in Table 22. 

N D E  attihlde 
Positiveness re: NDEs 
#89 "l'm nof scared by the NDE reports I have heard" 2.24 1.97 1.86 Uruskal-Wallis k .0787  

* indicates statisticai szgnifruance 
indicates stPtisticrJ trend (0.05 5 p 2 O. IO), but not sïgnifiuznce. 

As a coroilary to the comparisons made above, a parametric ANOVA with Duncan test was 

conducted between the hi& m e d i a  and the low "postiveness toward NDEsn groups to sa if* 

had significantly ciiffirent NDE knowledge scale scores. The mean NDE knowkdge sole score of the 

high positiveness toward NDEs group (&= 7-54, ~ 2 4 )  was f d  to k si@cantly higher than for 



the medium positiveness toward NDEs group (Y,.bdam= 5.57, n=24), and low positiveness toward 

NDES group (L= 4.74, n=25) w . 0 5 ) .  confirmuig that those with a more positive attitude toward 

NDEs, did, indeai, display higher MIE knowiedge sale scores. 

ANOVA with Duncan tests hdcated that individu& displayhg a hi& level of MIE 

knowledge also displayed significantly higher scores than both their medim and th& low knowledge 

analylring the a m a b y  of NDE hiowledge and attitudes (see discussion). are shown in Table 23. 

Question Xh XW- &iIg Test Sipn ik tçe  
11.36)'' The v q  first time I heprd about NDEs ..... 
a) " I belimed they uwre m'dence for lifé a@r death" 2.87 3.25 3.95 Dtrncan F.05 ' 
b) " I félt they umc an impurtant topic fOl the 

general public tu k n m  about" 
c) " I had a strong interest in t h "  

3.00 3.54 3.80 Duncan F.05 ' 
2.87 3.29 3.81 Dttncan F.05 ' 

Table 24 urdicates lbot inàïviduals displaying a high level of N'DE knowledge also displayed 

si@cantly higher scores than th& low knowledge counterparts for the following: avvey question 

S6, #97, #98, #99. ïhese four questions show that those more knowledgeable about NDEs believe 

more strongly that NDEs may be helpful to individuals facuig death issues, and; also for #lm, 

indicating that those more lrnowledgeabie about NDEs feel sigdicantly stronger that h m  fit into 

their personal philosophies of death. 

Table 24: low. medium & hi& NDE l c n o w l ~ o u ~ s '  - attitudes toward of NDE info. - 

#96 "Monnation on NDEs may be helpf'  to 
pcrsons approaching beath" 3.19 3.40 3.86 ANOVA+ûuncan p<.OS 

#97 "Information on NDEs may be helpflll to 
thc families of pcrsons approaching death" 3.24 3.43 3.86 ANOVA+Dwican p<.O5 

#98 "Mo. NDEs may bc heipfiil to individuals who 
arc womcd about theu m m  mentual âeath" 3.24 3.43 3 .û6 ANOVA+Duncan v . 0 5  

fi99 "Info. on NDEs may be hclpful to individuals who 
arc womcd about a lmed one who has dieda 3.33 3.39 3 . U  ANOVA + Duncan v . 0 5  

# 100 "The nature of NDEs appcars to fit p e r f d y  into 
my persona1 phiiosophy of deatha 2.57 2.87 3.62 ANOVA+Dunciul pc.05. 



Fourth. because one key NDE attitude question generated discrete leveI data. it was 

cornpared with the overall NDE knowledge scale, instead of being subject to the hi& versus low 

NDE knowledge group comparïson. A Kruskal-Wallis nonparametric ANOVA revealed that those 

who selected option number five (the NDE vignette was best explained as "possible evidence for 

life after death") on question #90 displayed significantly higher NDE knowledge scores than did 

individuals selecting another option O<pups= 7.03 versus & pups combincd= 5.02, p=.02 1 O). 

Summary 

in summarizing whether having more NDE knowledge is associated with a more 

positive attitude toward NDEs for this sample, several points may be made. 

Statisticaily significant correlations clearly suggested a positive association between NDE 

knowledge (as measured by scores on the NDE knowledge scale) and positiveness toward NDEs. 

Mann-Whitney U tests indicate that there might be a relationship beween having !kt-hand 

"knowledge" of NDEs (by having had one) and positiveness toward NDEs (since several survey 

questions displayed such statistical trends). There also is some indication that having second-hand 

"knowledge" of NDEs (by knowing an NDEr) may be related to somewhat more positive opinion of 

NDEs. as several questions fiom the ND€ attitude scale indicated this trend. 

ANOVA with Duncan tests conducted between hi@, medium, and low NDE knowledge 

scale groups indicated that the higher knowledge group displayed significantly: (1) more 

positiveness toward NDEs, and possibly; (2) less fear of NDEs (e.g., on question #89). 

The hi& NDE knowledge group's responses to survey question #36 (a-d) indicate that this 

oroup reported significantly higher initial belief in, perceived importance of, and interest in NDEs - 
(Le.. the fi rst time they were exposed to NDE information) than did the low NDE knowledge group. 

according to a t-test. These results may have implications for analyzing the causality of NDE 

knowledge and attitudes (see discussion chapter). 

Finally. respondents indicating that the best explanation for an NDE vignette was that "it is 

possible evidence for life afier death" scored significantly higher on the NDE knowledge scale than 

did those selecting other responses. This fact strongly confirrns that positive NDE attitudes (belief 

etc.) and NDE knowledge are, indeed, related. 



NDE knowledge: its' relationship to life & death attitudes 

Oe was ln addressing the fifrh research question as to whether having more NDE knowled, 

associated with a distinct pattern of death and/or life attitudes, several statistical tools were used. 

Tnble 25: si.qnificnut - - comlntioris: ND E kmwledae - sciale scores m d  life denth nttitrtdes 

A ttihtde Pmrson Cowclntiorr Siyiifitrct. 

#30 " 1  fiel 1 lime nfilttire piopse tofiïljl" r = -3093 p=.OOo* 

As Table 25 reveals, in terrns of life attitudes, XDE knowledge scale scores only correlated 

significantly (and did so positively) with respondents' feelings that they have a future purpose to 

fulfil. In tems of death attitudes. NDE knowledge scale scores were found to correlate: positively 

with approach acceptance of death, the belief that "a pleasant afierlife will follow" death. No other 

correlations between NDE knowledge scale scores and death attitude factors and questions 

(including the Threat indices), nor life attitude questions, were statistically noteworthy. Second, two 

key descriptive aspects of one's NDE knowledge (whether one has had an N'DE and knows an 

NDEr) were compared with al1 death attitude and questions, and with each Iife attitude question. 

Table 26 reveals important results. 

As Table 26 indicates, Mann-Whitney tests revealed statistical trends in which, compared to 

al1 other respondents, the one NDEr displayed: (1) higher approach acceptance: (2) higher escape 

acceptance. and; (3) lower avoidance of topic of their own death. in addition. while nonsignificant 

statistically, the differences between the NDEr's responses and average non-NDEr responscs IO 

many other Iife and death attitude questions are also striking. Ln particular, the one NDEr strcmgIy 

agreed that he had "discovered a meaninfil purpose" for his life, and strongly disagecd n-itti 

statements calling his death fnghtening or depressing. ï h e  NDEf s scores on the Threat index were 

far lower than the sample average. The findings for this NDEr are. consistent with research 

describing other NDEr's life and death attitudes (Greyson, 1994; Noyes, 1980; Sabom, 1982) and 

indicate that NDErs possess a positive profile of life and death attitudes. 



Table 26: life and dcath attitude differences: NDEr versus al1 nonNDErs 

R26 " 1 lumc discm~t~ed a iiieniri~rgfid purpose for iriy l*" 5.00 3 3 2  p=.14S/ 
#ZS " M y  l fe  is i r r  iry owlr lutiids G. I aiir iii cuiitrol ofit" 2.00 3.55 p=. 1505 
fi 7 " 1 bcliczie a plmsarr t <fierIfe u d l  follozo triy deatli " 5.00 3.29 p=.0993 ' 
RS " 1  v im  niy dent11 as a relieffionz eartlily siiflër+~rg1' 5.00 2.32 p=.OS09 
#9 " 1 umld  rntlier moid thinkirtg nboztt the tupic of rriy 

OZLW dentil " 1.00 2.61 p=. 1006 
# 12 " I j i ~ i t i  flic tupic of itry dcntli to k d2pressirig" 7.00 2.61 p=. 1540 
#73 " T I E  tlioig1it of iiiy awrr dent~tfngliteirs rric" 1.00 2.49 p=. 1 783 
X31-32 77rrcat 11zricx: TI-& 3.0 10.0 p=.123 

Tl- 7 1.0 2.S p=.490 
irzdicates statisticnl trend (0.05 _< p 3 0.1 O), but irot sigrri$c~ircc. 

(hrotcr: r~remr grorrp scores lime been prmicied for irztcrest snke oiily: the Mn~i~~-Wt ihzo j  test is bnsd or1 rfliihiirg.c) 
The lack of other NDErs in this sample made it impossible for the life and death 

attitude differences between the NDEr and non NDErs to reach statistical significance. It is 

possible, but by no means cenain, that additional. similarly-responding NDEn in the sample 

would have made some of the differences, noted in Table 26, significant. 

As Table 27 shows, t-tests indicated that those who knew an NDEr (n=13) displayed 

sipificantly different responses, than those who did not know an NDEr, including the following: 

(1) more discovered life purpose (question #26); ( 2 )  more neutral acceptance of their own deaths 

("O): (3) less anger over own mortality (#Il); (4) less tendency to find the topic of their own death 

depressing ($12); (5) less fear over the thought of their own deaths (#13); (6) lower degrees of 

certain specific fears of their own deaths (including on survey questions #14, 15, 18, 23, and 24). 

As well, nonsignificant trends indicate that those who knew an NDEr showed: (7) more approach 

acceptance (#7), and; (8) more escape acceptance (#8) of death. No other life or death attitudes 

were statistically different. 

Table 27: Life 8: death attitude differences: those who know an NDEr versus those who dont 
Survrv Question: Attitude &m-+ot &,,nt - SDE~ T-test Signif. 

#26 " 1 lwic discovmd n ineniiittgfitl ptrpose for rriy lifi " 
f: 7 " 1 klimc tlurt rr plensniit nferlzfë will follaw rrry deatlr " 
#S " I z u i m  111y denth ns a relieffiorrt eartltly n i m r i g "  
#9 " 1 zc?orrlri m t k r  moid thiiihiitg abotct the topic qfrriy dentlz" 
# 7 0 " 1 zoor dd rzeitlicr#rrr niy denth 1zor welcoriie it " 
# 1 I " Tlrc fnct tluit 1 zidl / m e  to die soirte day rides nie mrgn/" 
#12 " 1 ,fï~iri the topic of iiiy dentlt to be depressirig" 
# 23 " n w  tlloirglit of iiiy ort1ir deatlrfngllfois iitc" 
#SI -32 7ïirtxt iiilicx - 25 itcril scale 

- 7 itetri scale 

* iirdicntcs statisticol sigiiifcai~ce * indicares srafisfical rrend (0.05 5 p 2 O. 10). bur nor signi/cance. 



ïïft 

Third, in attempting to address the relationship between NDE knowledge and death 

attitudes. the three groups of NDE knowledge scores (low, medium, and hi&) established 

previously were compared with a11 death attitude questions, and with life attitude questions, by 

means of a parametric ANOVA wvith Duncan tests. Results are shown in Table 28. 

Table 28: Low. Medium, & Hi& NDE Knowledge Grou~s & Life & death attitudes 

Survev Question w X~rdiurnX~ieh Test s i  p i f .  
#30 "1 feel I l m  afictitre pzrrpose tofirlfrl" 3.09 3.63 3.95 ANOVA + Duncrirr p<.05 * 
# 7 Approach ncceptar~ce of deafh 2.96 3 3 3  3-63 ANOVA + Drolcan pc .05  " 
#S Escnpe clcceptmrce of derttlr 7.95 2.62 f-test (Irigh us. lml) p=.095' 

* irldicntes statistical sigrrificance 
These tests revealed that: (1) both the hi& and the medium NDE knowledge groups showed 

more approach acceptance than did the low NDE knowledge group; (2) the high NDE knowledge 

group indicated significantly more 'Brure purpose ro fuIf;ZZ" than did the medium or the low NDE 

knowledge group. As we11, a t-test detected the fact that the hi& NDE knowledge group showed 

signi ficantl y more escape acceptance than did the low NDE knowledge group. No other significant 

differences were found between those individuals with high NDE knowledge scale scores and those 

with medium or iow NDE knowledge scale scores, with respect to life and death attitudes. 

T-tests were conducted comparing Iow and high NDE knowledge groups' Likert responses 

to s w e y  question fC37, parts a through q (no table given). While responses differed significantly 

between these two groups for a majonty of parts to question #37, the principal finding is that even 

those with hi& NDE knowledge, on average, expressed uncertainty (i-e., a mean Likert score of 

about 3) as to whether NDE information had caused these life and death attitude changes to occur at 

all. Those who were more knowledgeable about NDEs did not daim to have been affected by them 

any more than those who were less knowledgeable 

S ummary 

In sumrnarizing the findings on whether having more NDE knowledge is associated with a 

distinctive pattern of death attitudes and/or life attitudes, several point. can be made. 

Fiat, ANOVA with Duncan tests between high, medium, and low NDE knowledge groups 

generally continned what the comsponding correlations had suggested: namely that, for this 
t 

sample, higher levels of NDE knowledge scale scores were associated with: more approach 



acceptance of death; more escape acceptance of death: and also with a stronger belief that one has a 

future purpose to fulfil. Respondents in the hi& NDE knowledge group also indicated being 

significantly more strongly affected by hDE information in a variety of life-enhancine ways, than 

were respondents in the medium and low NDE knowledge groups. 

Second, knowledge about NDEs gained through personally knowing an NDEr? or throu& 

actually having an NDE, may have been particularly effective in altering life and death attitudes. 

Those 15 respondents who knew an NDEr, had significantly more positive life attitudes and, 

especiallyS death attitudes than did those who did not know any NDErs. in cornparison with the 

remainder of the sample, these 15 respondents generally reponed more life purpose and sense of 

control over their own lives. They also indicated less (general and specific) fear, and less anger and 

depression regarding their own deaths, as well as less desire to avoid the topic. In terms of Wong et 

aie's typology of death acceptance, these individuals had higher levels of: (1) Approach acceptance 

(accept own death because it will mean a happy afierlife); (2) Neutra1 acceptance (accept death as 

part of nature, and so would neither fear nor welcome death), and; (3) Escape acceptance (accept 

death because it represents a relief fiom earthly suffering), than did the sample in general. Also, 

respondents who know an NDEr showed l e s  death threat, yet this was not sigaificantly different. 

Compared with the rest of the sample (of nonNDErs), the one individual who claimed to 

have personally had an NDE displayed nonsignificant trends toward: (1) more approach acceptance 

of death; (2) more escape acceptance of death, and; (3) less avoidance of the topic of death. It is 

possible, but by no means certain, that, given a larger number of acrual M>Ers, more positive li fe 

and death attitudes (such as those of the 15 respondents who knew an NDEr) may have been 

evident (i-e., statistically significant) in the NDEr group as well. Such findings would be in line 

with those of Greyson (1 994), who fùund a number of very positive life and death attitudes in sclf- 

reported NDErs. 

NDE attitudes: Their relationship to life & death attitudes 

First, in addressing this research question, scores fiom the first NDE attitude factor and the 

20 individual NDE attitude questions were comparecl, via Pearson correlations, to each life attitude 

and death attitude question, including the Threat Index. Table 29 shows notable results. 



Tnldc 29: sintificnnf correlntions bct-ueeiz positizmzes tmunrd NDEs nml Zifc t? dentlz nttitzrdes 

Qttestiotz /At  tifride Peri rson Co rreln tiun Simi ficnrzce 

X 26 " 1 Izme discozrered n itreaïiiq$il pirrposefor iuy life" r = -2574 p=.030 " 
o" 30 " 1-fccl i Iime n jirtrtre prrrpose to firlfil " r = 3324 p= .O07 * 

' itrdicrrtcs staîisticd szprr~cnizcc iirdicntes stntistical trcizd (0.05 5 p 2 0.1 O), but trot sip$cn~lcc. 

With respect to life attitudes. the first NDE attitude factor, positiveness toward NDEs, uras 

found to correlate significantly (and positively) with both life purpose (question #26) and future 

purpose to fiilfil (#30). In ternis of death attitudes, this factor correlated positively with approach 

acceptance ($7) and negatively (though not significantly) with depression over death. No other 

significant correlations were found between "Positiveness toward NDEs" factor scores and any 

other li fe or death attitude question. 

Data fiom the second NDE attitude factor were positively skewed (Le. skewed to the ris$t) 

due to a large percentage of extreme scores. Therefore use of a nonparametric (rank) correlation 

was necessary when compax-ing these scores to those of life and death attitude questions. Kendalls' 

Tau correlation coeficient was chosen over the Spearman correlation as significance-testing 

procedures are more precise for Kendall's statistic (McCall, 1986, p.343). 

As is evident in Table 30, the second NDE attitude factor, fear of NDEs, was found to 

correlate significantly (and negatively) with life purpose (question #26). The correlation with 

intemal locus of control(#28) (r = -. 1588, p=. 114) approached sipificame. These findinp suggest 

that. for respondents in this sample. a greater sense of life purpose and control over ones' life was 

associated with less fear of NDEs 

With respect to death attitudes, the fear of NDEs factor was also found to be correlated 

with: death avoidance (#9); neutral acceptance of ones' own death (#IO); anger over own mortality 

(R 1 2 ) ;  depressing feelings regarding death (# 12), and with; fear of own death (# 1 3). These results 

are also depicted in Table 30. 

Table 30: rzotewortlzv cowelntiuns between Fear o f  NDEs and lifè & deatlt attitudes 

Attitzide Spearnznn Correlation Sian i ficnn ce 



$26 " 1  Irmc iiisca~eretf a r~remiirrgjiil prirpose-for r i y  1qev r = - -3013 17= .O10 * 
k2S "My 1- is in ~ n y  mvr lt~tzds ami Z ni~r itz cotrtrol of it" r = - -1866 p= -17.2 
it9 " 1 uvorr1i-i ratlm moici tliitrhi~rg nborrt 

tlrc topic of 1111~ d ~ t l i "  r =  .-Mû6 p= -000 ' 
it 10 " 1 worrllf ~ieitlm&r 111y dentir ttor uvlconre it " r =  3712 p= -001 * 
# 11 " nur fnct tluzt 1 lrnve to die so~rre dm/ 

11lnkLIS I I I P  a118n/l~ r =  3942 p= -001 ' 
8 12 " Z f i t z l f  tlrc topic of ~ ~ i y  &tJz to be depressing" r = 5364 p= -000 ' 
#73 " nrc tlioitglit of tizy ~ N I  deatlifightetzs I ~ I C "  t- = -4842 p= .O00 ' 

' irziirntes s h f i ~ t i f f f l  sigriificnwe 
Second. the sample was divided into three equally numbered groups of those with low, 

medium, and hi@ "positiveness toward NDEs", based on respondents' scores on the I7 questions 

comprising this first NDE factor. As with the N D E  knowledge groups, these "positiveness toward 

NDEs" groups were created by using the 33 and 66 percentile factor scores as markers to divide 

them. This resulted in nearly equal groups of 24, 23, and 24 for hi*, medium, and low 

positiveness toward NDEs, respectively. The three groups of NDE beiief factor scores (low? 

medium, and hiph belief) were compared across each life and death attitude question, including the 

Threat index. by appropnate statistical analysis. Significant results are shown in Table 3 1. 

Table 3 1 : lm, medium, G. hidl positiveness toward ND Es and life and dea th nttitrides 

#26 " 1 lrme discairred a ~tientriizgfirl 
prrrpase for ~ t l y  11,fë" 3.33 3.79 t-test p=.124 

#30 "lfiel 1 l m e  ajictirre pirpose tofiilfil" 3.09 3.63 3.95 A NOVA + Drtrzcan pc.05 * 
# 7" 1 klieiïe tluit n lutppj af tcrl~p 

will -follozc~ nry denth " 2.73 3.52 3.70 ANOVA + Dioica~z pe.05 ' 
#9 " 1 z~oiild rntlrer moid tliiizkitig nboitt 

t t ty mcvr &ntll 2.25 2-72 t-test p= .155 
Thrcnt Itrdex - 25 itew scnlr 6.47 11.81 t-test p=.015 ' 

- 7 itettr scnle 1.81 3.27 t-test ;?=.@JI ' 
'iridicates statistical sigrz~@mx 

Table 31 exhibits the fact that there were significant differences between the threc 

"Positiveness toward NDEs" groups for future purpose to fulfil(#30), and for approach acceptance 

of death (S7). The group displaying hi@ positiveness toward NDEs also indicated more discovered 

life purpose ($26) than their low positiveness toward NDEs counterparts. This ditierence 

approached statistical trend statu. 

T-test analysis of scores fiom both the 25 item, and the seven item Threat index revealed 

that the high positiveness toward NDEs group indicated significantly more death threat than the 104 



positiveness toward NDEs group. This result was the opposite of what was expected. 

The extent of positive skew in the responses to the three questions comprising the fear of 

NDEs factor rendered useless any notion of making cornparisons benveen low. medium. and hi@ 

fear of NDES groups, since the means, and even ranks, of such groups were vimially identical (due 

to the hi@ number of fours and fives in the Likert responses to these questions). 

Third, as an additional means of addressing this research question, individuals were divided 

into three groups based on their responses to survey question #90, where respondents selected one 

of nine explanations they felt best explained the NDE vignette provided. The three p u p s  were as 

foliows: group 1, individuals who selected option 5 - the NDE vignette was "possible evidence for 

life afier death" (n=35); group 2, those who chose option 8 - "1 dont know how to explain" the 

NDE vignette (n=25); and group 3, those who chose any of the other responses, al1 of which clearly 

question the objective validity of the NDE in the vignette (n=12). Groups two and three were each, 

in tum. compared with the first group with respect to their mean scores on death attitude and life 

attitude questions, via t-tests. Significant findings are depicted ui Table 32. 

Table 32: explmation fir ND E viqnette - and Iife G. deaflr attitudes 
A ttitrtde - X I  & Test Prm.2  - PI ~ 5 . 3  

#26 " 1 Ime discouered a meattingfitl ptrpose 
for tny lifc" 3.69 332 3.08 t-test tz.s. p=.083 

#30 "!&el 1 Im afithtre pi'pose tofiilfil" 3.89 3-40 2.75 t-test p=.û41* p=.000 

3.69 3.M 2.75 t-test p=.117 p = . a ) l *  

2.40 2.87 2.67 t-test p=.019 ' n s .  

3.60 3.48 3.00 t-test n.s. p=.OS4 ' 

' irrdicnfes stntisticnl sigtiifrcance n .S. = t-test did not approadl significarice 

The t-tests depicted in Table 32 indicate that those who felt the best explmation of the NDE 

vignette provided was that it "was possible evidence for life afier death" (group X-1 in Table 32) 

displayed significantly higher scores than either of the other two groupings for: (1) fiiture purpose to 

fulfill (question #30). In addition, group one members showed significantly less (2) death 

avoidance (#9) than those who "didn't know how to explain" the vignette. Group one members also 

had discovered (3) a greater degree of meaningfiil purpose for their lives (#26), more (4) Approach 



p3 

acceptance ($7). and more neutml acceptance of their own deaths ($10) than did those who chose 

an explanation which questioned the objective validity of the NDE in the vignette. No other life or 

death attitude question displayed significance between these groups. 

Summary 

In summarizing the findings on whether having a more positive attitude toward NDEs is' 

associated with a distinctive pattern of death amtudes and/or life attitudes. it appears that, in 

several ways. it is, Analysis of hi& versus medium, and low positiveness toward NDEs groups 

confirmed what correlations had suggested: namely, that a more positive attitude toward NDEs 

(compnsed of more interest, and belief in NDEs, as well as ascribing more importance to NDEs) 

appears to be associated with: (1) stronger convictions that one has a tùture purpose to fulfil; (2 )  

more meanincgful purpose for one's life; (3) more approach acceptance of one's own death (Le. a 

stronger belief that a pleasant afierlife wïll follow one's death); (4) [surprisingly] more "death 

threat" posed by one's own death; (5) less of a tendency to find the topic of one's own death to be 

depressing, and possibly; (6) less of a desire to avoid the topic of one's own death 

The fear of NDEs factor was found to have many correlations with life and death attitudes 

which were corollary to those displayed by the positiveness toward NDEs factor. In fact, fear of 

NDEs was associated with: (1 ) less rneaningfbl purpose for one's life; (2) more of a tendency to 

find the topic of one's own death to be depressing; (3) more of a desire to avoid the topic of one's 

own death; (4) more neutral acceptance of one's own death (would neither fear nor welcome 

death): ( 5 )  more anger over one's own mortality; and (6) more fear (both general & specific fears) 

regarding one's own death. 

Summary of Results Chapter 

The demo-mphic characteristics of the 73 respondents in this sarnple suggest that they are 

well-educated, and age and gender-diverse. Despite the relatively low sample size, The 61 percent 

response rate is hi& enough - and the wide range of expressed attitudes is varied enough - to 

suggest that this sample might not be overly unusual in any manner. However, the low percentage 

of respondents claiming non-Judeo-Christian religious affiliation limits our ability to, with 



confidence, generalize these findings to the general Canadian (or at least the Toronto) community. 

While almost al1 respondents had heard of NDEs. certain respondents seerned to know more 

about them than others. This knowledgeable goup included those with "personal" understanding of 

NDEs (via having had one or knowing such a person). These respondents also tended to hold more 

positive attitudes conceming NDEs. 

Respondents, while quite positive on average, displayed a range of attitudes towrard N'DES. 

Approximately half of the sample (3 out of every 6 respondents) believed that NDEs were evidence 

for life after death, while one-third (2 out of eveiy 6 respondents) were uncertain. Only one-sixth of 

respondents expressed a clear rejection of this theory. Few respondents in this sarnple indicated any 

fear of NûEs. 

A sipificant majority of about two-thirds of the sample believed that NDE information 

may be helpful to those dealing with death and a similar majority felt that health care workers 

should be prepared to discuss NDEs with patients. Believers in the objective validity of NDEs were 

more strongly supportive of the above two prospects. These believers were also more likely to 

indicate acceptance of death as a pleasant continued existence . 

Overall. this sample held generally positive views of life and death. Relatively hi& 

approach acceptance, and neutral acceptance of death existed among generally low escape 

acceptance, death avoidance, fear, anger; and depression concerning theû own deaths. 

Those who knew more about NDEs also appeared to view them more positively than those 

who knew linle. However, it could not be determined which, if any, had "caused" the other. More 

NDE-knowledgeable respondents rnay also have indicated somewhat more positive life and death 

attitude profiles. although some factors, such as the Threat Indices, failed to show any differences 

based on knowledge. Analysis of the Threat Indices did, however, exhibit an unanticipated result: 

signifiçantly more Death Threat for the high (versus the low) Positiveness toward M)E group. 

The next chapter consists of a discussion of the results obtained in this study, with reference 

to research-question hypotheses outlined at the conclusion of the literature review. This discussion 

employs the theoretical perspective of this thesis to attempt to interpret the apparent answen to 

these research questions, in light of both the data obtained here, and throu* other research and 

scholarship. Tentative conclusions are drawn where appropriate. 



DISCUSSION and CONCLUSIONS 

Tiie objectives of  this study uere: ( 1  ) to describe this samplds knowledge and attitudes conceminp 

NDEsr (2) to anempt to detennine whether NDE howledge was related to NDE attitudes. and: ( 3 )  to 

determine whether knowledge of and attitudes toward NDEs were related to attitudes toward life and death. 

The espectation o f  these findings is not that we wi l l  be able to identifi. definitively. the precise 

impact of NDE material on life and death attitudes in North American society. Ratlier. it is that we mi@ be 

able to add to a dialogue on this topic: a topic with relevance to Our deeply held bel iefs about the meanins of 

life and death. 

In this chapter the results of this research (conducted in 1994) are discussed and conclusions are 

drawn. These findings have k e n  discussed within the contest of other scholarship on each respective topic 

in an anempt to formulate thorough answers to the research questions posed at the end of the literature 

review chapter. 

The first section of  this chapter discusses key characteristics of this sample. This is done in order to 

better understand how these respondents are similar to and different from both the comrnunity from which 

they were drawn. and samples from other studies. The second section of this chapter discusses what this 

sample knew. thought. and felt about NDEs. the knowledge and attitudes they displayed. The third section 

of this chapter investiçates the relationship between NDE knowledge and ND€ attitudes. The fourth section 

addresses the question of whether life and death attitudes are affected by information on NDEs. The fiFth 

section suggests some ideas about the potential impact of NDE information on North American society. 

Final 15,. the last section outlines the limitations to this study's findings. 

The sample 

The sampie size o f  73 attained here, while relatively small by survey standards, is adequate for 

statistical analyses (McCall. 1986). The sample is unexpectedly, slightly more weighted with females (32) 

than males (29). The response rate of 61 percent is fairly healthy and is higher than for other studies 

concerning NDE knowledge and attitudes. 

The sample is diverse in ternis of  a_ee (20-82 years. mean of 40). However it appears less diverse 



uith respect to relipious affiliation. as 59 percent of respondents are Christian. and only 7 percent profess 

non-Judeo-Christian affiliation. While this sample may not be dissimilar to the Canadian popuiation (over 

75% of whom indicated Christian afliliation in 1995: Bibby. cited in The Globe and Mail, Nov. 2. 1996). it 

seems less heterogeneous than a 'typical' Toronto sampling would produce. 

Fiftyeight percent (58%) of the sample expressed belief in some form of life afier death. while a 

further 25 percent were undecided. This is not unlike the approximately 70 per cent of Canadians who 

report a belief in some form of life afier death (Bibby. 1995: Gallup. 1982). 

The sample is generally weil-educated. The fact that 94 percent had completed hi& schml and that 

60 percent had completed at least a university bachelor's degree indicates that these respondents are better 

educated than the average Canadian (less than 20% of Canadian adults had obtained university decgrees as of 

1 995: Bibby, 1 995). 

Overall. it is dificult to estimate the extent to which this sample is representative of the adult 

Canadian or Toronto communities. The adequate response rate. the diversity of expressed NDE knowledge 

and attitudes. and the ase diversity of this sarnple are encouraging. However, the skewed gender and 

education levels and. perhaps. the limited religious diversity and sample sire lead to concerns regarding the 

estent to which these findings may be generalized to the wider community. At minimum, significant 

caution should be taken in doing so. 

NDEs: what do people know and tbink about tbem? 

This section discusses the results of research questions one and two. Each of these questions will 

be addressed sequential ly, 

NDEs: what do people know about them ? 

Research question one inquires as to the NDE howledge displayed by this sarnple. The term 

"NDE knowledge" has been ciarified in the literature review. As it is used in this study. NDE knowledge 

refers to an individual's familiarïty with any and al1 common aspects of NDE phenomena as they have been 

discussed in the lay and professional literature and media. This includes issues of explanation. elements or 

stages. corretates. and afiereffects. 

A determination of the NDE knowledge of respondents in this study was calculated based on 



se\.eral methods. The principal mechanism for determinhg ND€ knowledge was the revised Thomburg 

NDE Knowledge Scale developed for this study and outlined in Appendis C (for an explanation of the 

scale's development see the Methods section). In addition. other sunrey questions were included to 

establisti a more complete understanding of NDE knowledge. Data from these questions informed US as to 

wiiether the respondent had: heard of NDEs: had an NDE, and; knew anyone who'd had an NDE. Other 

data informed us about respondents' sources of NDE information. 

The fact that an ovenvhelming majority (90%) of respondents in this study had heard of NDEs is a 

testimony to the ongoing. and perhaps increasing. appearance of the topic of NDEs. especially in the lay 

media and literature. Previous studies in the 1980's indicated somewhat less familiarity among health care 

professionals (roughly 70% familiarïh, with comparable response rates). We can be quite confident that 

respondents did not misinterpret the tenn Near-kath Experience since a general de finition was provided 

before the NDE Crnowledge questions were posed. This definition should not have provided the respondent 

with information extensive enough to have altered his or her answers to any subsequent questions. 

Althougli only one of the 73 respondents indicated that he had had an NDE, there were t h e  others 

who indicated they were not certain whether they had or not. It is impossible to discern why these 

individuals chose this response. However, it rnay have had to do with their uncertainty over whether their 

own 'esperiences', whatever they may have ken,  occumed near to death or not. and thus whether or not they 

were classifiable as NDEs. What can be said is that between one and four respondents (1-5% of the 

sample) may have had ND€-like experiences. This is somewhat less than found in other studies 

investigating NDE Lrnowledge. However, in many of these other studies. the response rates are notably 

lower than here and so their higher percentage of NDErs may simply reflect the greater liketihood of NDEn 

to participate in such studies. rather than a real difference in NDE hequency in the populations researched. 

The twenp-one per cent (21%) of respondents in this study claiming to know an NDEr personally 

is sornewhat lower than in other studies assessing NDE knowledge- However, as outlined above. this ma? 

h a ~ e  to do ~vith the higher response rate in this study as compared to those conducted previously. The 2 1 

percent figure is more supponive of Gallup and Proctofs (1982) suggestion that over eight million (North) 

Americans have esperienced NDE-like events. than is the Iow percentage (1-5%) of NDErs found in this 

stud~.. 

The fact that more respondents had received information on NDEs fiom the audiovisual and/or print 

media than fiom any other source was not surprising: Hayes and coworkers (1989, 1990) and Kellehear and 

colleagues (1989. 1990) had also found this to be bue. It is noteworthy that only a very small minorit. of 

respondents. in this and other studies. had obtained information on this topic fiom health care professionals. 



When. in an open ended question. respondents \\ere aslied to list as many aspecü about NDEs as 

possible. only half the sample chose to respond. Those who did so described an averag  of three or  fe\\-er 

elements of the 15 common NDE elements identified by Raymond Mood?, (1975). This p m r  result is 

similar to tliat o f  other studies attempting to use this method as a means to assess NDE kno\\fledge (Beclitel 

et al.. 1992: Walker and RusseII. 1989). However, given the 1ow response rate to this question (4 of 73 

respondents). and given the poor NDE knowledge indicated. data from this question did not pla?? a role in 

further analysis of this sample. 

The average score on the NDE howledge scale \vas 6 out o f  15. indicating a low to moderate level 

of understanding of Near-Death Esperiences. This average is v e v  similar to that found in other studies 

usin3 (ofien modified versions of) Thornburg's NDE knowled_ee scale (Bechtel et al.. 1992; Moore. 1993: 

Walker and Russell, 1989), and was similar to the "moderate amount o f  knowledge" h-vpothesized for this 

sample. 

It is noteworthy that this sample \vas quite unknowledgeable about "unpleasant" NDEs. as 

evidenced by the fact that only 10- 14% of respondents correctly answered survey questions #62 through 66 

(these questions were. therefore, removed from the NDE knowledge scale used to evaluate this particular 

sample). This lack of knowledge regarding unpleasant NDEs may be due to the fact that "negative" NDE 

accounts have k e n  far less frequently discussed. to  date, in the popular literature and in the media. Indeed. 

no studies to date have assessed knowledge of unpleasant NDEs. These results should not discourage such 

assessrnent in future research. 

For this sample. those variables which correlated significantly and positively with the NDE 

knowledge scale were similar to other studies and included: (1) having esperienced an NDE; (2) hnowing an 

NDEr. and: (3) believing in life afier death. In addition. nonsignificant trends indicate that a higher degree 

of NDE knowledge could possibly be associated with: (4) relatively fewer years of format schooling. and: 

( 5 )  younger ages. 

The h i ~ h e r  ND€ knowledge of NDErs and also of respondents who know M)Ers concurred with 

previous research (Bechtel et al.. 1992) and confirmed our h-vpothesis. However. it is diflicult to  tell 

~vhetlier this increased knowledge came as a result of information acquired from personal contact with an 

NDEr. or as a result of a heightened motivation to pursue infornation on NDEs. While some scholars have 

argued for the former hypothesis (Ring. 1992. 1995). it seems reasonable that both factors would have 

played a part in this process. 

The significantly higher NDE knowledge displayed by those who believe in life after death also 

confirmed Our hypothesis. It may well be that such individuals are more motivated to seek out. o r  to 



otiien\.ise match. read. or listen to NDE material that t h e ~  encounter. Perhaps this is because such material 

supports their esisting constructs of life and death and. therefore. reassures them that the meaning they have 

ascribed to these concepts is valid. 

The trend toward more NDE knowledge for those with relatively less education ~ + a s  similar to. 

though somewhat stronger than. that of Bechtel and colleagues' sample of clera (1992). This finding is 

somewhat contrary to Our h>pothssis of no  signi*nt differences based on education level. It is di ff?cult to 

esplain. ivith an' certainv- why tliose with relatively less education would know more about NDES. 

Perliaps it is because more educated respondents had a higher de-pee of skepticism re-earding the possibility 

of life after death andlor the validity of NDEs and so were less open to NDE material that they had 

encountered. This theory would be consistent with the notion that more educated individuals had accepted 

the prcvailing academic - or at least scientific - perspective of materialisrn to a greater extent than had their 

less u el 1-educated coun terparts. 

Tlie trend toward more NDE lcnowledge for those who are relatively youqer replicated the 

"tendency" reported by Hayes and Waters (1989) in their sample of nurses. This trend. though espected to 

be statistically significant confirmed Our hypothesis to a great extent. It is impossible to state, however. 

w hy ounger aduIts tend to know more about NDEs. We identified. in the hypothesis section of the 

Iiterature review. the possibility that younger persons would be more open to NDE information since their 

relative Iack of relisious belief would create an existential vacuum (Reker and Peacoçk 198 1) which would 

need to be filled by something that could help them find meaning and purpose for their lives: perhaps NDE 

material is part of that 'something' ? Another possibility. as Kellehear ( 1  996) has outlined- is that younger 

people tend to have more exposure to the audiovisual media. where much of the recent promotion of NDEs 

has occurred. The first theory suggests that younger people. for whatever reason. are more motivated to 

pursue NDE material. The second theory susests that younger people may simply encounter ND€ material 

more. based on their lifestyle. Either or both of these theones rnay be correct. and both should be examined 

in future research. 

In summary. most respondents in this sample displayed familiarity. yet only superficial knowledge 

of the information available on Near-kath Esperiences. The print and audiovisual media was. by far. the 

most frequent source of infonnation conceming NDEs. Those individuals who knew more about NDEs 

Lvere ofien those who had some personal esperience with them (claimed to be an NDEr or to know an 

NDEr). and those who believed in life afier death. In addition. there were trends toward more NDE 

knowledge among those with less formal education. and those who were younger. 

Al1 of the findings regarding NDE knowledge are consistent with. although do not prove, the theory 



that people interpret NDE material in a way that may confirm and stren_gthen. but does not change. their 

own current personal constmcts (i.e.. meanings) of life and death. This perspective accounts for the fact that 

some may be motivated to pursue a d o r  to be open to NDE material, while others may dismiss NDE 

material as untrue ancilor unimportant. 

NDEs: what do people think about them ? 

Research question two inquires as to the NDE attitudes displayed by this sample. The term "NDE 

attitudes" has been clarified in the literature review. As it is used in this study, NDE attitudes refer to an 

individual's cognitions (ideas and beliefs) and emotions regarding ND€ phenomena as they have been 

discussed in the lay and professional literature and media. This includes issues of belief. interest, 

importance. and fear. 

Scores fiorn the NDE Attitude Index indicate a slightly positive attitude towards NDEs. with a 

mean Likert scale score of 3.35 on a scale fiom 1 to 5.  The generally positive attitudes are slightiy lower 

than several other studies with lower response rates (Barnett, 1991 ; Moore, 1994: Walker and Russell, 

1989). although cornparison is dificult since different scales were used in these studies. ~ e n e r a l i ~ ,  thouph, 

the results of this study confinn our hypothesized NDE attitudes. 

Fear of  NDEs has never been measured in the research before. For this sample, NDE Attitude 

Indes scores indicate a low fear of NDEs with a mean Likert s a l e  score of  1-96 on a s a l e  fiom 1 to 5 .  The 

results were e'rtremely skewed, with alrnost no respondents expressing fear of NDEs. This is level of fear is 

considerably lower than was hypothesized for this sarnple. It is possible that this lack o f  f m  stems frorri a 

combination of a lack of exposure to negative NDE accounts, and either an acceptance of only the positive 

attributes of pleasant NDE accounts (for believers in their objective validity), o r  a dismissal of  tlie 

phenomena (for nonbelievers). 

More than two-thirds of respondents agreed or  strongly a@ that nurses. physicians. and social 

workers should be "prepared to discuss NDEs with patients who want to discuss the topic." More than four- 

fifths of respondents felt that clergy and psychiatrists/psychologists should be likewise prepared. These 

findings provide support from the community that NDE material should be incorporated into the training 

pro-mms for health care professionals. This suggestion has been made by other researchers who have 

studied the NDE knowledge and attitudes of  health care workers (Bamett, 199 1 ; Bechtel et al., 1992; Hayes 

and Orne. 1990: Walker and Russell, 1989) and by others in the field o f  NDE çnidies (Callanan and Kelly, 



1992 Kason and Degler. 1991). It  is interesting that a majorie of the respondents in this stud?,. few of 

v.hom were health care professionals (unlike previous studics of NDE linowledge and attitudes). also feel 

this \ta?.. Since a significant majority of the non-health care worken in this study feel that such 

professionals should know about NDEs. a strong recommendation is reiterated that health care and related 

counseling professionals receive instruction on NDEs as a matter of their professional training and 

development. 

Approsimately 60 percent of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that NDE material may be 

heIpful to those who are approaching andor are fearfiil of d&. and to families dealing with the impending 

or past death of a loved one. Since this figure is higher than the 49 percent who believe NDEs are evidence 

of life after death, it appears that some of those who were not convinced of the objective validity of NDEs 

are. nonetheless, open to the possibility that they may positively influence others. 

Results from survey question $90 reveal several distinct perspectives. The percentage of those who 

believe that NDEs represent evidence for life afier death (49% of this sample) was similar to Kellehear and 

Heaven's ( 1  989) Australian sample (58%). 

In this study, these "ND€ believers" had sipificant ly more positive attitudes regarding whether 

NDEs would be helpfùl to those dealing with death and whether health care workers should know about 

NDEs than did those who selected an option which either doubted NDEs as such evidence ( 16% of sample), 

or those who were not certain how to explain NDEs (35% of sample). These findine are consistent with 

the original h-vpothesis that those who display more positive attitudes toward NDEs, such as those who 

believe in their objective validity. will also be more optimistic regarding the potential of NDEs to positively 

affect others as well as regarding their importance in the training of health care professionals. 

Despite the varied attitudes toward NDEs displayed by this sample. respondents' perceivgd comfon 

level in discussing NDEs is consistently hi&. The fact that a rnajority of the sarnple a-meed or strongly 

agresd that the?, \vould be comfortable discussing NDEs with various health care professionals suggests that 

man' respondents might personally engase in a discussion about NDEs with one or more of these 

professionals. should such a discussion be initiated by either Party. The finding that approximately 90 

percent of respondents expressed comfort in discussing NDEs with friends and family members might ease 

concerns of both the dying and their loved ones over introducing NDEs as a topic of discussion. 

Respondents who. on openended survey question 68' claimed that NDEs had affected them (41% 

of tliis sample) typically wrote that ND€ material had reduced their fear of death through strengrhening 

their belief in life afier death. It is notewotthy that no respondents claimed that NDE material had changed 

tl~eir attitudes regarding life or death. This is consistent with our h-vpothesis of the potential constmct- 



solidifying effect of NDE materiaf (as opposed to a construct changing - or deconstructing - effect). 

On survey question 37. approximately half of respondents indicated that they disagreed or strongly 

disagreed that what they had leamed about NDEs had affected their attitudes towards life and death. 

including their feeling of existential purpose, and the meaning of life or death etc. Therefore. unlike the 

significant and positive life and death attitude changes noted in those claiming to have had NDEs (FI-vnn- 

1982: Greyson. 1994: Noyes. 1980: Ring 1980. pp. 143-144. and: Sabom. 1982, p. 1 X?), the attitudes of 

respondents in this sample have net consistently been altered or otherwise significantly affected. However. 

results frorn many of these questions ( f f  37 a q )  also display that between onequarter and one-third of 

respondents apee. or strongly agree. that their life and death attitudes have k e n  strengthened in a number 

of ways. Generally. these ways include having assisted the respondent in attaining a more positive life and 

death attitude profile. Those who indicated that they believed NDEs to be evidence for life afier death were 

statistically more likely to have been affected in these ways (ofien sipificantly so). Even for this group, 

hoivever. the mean Likert response was three or less for al1 questions. indicating uncertainty rather than 

substantial impact for NDE material. 

Approxirnately one-third of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that what they had read about 

NDEs had: "increased my understanding of dearh" (see #37 d); "reduced my fear of deuthW (see #37 i); 

"iricreased m_v belief in life #ter dearh" (see #37 j ): "made my own ive seern more meanin@" (see #37 e). 

and had: "helped me ro accepr the ive thar I have lived so for" (#37a). These results suaest that, for some 

respondents. especially those who believe in the objective validity of NDEs, NDE material may act to 

stren-den attitudes (Le., constmcts) toward life and death in a positive manner. 

Approximately onequarter of those who responded to question #37-f agreed or strongly agreed 

with the statement that what they have learned about NDEs has increased their belief that they are in control 

of their lives. This indicates that for a minority of respondents. NDEs may increase one's locus of control. 

one factor which has been thought to affect death attitudes (Epstein, 1980; B m i e  1983). It is .also 

noteworthy. however. that 56 percent of respondents to this question clearly indicated that NDE material 

had increased their sense of selfcontrol over their own lives. 

Approxirnately onequarter of those who responded to question #37-p a& or strongly agreed 

ivith the statement that what they have learned about NDEs has helped them to deal with the death of 

someone close to them. This indicates that some respondents feel NDE material has already been helpful to 

them. Again, it is also noteworthy that 6 1 percent of respondents to this question clearly indicated that ND€ 

material had net helped them in this manner, at least not up to this point in their lives. 

For this sample. those variables which were significantly associated with more positiveness towards 



NDEs factor were similar to other studies and included: ( 1 )  believing in life after death: (2) k i n g  female. 

and: ( 3 )  holding religion or  spiritualil to be ven. important. 

Those who believe in life afier death might be more receptive to NDE material since it ma!. sen1e to 

confirm and support their crisring constructs of life and death and. therefore. to reassure them that the 

meaning they have ascnbed to these concepts is valid. This theory is consistent with Our hypothesis and 

findings for this sample. 

Gender was not hypothesized to be associated with NDE attitudes. In retrospect. the fact that 

tvomen were more positive toward NDEs than men should have been expected. given the fact that a higher 

percentage of  women tend to believe in life afier death (Klenow and Bolin. 1989-90). and given that Bechtel 

et al. ( 1992) reported a similar finding (although Walker and Russell. 1989. did not). 

The importance that one ascribes to religion or spiriniality may be closely related to the strength of 

one's religious or spiritual convictions. Ofien. these convictions include the belief in Iife afier death. 

Tlierefore. it may be that the correlation of this "variable" with positiveness toward NDEs is largefy another 

reflection of the association between belief in life afier death and positive NDE attitudes. 

The failure to find significantly more positive ND€ attitudes among NDErs or those who know 

NDErs concurred with previous research (Bechtel et al.. 1992) yet disconfirmed Our h-vpothesis. While it is 

conceivable that NDErs attitudes toward NDEs rnight not be significantly more positive than for the typical 

respondent. it is at least equally plausible that Our sample size of only one NDEr fed to this lack of 

siplficanr difference. For example. there were trends indicating that the one NDEr, and also those who 

ho\ \ .  NDErs. displayed more positive attitudes toward NDEs on several o f  the questions of the NDE 

Attitude Indes designed to measure importance. interest belief. and fear. These trends may or  may not have 

been significant had the group sizes been larger. 

While age has been shown to be negatively correlated with ND€ knowledge. no sigriificaiit 

association is evident benveen age and NDE attitudes. Apparently. while younger people ma' perlinph 11mc 

more csposure to NDE material through audiovisual media etc.. than older persons. this did no1 dircctl? 

translate into more positive NDE attitudes for this sample. nor for Bechtel and colleagues (1992). iior 

Walker and Russell ( 1989). 

No siwificant differences in ND€ attitudes were found based on type of religion and. thus. we 

failed to confirm Our hypothesis that respondents afiliated with religions proclaiming a similar conception 

of an afierlife as is portrayed by NDEs (Le.. those with the continued existence of selfhood afier death) 

would hold more positive NDE attitudes. The investigation of  this hypothesis was hampered by a lack of 

relisious divenity in the sarnple. However. it is notable that atheists scored clearly - if not statistically 



significantly - lo~ver than any other religious group on positiveness toward NDEs: the lou group size (only 

two atlieists) niay have confounded this comparison. 

.4lthough these respondents were consistently well educated. relatively less education was 

associated with less fear of NDEs. This ma' be related to the fact that those with less education tended to 

know sornewhat more about NDEs and, therefore. may esperience even less ansiety of this son than do 

others \vho are not so well-informed about them. 

Both those who did believe and those who did not believe in life afier death displayed significantiy 

higher fear of NDEs than aid those who were undecided. This data supports evideiice of a parabolic 

relationship between religiosity (or, at least belief in life afier death) and fear of death (or. at least. fear of 

NDEs). This relationship suggests that those who are truly undecided or ambivalent with respect to 

religious or spiritual beliefs fear death, and apparently fear NDEs. significantly less than do either the very 

religious or the non-religious. This finding is consistent with other research (Neimeyer. 1994). 

Other than comparisons based on religious amliation. no other atternpt was made to compare 

cultural differences with respect to ND€ knowledge and attitudes nor life and death attitudes. Since this 

study dealt with a Canadian community sample, any atternpt to compare truly distinct 'cultures' would have 

been problematic to begin with. Despite this fact, Kellehear reminds us that the appeal for NDE material is 

dependent upon the social context (1996. p. 5). Whether discussing the poorer NDE knowledge and 

attitudes of Kellehear and coworkers' (1990) Chinese (as compared to their Australian) sample or an 

arguably less receptive Westem public 40 years ago, culture must be regarded as an important influence 

through wh ich we receive and interpret ND€ material. 

In sumrnary. most respondent's in this sample displayed either benign. or else positive attitudes 

toivard Near-Death Experiences. Those individuais who felt more positively about NDEs were fernales. 

those \\ho believed in Iife afier death. and those who were more religious or spiritual. 

All of the findings regarding ND€ attitudes are consistent with, although do not prove. the theory 

tliat people interpret ND€ material in a way that may confirm and snengthen, but does not radically change, 

their 0n.n current personal constmcts (i-e.. meanings) of life and death. This perspective accounts for the 

facr that some. such as those who believe in life afier death. may be more rnotivated to pursue andlor to be 

more positive toward NDE material. while others rnay dismiss NDE material as untrue and/or unimportant. 

In the contemporary Westem world, according to Kellehear (1996), NDEs and the people reporting 

them are rnost often. "received positively. albeit with F a t  curiosity." Kelehear reminds us that "for some 

time nou. newspapers. television shows, and Hollywood have explod, even celebrated, this popular 

assortment of images near death" (p. 60). This notion of the widespread acceptance of NDEs stands in 



contrast to the popular view (among man' NDErs and those in NDE research) tliat NDEn are victims of 

nrpative attitudes and responses (p. 60). Kel lehear argues that this perspective ma? stem from the trauma 

inflicted by the few negative reactions the NDEr encounters and/or by early rejection from two p u p s  who 

ma). be less positive towrird NDEs. namely: doctors. and older people such as parents ( 1996. p. 67-68). 

With respect to explanations for NDEs. this study's 49 percent of believers and 35 percent who 

ivere uncertain is comparable to Kellehear's ( 1989) findings of 58 percent believers and 18 percent uncertain 

in his Australian study. In Kellehear's study nearly one-quatter of respondents chose esplanations which 

represented the rejection of NDEs as valid, objective esperiences of death. In this study. drawn from a 

sirnilar Western cultural experience. less than one-sisth made such a rejection. But why ? If we assume 

that this sample is cuiturally very similar to Kelthear's Australian sample. then perhaps this apparent 

reduction in negative attitudes toward NDEs over the past several years is due to continued exposure to 

NDE material in the audiovisual media and literature. Alternativeiy. it may be true that attitudes toward 

NDES, Iife afier death. and religiordspirituality are changing just as other meanings. beliefs. and values are 

beins esamined and revised (deconstructed) in light of changing circumstances (Mellor. 1993, p. 1 7)- 

It mai be difficult to determine whether continued exposure to NDE materiai is impacting upon 

Western attitudes toward them a d o r  whether our already changing attitudes are encouraging the promotion 

of NDE material. Difficult as it may be to detennine the answers to these questions. it seems worthwhile to 

p.. 

NDES: belief o r  knowledge - Which prompts which ? 

This section discusses the results of research question four in investigating the refationship benveen 

NDE kno\vledge and NDE attitudes. 

Since determination of both the NDE knowledge and the NDE attitudes this sample was calculated 

based on several methods, the investigation into the relationship between them does likewise. Botli the 

retised Thomburg NDE Knowledge Scale, and one's "personal ND€ knowledge" (Le., whether one is an 

NDEr or kno\vs an NDEr) were compared with the two NDE Attitude Index factors. As welI. ND€ 

Knowkdge Scale scores were compared for those who indicated a belief in the objective validity of NDEs 

\.ersus ail other esplanations. 

lncreased knowledge ofien correlates with more positive attitudes (Hayes and Orne. 1990, p. 79). 

Therefore. it was not surprising to find that NDE knowledge and NDE attitudes were correlated in this 

study. Indeed. this study is now the fourth (Walker & Russell. 1989: Hayes and Orne. 1990; Bechtel et al., 



1992) to find that NDE knowledge and NDE attitudes are significantly positivel>. correlated. The 

correlation found here (r = -4226, p = -000) may be considered moderately hi& since a correlation of -50 is 

frequently considered 'hi&' in psychological and educational research (McCall. 1986. p. 127). The 

moderately high correlation found here confirms Our h-vpothesis. This positive association between NDE 

knowiedge and attitudes is fbriher supported by two facts: (1)  that the hi& "positiveness toward NDEs" 

group attained sipificantly higher NDE knowledge scores than did their medium or low counterparts. and: 

(2) that those who best explained NDEs as "evidence for life afier death" attained sipificantly higher NDE 

knowledge scores than did al1 other respondents cornbined. 

The positive association between NDE "knowledge" and attitudes may also be m e  for those simp1y 

espressing "personai familiarity" with NDEs, including NDErs and those who know an NDEr. However. a 

significant association could not be proven in this study. despite the obviously higher 'positiveness toward 

NDEs' factor scores of these groups. This failure may be attributable to the small sizes of these groups, 

which was regretable. Notably. the one NDEr in this sample consistently chose responses that indicated a 

very strong attitude of interest, importance, and belief toward NDEs. Those who know an NDEr generaily 

indicated similar, though weaker, positive NDE attitudes as compared with their counterparts who did not 

know an NDEr. These latter respondents were very ofien "uncertain" in their views about NDEs. 

Respondents in the hi& NDE knowledge goup believed significantly more strongly that 

information on NDEs could be helpfiil to those deaiing with the impending or past death of a loved one. 

However, this result may be more associated with the generally positive views that more knowledgeable 

respondents have toward NDEs. than it is with any real insight into the true impact NDE material may have 

on bereavement. 

The findings of this study show that those who are more knowledgable about NDEs may also be 

somewhat less f e d u l  of them, although almost al1 respondents displayed low fear of NDEs. This finding is 

indicative of the fact that positive. or "pleasant", NDE accounts are much more common in the lay press and 

media than are negative, or "unpleasant" ones. It would be interesting to examine the NDE attitudes of  a 

sample who were more knowledgeable about unpleasant NDE accounts. 

Given the apparent association between NDE knowledge and positive NDE attitudes. some may be 

tempted to conclude that leaming about NDEs invariably le& zo a more agreeable view of them. However 

such camality has not been proven. In fact. it is equally plausible. according to these findings, that 



individuals \vho already possess a conception of death which is arnenable to NDEs are more likel) to pursue 

or more wilIingly receive NDE information they come across in the la i  press or audiovisual media: indeed. 

there is data suggesting just this. 

Results from survey question fi36 a d  (please see table 23) seem to indicate that those who. upon 

initial exposure to NDE material. believed that NDEs were evidence for life afier death. tended to be those 

who went on to learn more about NDEs. and hence became more knowledgable about them. Respondents, 

scoring highly on the NDE knowledge scale expressed - sipificantly more strongly (pc.05) than did those 

sconng poorly - that they klieved NDEs were "evidence for life afier death", ri@ from the first time they 

had heard about them. Therefore, we are lefi to esptain why one of these goups, the hi& ND€ knowledge 

group. went on to leam more about NDEs than did the low knowledge group. [t may well be that an 

individual's predisposition toward a positive attitude toward NDEs (Le., a construct of death which includes 

the possibility of a continued existence of  the self beyond death) may lead that person to pursue NDE 

material. or at least willingly receive ND€ information that he or she encounters. For example, they might 

listen to an entire television program - or read an entire article - about NDEs instead of tuming the channel 

or page. 

Given the above, we can not conclude that acquiring NDE information or '%nowledge9' generally 

cazcses more positive NDE attitudes: although, we have not disproved nor discounted this possibility. This 

argument is consistent with Our orizinal hypothesis that NDE material is encountered and interpreted by 

each individual from his or her own well-established perspective on death. I f  this conception of death 

includes a similar type of  afierlife as that suggested by NDEs, then this individual will be far more likely to 

entertain or even embrace the notion of NDEs as "possible evidence of life after death". 

In summary. it seems that the belief systerns of many people in the contemporary Western world 

may predispose them to feeling positively toward NDEs. Kcllehear suggests that many of the themes NDEs 

represent ma? especially strike a chord with the educated p s t  World War Two generations of the West 

including: ( I ) their suggestion of life afier death: (2) their image of a new world based on cooperation. 

knowledge. and carincg rather than the centralized authority of church or government, and; (3) the themes of 

humanism. and liberalism which have been part of our social psyche since at llrast the 1960's (1996. p. 77). 

Wlien such people encounter material on NDEs, they may react positively toward them - as many in this 

study claimed they had. Given the contemporary process of deconstruction in Westem çociety, with its 

reexarnination of beliefs, values, and meanings (Mellor, 1993, p. 17), many individuals may be responsive 

to, aaempt to leam more about, or otherwise support NDE material as a means of justi&ing their own 

constnictions of life and death. 



If those with personal constructs which include the concept of an afterlife are comparatively more 

motivated to acquire NDE knowledge, does this suggest that NDE material ma? affect life and death 

attitudes or not ? The nest section addresses this question. 

NDE Informatioo: does it affect Iife and death attitudes? 

In recent decades over IO00 articles have ken  written on death anxiety. fear, threat or concem 

(Neirneyer and Van Brunt 1995). Despite this fact there have been no studies to date regarding the impact 

of NDE material on life and death attitudes of a community sample. 

This section involves a discussion of the results for research question nurnber five. which addresses 

~vhether having more ND€ knowledge is associated with a distinctive pattern of life and/or death attitudes. 

Proper discussion of this topic witl necessitate consideration of the findings recgarding research question 

number sis which investigates whether more positive NDE attitudes are associated with positive life and 

death attitudes. 

NDE Knowledge Scale and life attitudes 

NDE Knowledge Scale scores were hypothesized to be associated with al1 or most indications of 

positive l i fe attitudes. Instead, these scores on ly correlated with the survey question comesponding to Reker 

and Peacock's ( 1  98 1)  Life Attitude Factor, "Future meaning to fiilfiIl". The higher scores on this factor. for 

the hi& NDE knowledge group as opposed to the medium and low knowledge ~ o u p s ,  confirm this 

relationship. This finding may suggest either that learning about NDEs increased this attitude in 

respondents. or chat those who were a i r e 4  high in this factor proceeded to acquire more information about 

NDEs as a means of supporting their previously established constructions of Iife. As discussed previously. 

there are valid reasons (see page 146 of this thesis) for believing that the latter scenario is more likely: that 

those hi@ in this factor are more receptive to NDE information. 

Although respondents' perception of their "Future meaning to fiilfil" was higher for those more 

knowledgeable about NDEs, no other of Reker and Peacock's (1981) Life Attitude Factors was significantly 

related to NDE knowledg: some explanation is called for. 

If we remain consistent in Our argument that certain individuals are more receptive to NDE 

information than others. and that these individuals subsequently more actively pursue NDE material and, 



therefore. learn more about NDEs than those less receptive. the findings of this study make sense. An 

individual whose construct of life (and death) included the belief that their o\\m life would surely be 

meaningful in the future would be expected to be receptive to NDE information. which essentiall>. suggests 

that a meaningful life awaits that person afier death. 

On the otlier hand. there is no obvious reason why those who are hi& in discovered life purpose. 

lack of Iife purpose. or intemal locus of control would be more receptive to - or more motivated to pursue - 

NDE information than others. Afier al]. previously discovering a life purpose. or feeling a lack of life 

purpose. \\.ould involve one esamining the life they had lived up until that point without. necessarily, k ing  

focused on their future selves (to which NDE material pertains). Those with an interna1 locus of control 

wouid. theoretically. not be especially motivated to pursue ND€ material either since such material does not 

strongly support their view that we are in absolute control of our own lives . 

If we maintain that NDE information does not change life attitudes. but may strengrhen established 

attitudes then tliese findings are esplainable. Only those already hi& in Reker and Peacock's ( 1  98 1 ) Life 

Attitude Factor "future meaning to futfill" are significantly more receptive to and are more active in 

pursuing NDE in formation than average. 

NDE Knowledge Scale and death attitudes 

That NDE Knowiedge Scale scores comlated significantly with approach-acceptance of death 

(belief in a happy afierlife) was hypothesized and seems rather intuitive, given that belief in NDEs as 

evidence for life afier death was also found to be correlated with NDE Knowledge scale scores. The higher 

scores on this item. for the high NDE knowledge group as opposed to the medium and low knowledge 

groups. confirm this relationship. 

NDE Knowledge Scale scores were also sipificantly associated with escape acceptance of death. 

sugsesting that those who know relatively more about NDEs view their deaths as "a relief from earthly 

suffering" more so than others less knowledgeable about NDEs. Specifically. the higher scores on this item. 

for the high NDE knowledge group as opposed to the low knowledge group. support this finding. 

Sirnply stated: those who know more about NDEs had stronger beliefs in a better Iife afier death. 

But uhy ? Did they corne to believe in life after death merely through acquiring information on NDEs ? 

Once again, evidence presented in table 23 suggests this viewpoint is unlikely (although it cannot be ruled 

out). It is more plausible that those respondents whose construct of death already included high levels of 

approach acceptance and escape acceptance were also Iikely to have been more receptive to NDE material 



in the past and, hence. more likely to have learned comparatively more about NDEs prior to this study. At 

the same time. however. it is possible that one's approach and/or escape acceptance may be strmgthetled by 

acquiring information on NDEs. Indeed. such substantiation of one's life and death constructs would, 

undoubtedly. encourage the pursuit - or at least the reception - of additional NDE material. 

It is important to note that NDE knowledge was not associated with numerous other death attitudes. 

Apparently. those who indicate relatively less (or more): death threat. fear. avoidance. anger. or depression 

concerning death are nor more motivated to pursue and/or are not more receptive to NDE material. It is not 

clear why this should be. Perhaps it is because fear, avoidance. anger. and depression concerning death 

were consistently low across all types of respondents in this study and that therefore. differences between 

justaposing 'death construct' groups were not statistically significant. Alternatively, these findings may stem 

from the fact that there are a wide variety of reasons to be low (or high) in fear. avoidance, anger, and 

depression concerning death. many of which may not be associated with greater receptivity to NDE 

material. For esarnple, someone could be completely convinced that their death would mean the complete 

cessation of their existence. Such a person may we11 experience little or no conscious fear, avoidance, 

anger. or depression about the situation. They may have accepted death as a natural part of life- Such a 

person would not be expected to be receptive to NDE material since it would not fit into their personal 

construct of death: hence. they may not have been motivated to acquire much information on NDEs prior to 

participating in this study. 

In terms of death threat not being significantly related to NDE knowledge, it appears that those who 

are more knowledgeable about NDEs have not had their "death threat" (viewing their life and death as being 

different) reduced by exposure to NDE material. This finding suggests that n ~ n - ~ D E r s  are unlike NDErs in 

this respect. as Greyson (1994) found NDErs to have significantly less death threat than others. 

Bannister and Mair (1 968) have argued that death should be less threatening when the firndamental 

meaning of life is not affected by it. Apparently, NDErs do not see the tirndamental meaning of life as 

being affected by death, while non-NDErs. even those knowledgeable about NDEs, may generally do so. 

These findings are consistent with studies which have found that belief in an afterlife has not been 

significantly associated with less death threat as measured by the Threat Index (Kreiger et al.. 1974. 

Neimeyer. Dingemans. and Epting, 1977). 

Whatever the reason. the fact remains that the findings of this study do not support those who 

suggest that NDE material: may significantly reduce death threat, fear, avoidance, anger, or depression 

concerning death (Ring. 1995). 



NDErs' first hand NDE knowledge: does this affect life & death attitudes? 

The positive life and death attitude profile of the NDEr in the sample is not surprising. 

While these particular death attitudes have not been investigated before for the NDEr population. 

several studies have noted the more positive death attitude profile of those claiming to have had an 

NDE (Flynn. 1982; Greyson, 1983; Noyes, 1980; Ring, 1980. pp. 133-144. and; Sabom, 1982, p. 

132). Although statistical significance was not achieved regarding these factors, as hypothesized, 

this NDEr expresses noticeably more life purpose and approach acceptance of death, and noticeably 

less escape acceptance of death, less death threat, and less death avoidance, depression over, and 

fear of death. This is despite indicating a lower locus of control than other respondents. 

As mentioned previously, the l o ~  number of NDErs (n = 1) makes statistical cornparison 

between NDErs and non-NDErs difficult, However, the extreme respcnses of this NDEr support 

Greyson's (1  994) findings that NDErs display significantly reduced death threat. These responses 

also support those who have argued that NDErs display dramaticatly more positive life and death 

attitudes than others (Flynn, 1982; Greyson, 1983; Noyes, 1980; Ring, 1980, pp. 143-144, and; 

Sabom. 1982, p. 132). Apparently a radical transformation may take place in ones' personal 

constnicts of life and death, particularly when one has a "deep" NDE, experiencing many of Ring's 

( 1982) and Moody's (1 976) stages (Dr. Y vome Kason, Nov. 1999, persona1 communication). 

Why such a transformation may occur is beyond the scope of this study: see Greyson (1994) and 

Ring (1  995) for a discussion. Again. such a radical transformation does appear to take place in 

ones' persona1 constmcts of life and death when one merely reads or hears about NDEs. But what 

about when individuals corne into contact with NDErs ? 

Knowing an NDEr: does this affect life & death attitudes? 

Ring ( 1995) has claimed, as early as 1982, that individuals who are merely exposed to NDE 

information develop a diminished fear of death, particularly when direct contact is made with a 

near-death experiencer. 



in line with our initial hypothesis. those 15 respondents who know an NDEr also display 

positive life attitude and death attitude profiles. As with the actual NDEr. these respondents 

indicated more life purpose and more approach acceptance of death. as well as less escape 

acceptance of death, less death threat, and less depression, fear and avoidance conceming death. 

Unlike the NDEr, those who know an NDEr also indicated higher neutral acceptance of death, and 

less anger ovrr their own mortality. 

Although causali~can only be inferred, rather than proven. from this data. it seems unlikely 

that those 15 respondents who reported knowing an NDEr personally (and who had significantly 

more positive Iife and especially death attitudes) differed fiom the rest of the sample in any real 

waÿ. other than their exposure to an actual NDEr. Therefore, we might cautiously suggest that 

knowing an NDEr personally rnay somehow lead to more positive life and death attitudes for these 

individuals. These findings would be consistent with scholars' descriptions of the effects of NDEs 

on acrctal NDErs and would support Ring's contention of improved Iife and death attitudes after 

talking personally to an NDEr. (Flynn, 1982; Greyson, 1983; Noyes, 1980; Ring, 1980, pp. 143- 144, 

and; Sabom. 1982, p. 132). It appears that having personal contact with an NDEr may, by some 

mechanism. alter persona1 constmcts of Iife and death. Just how such a mechanism rnay work must 

be lefi to speculation at present. However, some plausible tenets of an explanation rnay be offered. 

It is possible that those who encounter an NDEr (ofien a friend or relative of the NDEr) rnay 

be comparatively more motivated to pursue information on NDEs and more receptive to NDE 

material since they rnay want to better understand an emotionally moving experience outlined to 

them personally. ofien by someone they know. Upon leaming more about NDES. these individuals 

may focus on aspects of NDEs which are consistent with their existing constructs of life and death. 

While it has not been disproved that exposure to NDErs rnay change people's personal 

constructs of life and death, it is, again, suggested that NDEs might simply sfrengthen existing 

constructs. Afier all. only seven per cent of respondents in this study afiliated themselves with 

nonJude0 Christian religions. To some extent, then. a vast majority of these respondents must 

have life and death constructs which would allow for the afterlife conceptions suggested by NDE 

stories. Therefore. it rnay be that hearing a fnend or loved one recount such an emotionally 

powerfùl expenence. in addition to k ing  exposed to NDE matenal, rnay strengthen existing (even 



tenuous) beliefs which comprise the life and death constructs of the primarily Judeo-Christian 

respondents in this study. 

Attitudes toward NDEs: their relationship with life and death attitudes 

The positive relationship between NDE attitudes and life and death attitudes was very 

similar to that for h D E  knowledge and also stands as a confirmed hypothesis. Those who were 

more positive toward NDEs expressed more life purpose and future meming to fùifil. They also 

expressed more approach-acceptance of death, and less fear, avoidance and depression concemin3 

death. Again. it is important to remember that there was a sipificant and positive relationship 

between NDE knowledge and positive NDE attitudes. It has already been suggested that those 

holding a persona1 construct of death which includes a belief in an afierlife, would have favourabie 

attitudes toward NDEs upon exposure to such information and would, therefore. go on to learn 

comparativeiy more about them. 

Do people think NDE information affects them ? 

To this point, it has been argued that NDE infonnation either strengthens an individual's 

construct of death (if they believe in such an afterlife), or else it is dismissed as k i n g  untme (if they 

do not believe in such an afierlife). It has been argued that NDE information does not radically 

change constructs of life nor death. In support of this argument, it has been noted that those who 

know more (and were more positive) about NDEs already had well-established "positive" personal 

constructs of Life and death which were supportive of the validity of NDEs before they encountered 

such information (see table 23). This suggests that the NDE matenal that they encountered did not 

radically change - though it may have strengthened - their life and death attitudes or constructs. 

However. this issue would be M e r  informed by consideration of whether respondents, 

themselves. indicated that they believed NDE information had affected their betiefs and attitudes. 

Suwey questions # 37 (a-h) were posed in order to determine whether any of Reker and 

Peacock's (1981) life attitude factors would be affected by learning about NDEs. While the 



majority of respondents did not report any influence on such life attitudes. a significant minority 

did. 

Approximately one-third of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that what they had 

learned about NDEs had made their own lives seem more meanin_efùl and had increased their desire 

to find meaning for their. Approximately one-quarter of respundents agreed or strongly agreed that 

what they had learned about NDEs had increased their belief that they are in control of their lives, 

and had increased their belief that they had a fùture purpose to fulfil. These findings suggest that, 

for a minority of respondents, belief in information on NDEs has positively impacted their own life 

attitudes. 

Survey questions # 37 (i-n) were posed in order to determine whether Noyes' (1980) 

findings regarding the (life and death attitude) afiereffects of NDEs, noted in NDErs, also applied to 

the respondents in this study, who had merely read about NDEs. While the majorlty did not report 

such "afiereffects", a significant minority of respondents did. 

Approximately one-third of respondents agreed or strongly agreed that what they had 

learned about NDEs had: "reduced my fear of death; "increased my belief in life after death", and; 

has "brought out, in me, a more passive attitude toward unconnollable events". With respect to 

other afiereffects. cornmon among NDErs, only approximately one-sixth of respondents agreed or 

strongly agreed with the statements that what they have leamed about NDEs had given hem: "a 

feeling of special importance"; "a sense of relative invulnerability", and; had "led me to reevaluate 

rny priorities in life". 

Although Noyes (1980) describes generaI attitude changes following Near-Death 

Experiences. no data has been published on the true pervasiveness of such attitude changes: thcy arc 

simply presented as being "typicai" of NDErs. 

While a small minority of respondents indicated they felt they had been affected by NDE 

material. this was by no means typical of the sample. In fact, a majority of respondents to these 

questions clearly indicated that NDE matenal had net affected their life nor death attitudes. 

Nevertheiess, the fact that some respondents, even if a minority, believed their fear of death had 

been reduced. or their belief in life afier death had been increased, by what they had leamed about 

NDEs supports o w  contention that preexisting life and death constructs may, for some, be 



strengthened by NDE material. In retrospect, it would have been helpful to have directly asked 

participants whether their life and death attitudes had been sigrzificonr!i. charged or altercd by 

information on NDEs, such as whether NDE stories had caused them to change their mind about 

the possibility of life afier death. 

By what means can information on hWEs affect life and death attitudes ? 

As Durlak has noted, the phenomenon of attitude change is complex, with no consensus 

about how attitudes are formed or modified (1994, p. 250). Even Kelly (1955) fails to delineate 

specifically how personal constmcts are formed or changed. other than to state that they develop 

pdua l ly  and are hierarchically organized, with the revision of "core constructs", such as death, 

implying radical changes in the person's outlook. 

Therefore, whether or not NDE information may, for some, significantly alter life and death 

attitudes is dificult to state unequivocally at the present time. However, a central argument of this 

thesis has been that personal constructs of life and death are Iikely not radically altered by NDE 

material alone. in this same respect, several scholars have recognized the fact that individuals' 

death attitudes are, likewise, not easily altered by purely didactic - as opposed to experiential - death 

education interventions (Durhk, 1994; Neimeyer, 1994; Pollak, 1980), even those interventions 

which explicitly or implicitly strive for attitude change. 

As Kelly States, "it rnay take a major act of psychotherapy or experience to get (an 

individual) to adjust his construction system to the point where the new and more precise'construct 

can be incorporated" (1955, p. 12). Although research suggests that individuals who report having 

had an NDE appear to have gone through such a "constmct-altering" experience (Noyes, 1979; 

Greyson, 

1991). those merely hearing or reading about NDEs apparently have not. We might question, 

therefore. Rins's ( 1  995) contention that nonNDErs can aquire the "benefits of the ND€" (p. 233), 

including more positive life and death attitudes, simply by being exposed to NDE material. 

Although, it is interesting that Ring rnakes these assertions based on the responses of individuals 

who "knew" an NDEr, in the sense that and NDEr had visited their classroom. Indeed, those in this 



snidy who know an NDEr also displayed more positive life and death attitudes. Perhaps the 

medium of delivery of information on NDEs is important, with the experience of speaking to an 

NDEr being powerful enough to strengthen or even to change life and death attitudes in some 

people- 

If, as is suggested here, some people's life and death attitudes may be affected (strengthened, 

for example) merely by encountenng NDE information, this begs the question of wh-v such attitudes 

may even be affected (strengthened) at all. How do people react when they encounter material 

about NDEs ? 

Mellor argues that the concem for issues of self-identity, apparent in recent decades, is the 

result of "individuals, left alone to construct meaning in their lives, searching for meaning through 

the creation of a viable and stable sense of self "(p. 19). Not only do accounts of NDEs provide 

what some might deem as "evidence" of a self which is maintained even afier death, but they are, 

most ofien, vague enough so as to be interpreted in a variety of ways - this might allow their 

incorporation into a variety of persona1 constructs, meaning systems, and world views concerning 

life and death. 

The effect, if any, of NDE information may depend on the medium through which it is 

acquired. In their review of death education studies, Durlak and Reisenberg (1991) noted that 

experiential types of death education (e.g., visiting cemeteries, listening to dying patients etc.) 

generally produced a modest decrease in death fears and anxieties. Didactic types of death 

education (for example, lectures and readings) did not consistently show any such decrease. 

Therefore, we rnight expect witten NDE accounts and television shows about NDEs to have Iess 

impact upon life and death attitudes than accounts which are relayed personally. indeed, this was 

found to be the case in this snidy, as those who know NDErs displayed significantly more positive 

life and death attitudes than those who did not. 

Leming and Dickinson infonn us that, while the creation of new meaning is always 

possible, it is difficult to change well established meaning (1987, p. 29). The "new meaning" that 

one ascribes to the subject of NDEs upon encountering such material mut,  then, be interpreted in a 

way that is consistent with one's existing life and death attitudes. In this manner the most likely 

scenario for the interpretation of NDE material rnay be either that it is accepted as possible evidence, 



for life after death. if one holds such a conception of death. or else is dismissed as a hal1ucination. 

dream or is othewise believed to not be evidence for life after death. if one does not hold such a 

conception of death. in 

addition. a third possibility exists for interpreting NDE material. It is conceivable that someone 

rnay believe in some f o m  of life afier death (even one perfectly in line with what NDE accounts 

ofien suggest), but not be persuaded that NDEs are evidence for an afierlife. in such a case, the 

individual would obviously not be expected to be greatly affected by NDE material. 

In surnmary, Symbolic interactionist theory would beg the question of whether exposure to 

material regarding NDEs represents a "condition contributing to the transformation of individuals' 

subjective meanings" (Charrnaz, 1994, p. 37). If we may interpret the tenn 'transformation of 

meanings' to include the stren-@ening of existing constmcts, then it appears NDE material may do 

just that for some people. 

The search for meaning is a task that al1 people share (Wong et al., 1994; Frankl, 1963). At 

present. it is dificult to predict unequivocally the extent to which NDE information may play a role 

in our search for the meaning of our lives and deaths. However, the responses of this sample 

indicate that. for some, it may have an impact. A large number (4 1%) of respondents indicated that 

NDEs had "affected them" (survey question #68), and, on question %9, these respondents generally 

stated that such information reduced their fear of death through strengrhening their beliefs in an 

afterlife. This is consistent with the findings fiom s w e y  question $37 where a sipifkant 

minority of respondents indicated that what they had learned about NDEs had strengthened their 

attitudes totvards life and death in a number of positive ways. 

This section began with the question of whether NDE material affected life and dcritli 

attitudes. Findings fiom this study suggest that it can, for some people. strengrherr prm-iously 

developed constnicts of life and death, particularly for those who believe NDEs to be objective 

proof of an afterlife. However, no evidence has been presented here to suggest that NDE matcrial 

dramatically changes life and death attitudes, for example, convincine someone that there is life 

afier death when they had previously rejected this notion. 



The Potential Impact of NDEs & NDE Information 
on North American Society 

It is likely that Near-Death Experiences. and the reports of them, will have an impact on 

North Amencan society, via Our conceptions of death. to some, currently uncertain extent. 

Charmaz States that, "the concepts of death held by a group may be expected to change as their. 

social-hisrorical experience changes" (1991, p.98). At the same time. Kearl notes that "our 

conceptualizations of death so profoundly shape cultural meaning that any change in the ". . - 
envisioning of the hereafter is amplified through the entire social order, bringing changes from 

top to bottom". (1 989, p. 23). 

A review of Western attitudes toward death throughout history reveals that, for perhaps 

the first time. due to changed socio-cultural conditions, NDEs may be becoming a significant part 

of the social construction of death (Kellehear, 1996). Although the nature of any impact of NDE 

material on the social construction of death has not been investigated, such an impact would 

require the widespread acceptance of - or at l e s t  exposure to - NDE accounts. But what is the 

evidence that North American society accepts NDE accounts as valid or is otherwise receptive to 

the subject ? 

Are North Americans receptive to NDE material ? 

As results from this and other studies have shown, North Americans are cumently quite 

receptive to NDE material and may become even more so in the future. Sociological reasons for 

the current populanty of NDEs include: ( 1 ) our changing relationship with social institutions 

( includi ng religious institutions); (2) the changing nature of death in contemporary North 

American society. These reasons are explained below. 

First. North American society has been developed based predominantly on a Judeo- 

Christian moral perspective and, despite the fact that only half of the adult (North) American 

population now daims church-affiliation (Fulton and Owen, 1994, p.2 1), the Judeo-Christian 

influence on our society remains, including its influence on our construction of death. In 



addition. according to Kastenbaum, almost al1 afierlife beliefs are formed in early childhood 

while nonbelievers in an afierlife are more likely to have reconsidered this topic in recent years 

(199 1. p.333). Both of these facts suggests that North Americans' inclination is still to assume 

that ihere is an afierlife. Given this continuing religious influence. it is not surprising that NDES 

are popular, since they fit quite well with the ludeo-Christian view of an afierlife (Kellehear: 

1996. pp. 92-95). 

Relativistic secularism and the deconstruction of Our institutions (of religion etc.) have 

eroded the confidence many North Americans have in institutional explanations for the meaning 

of their lives: an explanation which, according to Frank1 (1963), al1 humans crave. One 

consequence of this has been a rise in popularity of many new spiritual or quasi-religious 

movements (sometimes referred to, collectively, as "the New Age movement"). Many of these 

goups point to NDEs as supporting their views (Kellehear, 1996, pp. 92-95), for example, the 

view that humanity is capable of attaining a higher levei of consciousness. 

Therefore, regardless of whether one adheres to a more traditional religious perspective or 

has adopted the views of an alternative form of spirituality, the three-quarters of North 

-4mericans who believe in life afier death (Bibby, 1995; Gallop, 1982) are likely to find at least 

some aspects of NDE accounts with which they can agree and, therefore, to be receptive of 

material about NDEs. 

Although traditional and emerging religious institutions both seem to view NDEs 

positively, other social institutions, such as academia, ofien times do not (Kellehear, 1996, p. 95- 

98). Despite the fact that the scientific matenalistic view is still championed by academics (who 

ofien dismiss NDEs as mere psychological episodes) the continuing momentum of 

deconstruction in Our society allows individuals to dismiss this formerly unquestioned scientific 

'expertise' in favour of explanations which are more "personal amid the seemingly impersonal 

nature of modem death" (Kellehear, 1996, p. 97). 

Second, the changing nature of death in contemporary North American society has also 

contributed to the popularity of NDEs. The contemporary process of questioning, openly 

discussing, and reconstructing the meaning(s) ascribed to death has fieed individuals to interpret 

death in new. often eclectic ways rather than accept the institutionalized explanations of the past 



(see pp. 49-59 of this thesis for a more detailed expianation of the changed nature of death in 

North America). in addition, technical and demographic changes, including an aging society and 

greater education in resuscitation techniques, mean it is likely that NDE accounts will be reponed 

with increasing frequency by the general public for some years to corne (Kellehear, 1996, pp- 8 1 - 
54). 

The media influence 

Undoubtedly as a result of the North Amencans' general acceptance of the subject of 

NDEs. the media has focussed more attention on them in recent years (Keilehear, 1996). This 

attention has been commonplace in both the print and audio-visual media including numerous 

magazine and newspaper articles, recent movies (such as "FIatlinersW and "Ghost), and T.V. and 

radio talk shows on the topic. Usually this media coverage is "in sympathy with that of the NDEr 

. . . rather than a critical, balanced, and informed discourse" (Kellehear, 1996, p. 79) meaning 

that NDEs are most often presented as possible evidence for life afier death. 

This continued media attention on the subject of  NDEs is likely to familiarize North 

Americans with NDEs and even to norrnalize NDEs within our social construction of death. As 

such a norrnalization process occun, NDEs stand a good chance of becoming an accepted 

component of the Nonh Arnerican 'understanding' of death, further solidifjmg their impact on 

our society. 

By al1 accounts, Nonh Americans currently appear receptive to information about NDEs. 

As with Kellehear's (1990) study, only a small minority of  respondents in this study ( 14% and 

16% respectively) offered explanations for the NDE account which clearly questioned its 

objective validity. It seems likely that the popularity of NDEs will remain, or perhaps even g o w ,  

as North Americans seek to reconstruct death within a context of: (1) a changing attitude toward 

the social institutions of religion, medical science and academia, and: (2) a changing experience 

with death. 

The extent of the impact of NDE reports on North American society will depend on the 

degree to which they become part of our social construction of death. As Kellehear has argued, 

NDE material is likely to remain a popular topic in the media of Western societies (1996, pp.76- 



78). Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that, for younger generations at least. NDE material 

will comprise part of our construction of death. 

-4ssuming some greater or lesser impact of NDEs and NDE matenal on the social 

construction of death in North America, we now tum to the potential implications of this process. 

Asain. although the extent can only be surmised, we can assume their impact may be seen in 

several areas, including: ( 1 )  in the death attitudes of North Americans: (2) in the area of death 

education: (3) in the way we die (and live); (4) in the wzy we grieve, and; (5) as a political tool 

for religious/spixitual or other interest groups. 

The potential NDE impact upon the death attitudes of North Arnericans 

The impact of NDEs on the life and death attitudes of North Americans depends upon 

both continued media attention to the subject. and upon continued receptivity by the general 

public. As argued above, both of these appear likely to be fairly prevalent for the foreseeable 

future. But what is the nature of the likely impact of NDEs on death attitudes in our society ? 

It is important to, firstly. reiterate that not al1 members of society will be affected by NDE 

matenal. Older members of society often have both less exposure to the types of medium NDE 

material is presented in (television, internet, alternative or 'New Age' literature), and more 

traditional or conservative views. Due to these factors, otder cohorts are likely to remain 

comparatively less affected by NDE material for some years to come. Many of those w-ho do not 

believe in life after death are also not expected to be significantly affected by NDE material. 

While the changincg of death attitudes is a complicated process (see Durlak, 1994), this thesis has 

arped that exposure to NDE matenal does not change death attitudes. 

Having noted the above exceptions, a fairly strong case may be made for the expectation 

that a majority of North Americans - specifically, the 70 percent or so that do believe in life afier 

death (which tend to include. especially. fernales) - may have their attitudes toward death (and 

life) strengthened by the exposure to NDE material. This is so for reasons outlined above 

including the wide appeal that NDEs hold for those of differing religious or spiritual 

backgrounds, and the potential role of NDEs in assisting individuals to find meaning in a 



deonstructionist. post-modern society where the institutional handling of death issues has been 

found lacking. 

Twentieth century secularization has lefi a void in individuals in this culture regarding the 

meaning of our deaths, and hence, Our lives and Our existence (Mellor, 1994, pp. l 1 - 12). 

Findings from this study suggest that, in countering this void, NDEs strengthen some people's 

beIief in an afterlife, and hence their belief that our lives have some greater meaning than we are 

currently aware of. As evidence of this argument, some 40 percent of respondents in this study 

indicated that NDEs had affected them in some way, ofien mentioning a strengthened belief in 

life after death andor a diminished fear of death. Further, roughly one-third of respondents were 

able to specifically identie other ways in which, they believed, NDE material had positiveiy 

affected their attitudes toward their own life and death. 

If this suggested effect of NDE material is true for some then, as Butler states, "afier one 

has lived a Iife of meaning, death may lose much of its terror, for what we fear most is not really 

death but a meaningless and absurd life (1975, p. 422). This perspective is also in line with 

Erikson's (1 963) concept of the achievement of integrîty (versus despair) and Marshall's concept 

of the positive effects of "biography construction" (1980). Although each of these three scholars 

focussed on the elderly as they evaluated the lives they had led, nevertheless, the concept may 

have some parallels with what happens when NDE material affects someone's life and death 

attitudes: a person may find meaning for their life (with associated increases in positive feelings 

about their death) through the realization that their life has had (or will have) a purpose. Phrased 

another way, an older person may achieve cohesiveness and integrity when finding meaning in 

the reconstruction of their life during its review. A believer in NDEs as evidence of life after 

death may achieve similar psychological states when finding meaning in the reconstruction of 

their life and death during the contemplation of - what they believe to be - their future afierlife 

(an ll(after)life preview" of sorts). 

The apparent increase in the fiequency of NDEs, and the increased dissemination of 

information regarding them in the last 20 years, may represent a new socio-cultural "experience" 

for western society, helping to shape a new conception of death. Indeed, although their 

knowledge of NDEs was not great, many participants in this study reported being affected by 



NDE information- particularly when thar information was fiom an "NDEr" they knew. However. 

one key question to be posed at this juncture is: how will NDE information be incorporated into 

the belief structure of individuals ? The answer may be that, as with much unequivocal and 

unexplained phenornena, individuals will likely tend to incorporate those aspects of the 

phenornena which comply with their existing world view, or else they will dismiss the 

phenornena altopther. It is not surprising, given that a majority of Canadians (over 70%) believe 

in some form of life afier death (Bibby, 1995), that a significant percentage (49%) of respondents 

in this smdy interpreted NDEs as being "possible evidence of life afier death", and that only a 

srna11 minority (16%) would go so far as to question the objective vaiidity of NDEs. 

As Marshall has stated: 

"From birth to death, human beings continuously negotiate with one another to work out 

some sense and substance of order with regard to who they are, who they were, and who they will 

be. Inevitably, this effort involves attempts to give meaning to death itself' (1 980, p. v). 

At the present tirne, this social negotiation described by Marshall is increasingly 

involvin_g the subject of near-death experiences. This is evident in the increasing frequency with 

which discussions of NDEs appear in North Arnerican media and popular literature, as Weil as in 

thanatoIogica1 and other scholarly works. 

If, as has been argued, NDEs may strengthen existing beliefs in a continued existence 

after death, they may be a welcome contribution to our construction of death. Existentialists 

have noted the benefits of a belief in life afier death. According to Peter Koestenbaum ( 1 97 1 ). 

the fear of death as the end of selfhood can only be remedied by a belief in the continued 

existence of the self after death: the "transcendental ego." Indeed several studies have s h o w  that 

a beiief in life afier death reduces death anxiety (Neimeyer, 1994), and death threat (Krieger and 

Epting. 1974). But does NDE materia1 strengthen one's belief in life afier death? Results fiom 

sunrey question #37-j indicate that 41 per cent of respondents felt NDE material did, indeed, 

increase their belief in life afier death. 



The potential NDE impact upon death education 

-4s  Durlak has explained. contemporary death education exists for reasons beyond the 

scholarly development of thanatological theory. Many death education p r o p m s  appear to rest 

on the assumption that (North) American socieîy does not presently handle death well. Durlak 

suggests that a great nurnber of these pro-pms exist for the purpose of correcting misinformation 

regarding death-related issues, and/or providing an opportunity for individuals, including health 

care professionals, to examine their feelings and to become better prepared to deal ~ * i t h  death- 

related issues and scenarios (1994, p. 244), in part, by reducing their own negative affect 

regarding death (p. 253). 

The reconstmction of death in North American society would, logically, influence and be 

infiuenced by death education. As one component of this reconstmction, the impact of NDEs on 

death education may include both thanatological courses offered to a wider (lay) audience and 

those directed toward health care professionals. 

Death education for the Lay community 

Currently, death education programs offered to a wider (lay) audience are numerous and 

varied, and include activities such as academic courses at colleges, universities, and schools; 

encounter group exercises; self-explorations; and grief counselling workshops, among other 

activities. Such courses are sometimes differentiated on the basis of whether they offer 

experiential elements, or are strictly didactic. Courses including some experiential elements 

often have the goal of helping people deal with their feelings about death, while didactic courses 

are primarily interested in participants' cognitive awareness of death-related issues (Durlak, 1994, 

p.244). Durlak and Reisenberg (199 1) note that, while both didactic and experiential-type death 

education courses have been "moderately" successful in changing participants' death - related 

cognitions and behaviours in a positive marner, only experiential-type courses have been shown 

to significantly affect participants' affects, or feelings, about death. Differing opportunities to 

discuss personal feelings, and to reflect upon and process attitudes may account for the above 



differences (p. 254). 

There is no way of predicting whether the potential inclusion of NDE material into 

courses of thanatology would influence the nature of the courses offered (experiential versus 

didactic). However, it seems that only experiential-type courses, where participants could 

"discuss persona1 feelings" about NDEs, and "reflect upon and process attitudes" toward death in 

light of information on NDES, would significantly affect participants' feelings and attitudes 

toward death. Perhaps the participants in this study who indicated that NDE material had 

positively irnpacted their 1ife and or deatb attitudes, had participated in such experiential 

thanatological courses. Altematively, they might have gone through some of the same processes 

offered in such courses. 

The fact that 12 percent of respondents in this study had leamed about NDEs thfough an 

educational course might indicate that the topic of NDEs is making its way into thanatological 

courses offered to a wider (lay) audience. 

Death education for health care professionals 

Currently, death education p r o p m s  offered to those working in the field of health care 

include professional development courses, workshops, encounter group exercises; self- 

explorations, and; grief counselling workshops. The extent to which NDE material is included in 

such courses is unknown. 

That lesc than six percent of respondents in this study had discussed NDEs with a health 

care professionai or clergy member informs us that these are not cornmon sources of NDE 

information currently. This implies that such professionals may not be prepared, may be 

unmotivated or otherwise rnay not have cause to discuss NDEs with patients. Yet the fact that a 

stronp rnajority (about 3/4) of respondents in this study wanted health care professionals to know 

about and be prepared to discuss NDEs leads to an interesting question: Will the subject of NDEs 

find a (more prorninent) place in the acadernic andlor clinical training of doctors, nurses, clergy, 

psychologists and the like ? This is an especially cogent question in light of Viney's (1995) 

contention that many health care worken want to learn more about NDEs because understanding 



sorne of its implications rnay make caring for the dying less diffrcult, in that it rnay allow the care 

giver to discuss the process of dying with patients (p. 64). 

While changing conceptions of death rnay allow more peneral acceptance of the NDE 

phenornenon than is presently the case, Kellehear suggests reasons why NDEs rnay find a greater 

voice among certain health care professions, such as nursing, as compared to othen, such as 

medicine (1996, pp. 74-75). Kellehear reminds us that medicine is a science and is still practised 

(and, especially, is taught) mainly by men (who express less belief in both life afier death and in 

the objective validity of NDEs). Therefore, one could hardly expect NDES, which so openIy 

challenge the materialist assumptions upon which medicine has been based (in the Western 

world), to be endorsed by the medical profession. The nursing profession. on the other hand. is 

mainly female, and "its altegiance to scientific models of inquiry is not so unquestioning as that 

of medicine" (1996. p.74). Other health care professions, such as psychologists, clergy working 

in health care facilities, and others rnay generally faIl somewhere in between the nursing and 

medical professions. It would, therefore, be reasonable to assume that NDE material would find 

its way into nursing and other professions' courses and workshops to a greater extent than for 

medicine. 

Beyond the oppomnities to acquire information on NDEs through courses in death 

education, both lay and professional audiences rnay gain an understanding of NDEs fiom what is 

written in texts and articles. At the present time, such material is appearing with increasing 

frequency in both lay and professionaUacademic writing. Despite this fact, as Wacs and 

Neimeyer point out, the field of thanatolow rarely receives adequate coverage in the texts of 

many disciplines for which it has relevance ( 1995, p. 437). As these authors further indicate, this 

omission rnay be partiy due to the fact that a great deal of  thanatological writing has been 

atheoretical. As a result of this, death education remains "diverse and fractionated", varying in 

its scope. fom.  level of intensity, and pedagogical approach (Wacs and Neimeyer, 1995, p.441). 

Even if the subject of NDEs finds prominence in courses of thanatology, it is far frorn 

certain that such courses wiII significantly affect death attitudes in our society, as rneasures of 

death attitude change afier death education courses, show mixed results, and seem to depend on 

factors such as religiosity (Knight and Elfenbein, 1993). 



If lay and professional courses in thanatoloa are influenced by the changing death 

attitudes in Our society, which themselves are influenced by NDE material. then it is reasonable 

to expect that this process will eventually also have an impact upon the social institutions 

controlling the way we die. 

The potential NDE impact upon the way we die 

Any impact of NDEs on the way we die would have to be noticable in the institutions - 
traditional and emerging - which administer health care. These could include traditional 

institutions such as hospitals, or more recently accepted institutions, such as hospices and home 

care services. 

Yet ure would not expect the impact of NDEs on the way we die to be limited to the 

aforementioned health care instiîutions. A changing social construction of deatb, aided, perhaps, 

by information on NDEs, would likely impact the way in which individuals and farnilies viewed 

issues related to death and dying, such as euthanasia, living wills, and other foms of control of 

death and the dying process 

The impact of NDEs on heaith care institutions 

Despite the current process of change in our conceptualization of death, we have not seen 

much chanse in Our health care institutions' management of situations of death and dying. There 

has, more specificatly, been little or no evidence of the inclusion of NDE material into these 

situations in any manner. This should not be surprising, in light of the lack of acceptance of 

NDEs by the medical community. After all, it is the medical profession which continues to 

control most health care institutions. Therefore, the odds are not good that health care facilities 

(especially traditional facilities such as hospitals) will incorporate practices whch are accepting 

of NDE material such as NDE discussion groups on terminally il1 wards etc. 

Health care professionals who display higher death threat or anxiety are less likely to 

discuss death with patients, and more likely to avoid the topic (Neimeyer, 1994, p. 88-89). To 



the extent that NDE matenal can stren+gthen one's belief in an afierlife (thereby reducing death 

anxiety or threat) and, hence, becomes accepted by some in the health care field. this matenal 

may yet find its way more frequently into health care professionals'joumals. training courses and 

workshops. In this manner, it may be possible that traditional health care institutions would, at 

some future point, begin to include N D E  matenal in their care of dying patients and their 

families. 

in some alternative health care faciIities, such as hospices, the patients and, in some 

cases. the health care workers, have chosen that setting based on a disenchantment wxth more 

traditional (e-g., hospital) care. It is conceivable, and perhaps likely, that such individuals might 

be more rsceptive of N D E  material than those in traditional care settings. It is possible that bo:h 

patients and health care professionals in such settings would be more likely to discuss NDEs. 

Positive effects on (the strengthening of) life and death attitudes might be seen in some patients 

as a resuh of the exposure to NDE material and the opportunity to discuss it. 

Indeed. numerous hospices are now focusing on a spiritual approach to dying which 

recognizes the literature regarding the transformative spiritual experiences or "nearing death 

awareness" (Callanan et al, 1992) that many patients seem to have just ptior to thek deaths 

(persona1 communication, Dr. Mary Vachon, Nov., 1999). 

The impact of NDEs on the way we view control over death and the dying process 

in recent decades we have seen some degree of change in North American society's 

behaviour regarding death in ternis of: the growing 'death and dying' movement. including 

interest groups advocating hospice care for the dying, euthanasia, living wills, and other causcs. 

While there have been no studies to date to confirm this notion, it is possiblc that 

members of such interest groups might use NDE accounts in an attempt to suppon their 

aqurnents and enact change over the control of death and dying. While the focus of  many of 

such interest groups presently appears to pnmarily concem legal or moral issues, as opposed to 

spiritual ones, it is conceivable that such groups could also try to take advantage of the current 

widespread sentiment that NDEs may be evidence for life afier death, to garner support for the 



changes they propose. 

Some in our society might fear that NDEs. with their implied assurance of an afterlife. 

could, indeed, encourage the liberalization of laws governing euthanasia, living wills. and control 

of the dying process. However, there are reasons to believe this would not be the case. Much 

NDE material makes a point of emphasizing that NDErs who had attempted suicide report that 

they "had leamed" that they were wrong to attempt to take their own life (Ring. 1995). In 

addition, NDE reports have actually been used to deter suicide, based on a strengthened belief 

that our lives have a special meaning or purpose (McDonagh, 1979; Ring, 1980). 

Directly associated with the way we die in contemporary North American society is the 

ufay we view aging and dying. For many of those who die in North ~ m e r i c a  (e-g., the elderly 

and terminally il1 persons), death is an anticipated event. Therefore, if awareness and acceptance 

of NDEs is growing, and if they are changing or strengthening our conceptions of death, then 

NDEs mght also be changing our views of aging and dying. Specifically, if the public is 

nenerally accepting that N'DES are evidence for life after death (and this thesis suggests that they - 
are), then public sentiment could conceivably begin to lean away from medical control over the 

extension of life for the elderly and termnally-ill, in favour of more control by the individuai 

a d o r  their family. 

in s u m m q ,  any impact of N'DES on the way we die would have to be noticable in the 

institutions which administer health care and/or in the way in which we viewed issues related to 

death and dying, such as euthanasia, living wills, and other forms of control of death and the 

dying process. At the present tirne, there is little or no evidence that either of these aieas have 

been affected by NDE material. It remains to be seen whether NDEs will have any impact in this 

manner. I f  they evennially do, this may first be noticable in the informa1 and then fonnal 

discussions occuring at hospices. 

As Duncan reminds us. "institutions are poweriûl to the extent they help man to face what 

cannot be cured but must be endured" (1968, p. 218). To the extent that NDEs help some people 

to face death, and perhaps to help alter the way we die, they may become "powerfùl institutions" 

yet. 



The potential NDE impact upon the way we grieve 

If NDEs act to change or strengthen our views of life and death then they may also have 

an impact on the manner or extent to which we grieve and on the institutions (hneral homes, 

bg-ief counselling etc.) involved in this process. 

As Stannard notes, "the behaviour of a people in the face of dying is the result of their 

attitude toward, and their vision of, death" (1977, p. 9). Continued exposure and receptivity to 

NDEs might lessen grief being experienced by some members of society (at least the kind of 

grief generated by anxiety over the departed's post rnortum fate), due to a stronger belief in a 

positive life afier death (the reader is reminded that published NDE accounts rarely mention 

negative experiences). 

Physician Melvin Moms believes that NDEs have important implications for patients and 

their families. He feels knowledge of NDEs can give the dying patient a feeling of control and 

can calm their fears. in addition, Morse asserts, the dying or deceased patient's family can find 

comfort and meaning in death and can accept that "it is now scientifically possible to entertain 

the sumival hypothesis" (1 992, p. 2 16). 

Approximately one-quarter of those who responded to s w e y  question #37 p agreed or 

strongly agreed that what they had learned about NDEs had helped them to deal with the death of 

sorneone close to them. This indicates that sorne respondents feel NDE material has already 

been helpful to them. However, it is also noteworthy that 61 percent of respondents to this 

question indicated that NDE material had not helped them in this manner: These individuals may 

either have not considered NDEs in the processing of their grief, or may have experienced +eef 

not associated with anxiety over the departed's post momm fate (and, thus, not tempered by the 

thought of NDE s); or they may have not believed NDEs were evidence of an afterlife and so not 

have been affected by them. 

The potential effects of NDE material on the institutions involved in the grief process, 

including the fimeral industry, grief counselling etc., are difficult to predict. These institutions 

seem to be generally conservative in nature and so may be slow to begin using NDE material 

(information, books, posters etc.) to comfort grieving mournen, if they do so at all. 



NDEs as A political tool 

The impact of NDEs as a political tool rnay involve their use by spiritual. religious or 

other interest groups in an attempt to attract or maintain supponers. to justim certain of their 

beliefs and/or to enact change. 

One of the primary goals of any social movement must be to attract and'or to maintain 

supporters. Spiritual groups espousing New Age philosophies have been growing in popularity 

in North America in recent years. At the same time. traditional religious denominations have 

been struggling to maintain memberships and to recniit new members (Kellehear, 1996). 

NDEs rnay attract those persons seeking some form of religious or spirituai affiliation- It 

is possible that NDE matenal rnay afirm the life and death attitudes of religious persons more so 

than it does nonreligious persons, and, therefore, would be a rather attractive for the former 

croup. This seems likely for at least two reasons: First, both NDE material, and practically ail 
C 

major religions, suppon the notion of continued existence afier death; second, other interventions 

which rnay effect death attitudes, such as death education pro-pms, have more positive effects 

on religious individuals than on those who are either somewhat or non-religious (Durlak, 1994, 

p. 257). Therefore, it is conceivable that some individuals or groups rnay use information on 

NDEs to promote their own worid views in order to attract new members and retain existing 

members. 

The use of NDEs to justifL certain beliefs and/or practices 

Aside from the more political agenda of trying to attract and/or to maintain supporters. 

there are those, usually seen as leaders of interest groups, who simply want to convince otlicrs. 

and themselves perhaps, that their perspective is the correct one. 

The fact that NDE accounts lend themselves well to a wide variety of interpretations 

means they rnay be used to support any one of a number of religions or other (re)emerging 

spiritualistic traditions professing a belief in some form of life afier death. 

indeed, the NDE literature contains evidence that individuals from a variety of religious 

and spiritual backgrounds haveattempted to lay claim to NDEs as evidence of the validity of 

their own world views (Christians: Eadie, 1994; Rawlings, 1979; and Harpur, 199 1 and those 



with an emerging consciousness - or New Age - perspective Ring, 1995). 

Kellehear identifies numerous Christian theologians who have mentioned NDEs in order 

to support their religious views (1996, pp.71-73). He also explains how several goups who do 

not believe in life afier death, including Seventh Day Adventists and cenain strands of Judaism, 

dispute NDEs as evidence of an afierlife. 

Whether or not NDEs represent objectively valid glimpses into a 'life' afier death certainly . 

remains open to debate. What, now, appears to be beyond question is the idea that NDE 

material, at l e s t  in the near-term, will have an impact on the death attitudes of some North 

Americans. In al1 probability, such 'informationf will be used by individuals and groups to 

legitimize their own ideological fiameworks or belief systems - particularly by those who need or 

want to "prove" the existence of life afier death- 

As PhiIip Mellor has noted, "the social significance of religion rests largely on its 

legitimization of marginal situations through the relation of them to sacred orders, a socially- 

produced attempt to keep phenornena such as death within the bounds of a socially - produced 

reality" (1967, p. 45). 

From Mellor's argument, it might be reasoned m e r  that for a religion or spiritual 

movernent to maintain (or increase) its "social significance", it would be helpfül for it to 

incorporate NDEs into its socially-produced world view, including its explanation of the meaning 

of death. This is so since, as this thesis has shown, NDEs are already being used by some people 

to help them construct - or to defend their previous construction of - the meaning of death. 

NDEs as a means to enact change 

In the future NDEs may be used in the attempt to enact social change in several areas. As 

mentioned, ernerging spiritualistic groups may already be using NDEs to try to enact change in 

the religious/spirituai institutions, beliefs and practices of North Arnerican society. For example, 

Ring suggests that NDEs are now a "cultural phenornenon" (1996, p. 18 1). He believes that they 

may help greatly in issuing in "a new human consciousness" @. 194) which may be guided, in 

pan, by principals learned through NDEs and similar transcendental experiences. This theory 

undoubtedly has arisen fkom the beliefs of NDErs themselves who ofien "believe that their 



exprriences are spiritual experiences which reveal both God and human potential in a new and 

Iuminous light" (Kellehear, 1996, p. 61). 

Those who rnay use the subject of NDEs to enact change are not limited to 

religious/spiritual groups. interest groups advocating hospice care for the dying euthanasia. 

living urills. and other causes related to death and dying. are exampies of groups which may use 

NDEs in this way. Perhaps such groups might offer NDEs (which suggest an existence after 

death) as another reason for aliowing dying persons to rnaintain some control over their situation. 

To rziterate. NDEs may be used by spintual, religious or other interest goups in an 

attempt to attract or maintain supporters, to justiQ certain of their beliefs and/or to enact change. 

In this respect, NDE material is not unique: Kellehear reminds us that many of our 'experiences' 

with death. including NDEs, ghosts, euthanasia, and abortion, are "common battlegrounds for 

competing social meanings of death" (1996, iv). 

Summary: The potential impact of NDEs on North American Society 

In summary, NDEs are likely to have an impact on North American society given the 

likelyhood of continued media attention and continued receptivity by the general public. 

Although the extent can only be sunnised. this thesis has argued that the impact of NDEs 

may be seen in several areas, including: (1) in the death attitudes of North Americans; (2) in the 

area of death education; (3) in the way we die and live; (4) in the way we grieve, and; (5) as a 

political tool for religious/spiritual or other interest groups. Although we have presentcd fivr 

arcas in which NDE material may impact upon North Amencan society, this list is by no means 

exhaustive. There may be other ways in which NDEs and NDE reports influence North 

American society. This impact should remain of interest to sociologists in general, and certainly 

to those involved in the areas of thanatology and NDE studies. 

Despite the attempt to consider the potential impact of NDEs on North American society 

at the present time, one wonders what the implications would be, should the apparently 

significant number of 'negative' NDEs (Rawlings, 1978; Greyson and Bush, 1996, pp. 231-43) 

ever be widely promoted by the audiovisual media ? 



Limitations to this study's findings 

The survey used in this study may carry limitations which should be acknowledged. This 

is true despite the fact that its design and analysis were guided by previously established theory 

and research in both M)E and life and death attitude research, and while it was pre-tested for 

clarity of p hrasing, and face validity. 

The potential Limitations of this study relate to several main areas, name-: (1) the vaiidity 

and reliability of this survey; (2) the sample and the extent to which tindïngs may be generalized; 

(3) researcher biases, and; (4) omissions of potentiaüy important information, including both 

survey data and theoretical commentary . 

Survey Validity and Reliability 

Regarding the validity and reliability of the scales, indices, and qi 

survey there are several concerns- 

lestions used in thi 

First, there rernains some question as to how to effectively measure M)E knowledge on 

surveys. Open-ended questions soliciting any and al1 of a respondent's information on the topic 

have been met with participant resistance and/or very little data: why this should be has been 

discussed (see methods section). NDE knowledge scales, with their tnie, false, or undecided 

options, may be problematic dso. Respondents might somehow be able to discern correct 

answers, or at least to ofien guess answers correctly, regardless of their m e  level of NDE 

knowledge. Although participants in this study were asked not to guess ifthey had no idea which 

was the correct answer, there is no way to ensure, nor to measure this phenomenon. The NDE 

knowledge scale is fùrther problematic in the sense that this "knowledge" is taken to mean 

concepts agreed upon by "experts" in the field of near-death studies. However, many of these 

concepts are far from being esublished, objective facts. Additiody, the use of words such as 

"cornmon", "rarely". and "often" in several of the NDE knowledge s a l e  questions requires 

subjective interpretation of these terms which reduces the scale's validity. In short, there is no 



way to be absolutely certain that those participants deemed to be higher in NDE knowledge were. 

in fact. more knowledgeable about the topic. 

Second, since the NDE Attitude Index has never been used before (it was developed for 

this study) its validity and reliability have never been assessed. This is of concern when 

interpreting resuits fiom this index, despite the fact that its questions were derived based on 

previous research and that questions appeared valid both to those who pre-tested it and to experts' 

on NDEs (see Methods section). In addition, the nature of the study, itself, andior certain m E  

knowleûge questions rnay have biased responses to N'DE attitudes questions in that they may have 

served to help legitimise NDEs in some respondents minds, and to, thus, exaggerate positive 

attitudes and/or temper negative attitudes toward them. 

Third, although it is cornmon practice in thanatological research., it has not been 

unequivocally proven whether death attitudes can be M y  deterrnined using explicit measures such 

as survey questions. Many in the psychoanalytic tradition would undoubtedly argue that indirect 

methods are reguired to assess subconscious feelings toward death (Neimeyer, 1994). Theoretical 

opposition to survey data assessing death and We - attitudes M e r  diminish our contidence in the 

obtained results. In addition, the temporal Etability of conscious and unconscious death attitudes 

(Tomer, 1994), let alone NDE knowledge and attitudes, rernains unclear. 

Fourth, the validity and reliability of many of the death and Me attitude questions, as they 

are worded here, have not been established. Therefore, the extent to which each of these 

questions accurately assesses what is intended remains unknown. 

One of the measwes which contributes to the evaluation of respondents' death attitudes 

(the DAP-R) has been changed somewhat from the original version. Aithough only minor 

changes in wording to some questions have been made (an attempt to increase clarity of expressed 

ideas), the omission of many of the questions (only one representative question on each type of 

death attitude has been included, for the sake of brevity), and the addition of other questions 

regarding fear of own death (taken fiom the literature) reaih in some uncertainty regarding the 

validity and reliability of these questions as they are used here. ïhis is despite the fpct that, taken 

on face value, the questions chosen do seem to =ver the general range of death attitudes as are 

presented in the literature on the topic. It is regrettable, nonetheless, that al1 of the questions from 



the established DAP-R (and also the L W )  were not used. Althou& wodd have made an 

already lengthy survey even longer, it would have so rded  us greater conkîence regardhg the 

vaiidity and reliability of our measures, and would have allowed us to compare our results to 

those from other studies. 

Fifth, the Threat Index may be theoret idy and practically problematic, despite reports 

that it is a reliable and valid tool for meaairing death thmt. 

Use of the Threat Index proved problematic for participants in this sumey. In the 

participant concems section of the surveys, several respondents explicitly expressed that they 

found this exercise to be awkward or that they outright didn't understand how to complete it. 

Numerous others either chose not to begin the Index or abandoneci the exercix part of the way 

through it. 

In addition to its methodological diicdties, comparative results between the Threat Index 

and NDE knowledge and MIE aîtitude scale scores proved unremarkable. Much more hitfid 

were the cornparisons between measures of N'DE knowledge and attitudes, and more direct 

measures of death attitudes. 

Results obtained using the Threat Index were, in one case, contrary to hypotheses. 

Increased positiveness toward NDEs (which was associated with approach acceptance of death), 

was also associated with more death threat. Finding an explanation for this anomaly has proven 

diacult (see discussion section on NDE attitudes and life and death attitudes). 

Although it is possible that the Threat Index does, indeed, measure a deep, subconscious 

level of death fear or "'threat", we are convinced thpt death attitudes are better indicated by direct 

measurement methods, including the Likert scaie questions posed in th is  study. in part, this is 

because there are numerous reasons for questioning the interpretation of Threat Index scores (see 

Chambers, 1986). Among these reasons is the fàct that the Threat Index regards the difference 

between our connnict of Me and our construct of death as an indicator of the "threat" implied by 

Our own death. It wouid be easy to imagine, however, an individual who views life and death as 

being very dflerent (and who would, therdore, be identifieci as having hi& death thnet on the 

threat Index) and yet does not feel particuiarly negative toward death or perhaps rnay even look 

forward to it as an escape ftom errthly Mering ancilor as a bliosful afterlife. 



Six, there is no way to know whether demand characteristics affected the data gathered 

for this study. Although caution was taken to ensure participants would not know what the 

author's hypotheses were, it is possible that some respondents would have surmized that author's 

perspective and so, whether consciousiy or unconsciously, alter4 their responses so as to better 

confirm the author's hypotheses. 

In hindsight, there are severai questions which could have been ornitted from the survey. 

Questions regarding death-related dixussions, open-ended knowledge of the elements of NDEs, 

and perhaps, even, use of the Threat Index could have been omitted fiom the suwey. since 

analysis of responses to these questions convibuted little to our understanding of this topic. 

Although the numerous concems outlined above regarâing the validity and reliability of 

the scales, indices, and questions used in this s w e y  do not prove that these masures are invalid, 

they do mean that maximum caution should be taken in interpreting findings from this study until 

such time as they are repliuted using more well-established resevch tools. 

The sample and the extent to which findings may be generalized 

The sample used in this study should not be considered to be representative of the general 

populations of North Amerka, Canada, or Toronto. This is due to the fact that a sample of 

convenience has been used. 

Although the adequate respome rate, the diversity of expressed N'DE knowledge and 

attitudes, and the age diversity of this sample are encowaging, the skewed gender and education 

levels and. perhaps, the limiteci religious diversity and sarnple size represent concems regarding 

the extent to which these 6ndings may be generaîized to the wider cornmunity. In particular, 

while a response rate of 61 percent is not low for airvey data, we have no way of knowing what, 

if anything, differentiated those who did and did not retum a survey. 

At minimum, significant caution should be taken in attempting to make broad 

generalizations based on data fiom this study. 



Researcher biases 

The researcher's personal biases may be problematic. For example, because the author 

does believe that N'DES are a legitimate phenornenon, he might have inadvertently organized the 

survey in such a way as to elicit similar attitudes in respondents. In addition to this possibility, the 

author may have looked for similar attitudes to hîs own and/or indications that his hypotheses 

were confirmed, either during the analysis of data, or during the fonnulation of the discussion and 

conclusions. 

Omissions of potentially important information, including both 
survey data and theoretical commentary 

While there has been an attempt to assess death and life attitudes in this study, the decision 

not to include complete indices is unfortunate. Wong et de's Death Attitudes pronle-Revised and 

Reker and Peacock's Life attitude profile have. been tested previously for validity and reliabaty. 

These scales could have been used in their entirety, even though this would have lengthened an 

already lengthy survey. Our confidence in the findings of this shidy would have been enhanceci. 

It is an unfortunate fact that no comprehensive philosophical, sociologicai, nor 

psychological theory exists with which to account for the wide range of death anmides evident in 

North American society (Neimeyer, 1994, p. 264-265; Tomer, 1994). While this thesis has 

attempted to offer some small contribution in integrating two theories of death attitudes, S m c h  

for Meaning theory and Personal Construct theoy, within the context of Social Interactionism, 

the lack of an overaii theory is problematic. 

To recapitulate the key points of this section, there are several limitations to the fïndings 

of this study. These relate to: the validity and reliability of the survey used, The sample and the 

extent to which fïndings may be generaiized; reseatcher biases, and; omissions of potentiaiiy 

important information, including both airvey data and theoreticai commentary. 



in this thesis we have investigated the relationship between NDE knowledge and attitudes 

a i ~ d  death attitudes. 

In reviewing the NDE phenomenon we explauied what NDEs are, we examined the 

hiaory of NDE reports and research, and swnmarized m e n t  theories of the causality of NDEs. 

It was clarified that no adequate physiologid or other mode1 exists which could confirm nor 

disprove NDErs typical response that these are objectively real expenences of what it is iike to 

die. The Kundalini mode4 and the possibility of linking it to specific neuro-physiological models, 

was identified as holding promise for understanding the physical manifestations of NDEs. We also 

identifie. the common after-effects of MES for NDErs, and wondered whether any of these same 

effeas would be experienced, as Ring (1995) daims, by nonNDErs who merely encountered 

NDE material. 

Findings from ail known studies of NDE knowledge and attitudes were summarized, and 

two promising research thrusts were identifieci: Thomburg-type (1988) ND€ knowledge and 

attitude questionnaires; and Kellehear and colleagues' ( 1 WOa; 1 WOb) surveys assessing 

explanations and reactions to NDE accounts. The methods section later identified that the NDE 

knowledge and attitude scales and questions used in this study were developed out of these two 

NDE research thrusts. 

Correlates of North American death attitudes were identified as a means of establishing a 

fiarnework within which factors shown to affect NDE knowledge and attitudes could be 

understood. It was found that religiosity (or, at least, belief in life afler death) may be one of the 

strongea predictors of ND€ attitude just as it is with death attitudes. It was also found that life 

expenence, pmicuiarly having had an NDE or  kwwing an NDEr was al= a strong predictor of 

NDE attitude. 

The section on the Eocial connniction of death's meanings in North America presented 

arguments suggesting t h  the meanings North Americans construct for death are slowly changing 

due t O transformations in North American society, specificaliy regarding death-related issues. 



The methodology chapter outlined the research methods used in this study and k luded 

sections on: concems with previous research on NDE and death attitudes; instrument and survey 

question design; data collection procedures; the development of NDE knowledge and NDE 

attitude scales and; methods of data analysis. The methods choxn and implemented in this 

research nudy were deemed to be consistent with accepted practices of s w e y  and s a l e  design 

and construction and data collection and analysis. 

The results chapte; presented key data from indices and individual questions periaining to 

each of the six research questions. 

Most respondents in this sarnple displayed familiarity, yet only superficial knowledge of 

the information available on Near-Death Experiences. The p ~ t  and audio-visual media was, by 

far, the most m u e n t  source of information concerning N'DES. Those individuals who knew 

more about NDEs were ofien those who had some personai experience with them (claimed to be 

an NDEr or to know an NDEr), and those who believed in life after death. In addition, there 

were trends toward more NDE knowledge among those with less formai ducation, and those 

who were younger. 

Most respondents in this sample displayed either benign, or else very positive attitudes 

toward Near-Death Experiences. Those individuals who felt most positively about M3Es were 

fernales, those who believed in life after death, and those who were more religious or spiritual. 

Those who knew more about NDEs also tended to view them more positively than those 

who knew Little, although it could not be determind which, if any, had "caused" the other. 

However, there was some evidence presented that NDE attitude, or at least the predisposition to 

feel positively toward NDEs. may stimulate the acquisition of information on M)Es. 

Those with higher NDE-knowledge and more positive NDE attitudes also indicated 

somewhat more positive life and death anitude profiles in ternis of displaying: more approach 

acceptance of death, and; a stronger belief that one has a future purpose to fulfil. 

Al1 of the findings regarding NDE knowledge and attitudes are consistent with. although 

do not prove, the theory that people interpret NDE materid in a way that may confimi and 

strengthen, but does not radically change, their own current personal constructs (Le., meanings) 

of life and death. This perspective accounts for the fact that some, such as those who believe in 



life afier death, may be more motivated to pursue and/or to be more positive toward NDE 

material, while others may dismiss NDE matenal as untrue and/or unimportant. 

In the discussion and conclusions section we attempted to explain these and other research 

findings in tems of the theoretical perspective taken throughout this thesis. 

It seems that the beiief systems of many people in the contemporw Western world may 

predispose them to feeling positively toward MIES. Given the contemporary process of 

deco nst mct ion in Western society, wit h its re-examination of beliefs, vaiues, and meanings 

(Mellor, 1993, p. 17). many individuais rnay be responsive to. attempt to leam more about. or 

othenvise suppon NDE matenal as a means of justifjing their own constructions of Me and death. 

The search for meaning is a task that dl people share (Wong et al. 1994; Frank], 1963). 

At present. it is difficult to predict unequivocdly the extent to which N'DE information rnay play a 

role in our search for the meaning of our lives and deaths. However, the responses of this sample 

indicare that. for some. it may have an impact. A large number (41%) of respondents indicated 

that NDEs had "affected them" generally by reducing their fear of death through strerrgtherti~g 

their beliefs in an afterlife. This is consistent with the findings from survey question #37 where a 

significant minority of respondents indicated that what they had leamed about NDEs had 

strcw~ltened their attitudes towards life and death in a number of positive ways. 

It was argued that NDEs are likely to have an impact on the institutions, beiiefs, and 

practices of North Amencan society given the likelihood of continued media attention and 

continued receptivity by the general public. 

Of special interest to health care professionals, the results fiom this study suppon the view 

that the general public would welcome the oppominity to discuss NDEs with them and that they 

want health care professionals to be prepared to discuss NDEs with patients. For sorne 

individuals, these views rnight arise fiom the perspective that NDEs could be helpfûl to those 

facing md/or fearing death, and/or to those grieving the ioss of a loved one. Health care 

prnfessionals should be aware that it appears uniikely that they would significantly change a 

patients view on death, but that. if the patient already believes in a similar notion of life f i e r  

death, then XDE materiai, and especiaily personal contact with someone who has had an NDE, 

might strenghti positive attitudes towards their own life and death. It is recommended, 



therefore. that al1 institutions and organizations involved in the professionai training and 

development of health care professionals include instruction regarding NDEs and related issues as 

a regular part of their p r o g r m .  

For the general public, the results fiom this study suppon the view that NDEs, and reports 

and information about them and other "spiritually transfomative experiences" (Kason. 1994), are 

now so cornonplace as to have made them a part of our social construction (understandinz) nf 

death The general public needs to h o w  that there are others who share their perspective on the 

causes and/or meaning of NDEs yet that there are niIl others who have a very different 

perspective. individuals should understand that their own perspective on NDEs can be valid for 

them yet not for another, since both the phenornenon, and its interpretation. remain largely 

subjective. 
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APPENDIX A: Distributor Consent Form 

Dear Survey distributor, 

1 am a graduate student in the Department of Behaviourd Science at the University of 
Toronto. 

This survey will investigate peoples' knowledge and attitudes conceming Near- Death 
Experiences. It will also investigate their aîtitudes toward their own life and death. 

You are under no obligation to assist in the distribution of these surveys but your assistance 
would be helpful in gathering &ta on this largely unexplored subject. 

There is no nsk involved to the participants. The coa involved will be the t h e  it takes for 
the participant to complete the s w e y .  Individual responses will be kept confïdential and no 
participant will be identified in any way. 

If you are willing to assist in the distribution of severd surveys please sign your narne below. 

1, , agree to assist Charles Reid, a graduate 
student at the University of Toronto, in the distribution of surveys on the topic of Near- 
Death Experiences. 1 understand that 1 may withdraw my assistance in distributing this 
suntey at any tirne. 1, M e r ,  agree to follow the survey distribution instructions indicated in 
the distributor information letter 1 have received, including the instruction to explain to every 
person 1 ask to complete a s w e y  that their participation is completely voluntary and 
anonymous,. 

Signature: 

Date: 



APPENDlX A (continued): Distributor Information Letter 

Dear survey distributor, 

Thank-you very much for agreeing to help me distribute my survey. Here are just a few 
guideIines that 1 need you to follow: 

1) Try to disaibute the s w e y s  to as wide a variety of individuals (over 18 years old) as possible, 
based on their: (a) religion/religiouuiess; (b) age; (c) gender; and (d) socioeconomic status etc. 
Of course, al1 of those whom you ask should have adequate rcading ability in English. 

2) Explain to those who agree to complete the nirvey that (a) this study is for a fiiend (not 
anyone they know - if they happen to ask) who is using it as part of a required research project 
for "school." Once they agree to fiil one in, tell them it is very important that they acnially Mly 
complete and then mail the survey they've becn given (since not many have been distributed, I'm 
hoping everyone who takes a survey, will actually retum it). 

3) ** Please keep an accurate count of how many individuals r e b  to complete a survey. 
This information is very important to me !! (e.g., "1 had to ask 1 1 people in order to find 
8 who were willing to complete a survey, because 3 refbsed.") 

4) Tell those whom you ask to complete the survey that you DONT KNOW what the study is 
about - you're simply helping out a fiiend (try to get them to "do you a favour by filling in a 
survey" without them looking inside the envelopc to see what the study is about - I'm trying to 
avoid people agreeing to do the survey only if they're interested in the topic) . AIso, ask them 
to NOT discuss they survey or its subject matter with anyone until after thcy complete it and 
mail it in (because it is their own responses 1 am uiterested in - uninfluenced by others). 

Again, thanks very much for helping me out ! 

Chuck Reid 

For your reference: 1 was able to distribute surveys. To distribute this many, 1 had 

to ask people if they would fil1 one in, because the following number of people 

rehsed to complete one 



APPENDIX B: Participant information letter 

Dear survey respondent, 

Thank you for agreeing to complete this survey. It will be very helpful in the attempt to 
understand how people respond to the topic of neardeath experiences. 

Because only a small number of these surveys have k e n  handed out, we are relying on 
your particular help in completing and returning your survey. 

In completing this survey, find a quiet location where you can be alone. The survey will 
take approximately 50-60 minutes to complete. Please do not discuss any issues or questions 
regarding this subject matter with anyone else, either prior to or during completion of the survey, 
because we are interested in your own opinions, whatever they might be. After completing the 
s w e y ,  simply place it in the envelope provided and mail it. In order to assure anonymity, do 
not write your name anywhere on the survty. *Piease complete and place this survey in the 
mail within 1- 2 weeks after receiving it. 

Anyone interested in obtaining the results of this study (available in several months) is 
invited to request this information; simply write the address given at the top of this page 
including your name and address. 

* If you have any questions or concenis, you are invited to cal1 the study's director, 
Charles Reid, at (416) 742-7878 to discuss your participation in the study. 

Once again, thank you for your help in completing this survey. 



Department of Behavioural Science 

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO 

STU0Y:Knowledae & attitudes concernina near-desth ex~eriences 

* Please complete this survey anonvmously in the privîcy of your own home. As 
we are interested in YOUR OWN opinions, please do sot discuu the following 
questions with anyone before or during completion of this survey. 

Al1 information that you provide wiU be kept strictly confidential; no one but the study dircctor 
will have access to it. Pleasc take the time to think carefully about, and then rcspond to the 
following statements and qucstions.We are interestcd in YOUR responses, whatwer they may be, 
There are no npht or wronn - answers. PIcr~e circle ONLX ONE of the choices for -ch question. 
Please answer ail questions in the order they appcar, do not skip ahead. 
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1. Over the past ycar, approxirnately how often bave you thougbt about your own death? 

........ 1.. never 
2.. ........ .yearly/hordly pver 

......... 3. mon thly 
4.. ......... weekly 
5.. ......... dnily 

2. Haw impoHant is spirituaiity religion in your We? 

1 ........... not nt d impmtmit 
2 ........... not om( important 
3 ........... modmitdy important 
4 .......... qui& important 
5 ........... aery important 

3. Do you believe in somt form of "Me" after death? 
1 ........... Yes 
2.. ......... No 

......... 3.. Undecided 

4. Do you believe that "iife" after drith witl invohrc the continuation of your prtsent individual 
iden tity? 

1. .......... Yes 
2 ........... No 

......... 3.. Undecided 

5. How strong are your ibove beüef5 about "litcm (or the lack of it) after death? 

1 ........... not s t m g  ut dl 
2 ........... not orry strong 
3.. ......... m o h  tcly strong 
4 ........... quite shong 
S. .......... W Y  * m g  

6. To what extent bave you dircusscd the topic of death with person(s) significant to you? 

1 ........... not at al1 
2 ........... wry littk 

........ 3.. .somewhat 
4 ........... quite a bit 
5 ........... a b t  

DEATH ATTITUDES 
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Please respond to the following statements, circling Om of the response choices 
[ie. one of SD D U A SA] for each statement. Wherever these symbols [SD D U A SA] 
are used, SD=strong 1 y disagree; D=disagree; U=undecided; A=agm; S A=strongl y agree. 

7. "1 believe thnt a pleasant afterlife wül foliow my death" SD 

8. "1 view my death as a relief from earthly suffering" 

9. "1 would rather avoid thinking about the topic of 
my death" 

10. "1 would neither fear iny dcath nor welcome it" 

11. "The fact that 1 will have to die some day 
makes me angry" 

12. "1 find the topic of my death to be depressing." 

13. "The thought of my own death frightens me" 

14. "The uncertainty of not kaowing what happens to 
my consciousaess or spirit after death worries me" 

15. "The fact that 1 could no longer belp to care for 
others if 1 die worries me" 

16. "The thought that d u t h  nill mean the end of my 
personal existence bothers me" 

17. "1 am worried that there is a chance that death 
will mean suffering for me" 

18. "The knowledge that I wül be missing out on things my 
friends & relatives are doing after 1 dit  disturbs me" 

19. "1 am upset that, when 1 die, 1 will lose control 
over the plans or iffaim 1 have currently" 

20. "1 am anrious about what might happen to 
mv bodv after death" 

SA 

SA 

SA' 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 

SA 



DEATH ATTITUDES (contiaud) 

21. "1 am worried about my own death because my death 
would cause grief to my relatives and friends" SD D U A SA 

22. "1 am worried that my death won't motter much 
to anyone" SD D U A SA 

23. "It bothers me that my death wiil mean a loss of 
life's pleasures" SD D U A SA 

24. "1 am worried that my death may m u n  an e t c d  
separatioa from Joved ones" SD D U A SA 

25.Y am bothered by the fact that, if 1 died today 
1 wouIdatt have achieved my life goals" SD D U A SA 

LIFE ATTITUDES 

To what degree do you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

26. "1 have discovered a meaningful purpose for my Me" 

27. "1 feel the Iack of a meaniagfd purpose for my Me" 

28. "My life is in my own bands and 1 am in control of it" 

29. "1 want to find a meaningful purpose for my lifew 

30. "1 feel 1 have a future purpose to fulfil" 



31. Below is a list of dimensions, each of  which is made up of a pair of  opposites. For each dimension. 
please CIRCLE the word on the side with which you see YOURSELF or YOUR PRESENT LIFE more 
closely associated. In some cases, you may feel as if both sides describe you to some degree, but please 
circle only one side of each dimension: the one that describes you better. For example. do you see yourself 
as more predictable or random? 

Strong - Weak 

Mentally Heaithy - Crazy 

Competent - 
Secure - 
Conforming - 
Specific - 
Easy CI 

Useful - 
Alive - 
Healthy - 

incomptent 

Insecure 

Nonconforming 

General 

Hard 

Useless 

Dead 

Sick 

Understanding - Not Understanding 

Hope - No Hope 

Good - Bad 

Open - 
HIPPY - 
Fe& Good - 
Concrete - 
Changing - 
Predictable - 
Learning - 
Productive - 

Closeci 

Sad 

Feels Bad 

Abstract 

Static 

Randorn 

Not Learning 

Unproductive 

Helping Others - Being Selfish 

Existence - Nonexistence 

Peaceful - Violent 

Objective - Subjective 

Satisfied - Dissatisfied 



32. For each of the dimensions below, please CIRCLE the side with which you more closely associate 
YOUR OWN DEATH, thlliking of your own death as if it were to occur at this tirne in your life. 

Strong - Weak 

MentalIy Healthy - Craq 

Competent 

Secure 

Conforming 

Specific 

Easy 

Useful 

Alive 

Healthy 

Incompetent 

Insecure 

Nonconforming 

Gcneral 

Hard 

Uselcss 

Dead 

Sick 

Understanding - Not Understanding 

Hope - No Hope 

Good - Bad 

Open - Closed 

Happy - Sad 

Fccls Good - Feels Bad 

Concrete - Absttact 

Changing - Static 

Preàictable - Random 

Learning - Not Learning 

Productive - Unproductive 

Helping Others - - Being Sclfish 

Existence - Nonesistence 

Puceful - Violent 

Objective - Subjective 

Srtisfied - D Wsrtisfied 

33. Place an asterisk (+) beside each of the 10 dimensions above that seem to matter the most 
to you when rating your own dcath. 
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BACKGROUND KNOWLEDGE OF NEAR DEATH EXPERlENCES 

In recent years, researchers have been investigating the reports of individuais who have suffered a 
traumatic and, in many cases, nearly fatal event of some son. A number of these individuals believe that 
they had, for a shon Ume, acîually died and then come back to life. Experiences like these. where the 
penon believes that the conscious separation of their intellectuai and emotional functioning fkom their 
physicd body has occurred, are now commonly referred to as Near-Death Expenences (NDEs). Al1 
references made in this survey to the tenn near-death experience (or NDE) refer to this definition, given 
above. 

........... 34. Have you ever heard of these type 1 Yes 
of NDE reports bcfon? 2 ........... No 

........... 3 Uncertain 

35. From which sources do you believe you have hearà information about NDEs? 
@Iace r check mark besidc giJ thrt are appropriate) 

neuispaper, or magazine: pmfesional journal, or book 

television, radio, or mmik: educational course: 

in person, from a social workc in person, fmrn a nurse: 

in person, from a clergy m c m k :  in p - o n ,  fmm a physician: 
in person, Rom a psychiatBst fnend (nicluding those 
or G clinical psychologist: mentioned above): 

family member: Other (identih in space beloud: 

[If you answered "No" to question #34, OR if you fml you do know enough about NDEs to have 
formed a t  ieast a vague opinion about them, go to question # 381 

36. The verv first time 1 heard about NDEs .......... 
a) ... 1 believed they were evidence for litt after death" SD D U A SA 

b) ... 1 felt they were an important topic for the 
general public to know about" SD D U A SA 

... c) 1 had a strong intercst in themw SD D U A SA 

d) ... they (NDEs) had an emotional impact on me" SD D U A SA 



37. " M a t  I have learned about near-death experiences. . . . . . . . . . . . . iq 8 

a) . . . has helped me to accept the life that 1 have lived so far" SD 

c) . . . has made death seem more purposefiil" 

d) . . . has increased my understanding of death" 

e) . . . has made my own Life stem more meaningiil" SD 

f) . . . has increased my beiitf that 1 am in contra1 of my own üic" SD 

g) . . . has increased my desirc to fmd meaning for my lifcl' SD 

h) . . . has increased my beüef that 1 have a future purpose 
to fulfd" SD 

i) . . . has reduced my fear of death" SD 

j) . . . bas increased my belief in We a f k r  deathw SD 

k) . . . has given me a fecling of special importancet1 

1) . . . has given me a sense of relative inwlnerabüity" 

m) . . . Las led me to reevaluate my priorifies in Me" SD 

n) . . . has brought out, in me, 8 more passive 
attitude toward uncontrollable events" 

O )  . . . has strengthened my previous spiritual/reügious beliels" SD D U A SA 

p). . . has helped me to deal with the death of somtone close to me" SD D U AA 

q) . . . has convinced me that, if there W a life afier death, it will 
be pleasant for me SD D U A SA 



38. If you have read any books, or articles, or seen any movies or T.V. shows discussing NDEs or 
death and dying, please t y  to identify them (as best you un) in the space provided below: 

39. In your estimation, how many adulb in Nonb A m e n a  beiieve they bave had a near-death 
experience? 

One out of eu en^ adults. 



40. Please list as many aspects about NDEs as you un; include anvthing that might be related to the 
topic (point form is acceptable): 
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T h e  following 26 questions assess your exposure to information on NDEs. Kindly circk an answer 
of either true, o r  false, or  undecided for the following statements. * Please do blindly guess nt 
the answers. @DE = near-death experience). 

CAUSES & CORRELATES 

41. NDEs are a result of a Iack of osygen to the brain. 

42. There are signlcant differences betwtcn NDES 
reported by those wbo are given medical drugs and NDEs 
reported by those who are net given medical dnigs. 

43. NDEs are simpiy a reaection of the individual's 
psychological expectation of what death will be like. 

44. People who take LSD have identical experiences 
to those individuals who report NDEs. 

45. The more religious an individual, the more Wely 
hehhe is to have an NDE. 

46. Individuals reporting an NDE indicate that it has net had 
a powerful effect on their subsequent belief in an afterlife. 

47. Those who report an NDE later commit suicide 
more often than the genenl public. 

Tme False I don ' t hozu 

True False 1 don' t know 

Tme False Idon't  know 

Tme False I don' t knmv 

True False I don' t hou? 

True False I don ' t know 

Tme False 1 don' f h o u ?  

48. Those who report an NDE claim to become more spiritually 
focused and less materialistic after the experience. True False I don ' t knoul 

49. An increase in psychic abilities has not been mentioned in the 
literature as an aftereffect for anyoae reporting an NDE. True False I don ' t know 

50. Increased physical sensitivity to electrical dwiccs is 
a corcmon aftereffect of those who report an NDE. True False I don' t know 

51. Individuals reporting an NDE indicate that it has bad a 
powerful effect on their subsequent belief in an rfterlife. True False I don ' t know 



ELEMENTS OF NDEs 

52. In some NDE reports, a point b dcscrïbed where the 
person was told or  had the choice to rcturn to Me. 

53. People who daim to have had an NDE have bccn unable 
to accurately describe their resuscitation (efforU to 
stimula te heaitbeat & brcathing). 

54. Most people who report an NDE bave no dinculty 
putting their experience into words. 

True False I&t lorrm~ 

True False Icfn't loru~ 

True F a k  Idm'tkrxlp 

55. Most reported NDEs arc described w being peaceful, 
quiet, and painless. True False I dm't kau 

56. A review of one's life is never mentioncd in NDE reports. Tme False I&t kau 

57. Entering a dark tunnel is a vcry common aspect 
of NDE reports. 

58. Meeting deceased relatives W very mnly  mentioned 
in NDE reports. 

Tnîe False I &t kacr 

True False I dn't hl 

59. In reported NDEs, unconditionai love W often claimeà 
to bave ndiated from a source or being of üght. True False I rfxt't b u u  

60. No sounds of any kind are evcr mention4 in NDE reports. True False I h ' t  h i  

61. Often, those claiming to have had an NDE state that they 
felt iike they were floating outside of theu physicril bodies. True False I h ' t  kiu~ 



62. Most people reporting an unpleasant NDE mention 
feelings of intense heat. 

63. Ofteo, unpleasant NDE reports mention a du& 
grey light or darkness. 

64. Sometimes, those repohng an NDE daim that fearful 
scenes reoccur months o r  years after the expericncc 

65. Those reporting an unpleasant NDE rarely daim that 
they felt in actual danger during the erperience. 

66. Frequently, barren or ugly surroundings are 
mentioned in reports of unpleasant NDES. 

True False I h ' t  hl 

True False I b ' t  ka<? 

True False I LEll'f krxu 

Tnie False I h ' f  h m i r  

True False I &nlt loracl 

67. In your own estimation, how many of the above questions regardhg NDE knowledge 
(questions # 41 - 66) have you a n m e r d  correctly 3 

I estimate that I have answered out of the 26 NDE laioioledge questions correctly. 
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At this point, imagine that you are watching a T.V. nms  stoy. The topic of the stoq 

is - wbat it is like to die. One of the guests on the show recounts an cxpenence where hdshe 

describes almost dying of a heart attack The following is a summay of the account: 

"1 felt lilre I haü ieft my physicai bodg a d  was floodirg above the scene where 2 watched 
a medical t e m  trying &O revive me. men, 1 feït üke I was behg dmwn a dork twmd 

towards o brighf light. Severai of my deceascd relatives came to meet me. I was an 

indescribably happy occosion, I feït totol peace and contenbrient. At the end of the mnnel, I 

reached a source or behg of lfght wliielr redirrted an a&ï-cncomp~sss*ig love and acceponce of me. 

We reviewed my lifè so t h t  I saw oU of the siruolions w k n  I liod succeeded in showing love and 

kindness tow<vdr others duMg nry ii'fetime, Md &O the h e s  when I had f d e d  tu & SO. My 
next mernog Lr of being in îhe emegeng rwn, of the hospitol. 1 am absoiutely convinced Chat 

my near-death expericnce was red" 

68. Has this or anv other information about NDEs affected you in any way? 

Yes No Uncertnin 

69. If "Yes" or "Uncertain", please explain belon how NDE information may bave affeded p u :  



NDE ATTITUDE INDEX 

Please respond to each of the following statements, circling the PNE response choice 

[SD D U A or SA] that most closely indicates your own personal opinion. 

SD=strongly disagree; D=disagree; U-undecided; A=agree; SA=strongly agree. 

70. Near-death erperiences are an important 
topic for me to understand. 

71. 1 believe that events individuais daim to "remcmber" 
during their NDE did not reaUy takc place. 

72. 1 frnd the topic of NDEs to be very uplifting. 

73. 1 am fascinated by the topic of NDEs. 

74. There is no point in caring about the subject of NDEs. 

75. The topic of NDEs frightens me. 

76. 1 believe that NDEs are simply ail in the minds 
of those who report them. 

77.1 do net have any desire to kaow about NDEs reports. 

78. The topic of NDEs is one that particuhrîy 
desewes to be studied in-depth. 

79.1 don't End the subject of NDEs to be v e y  rassuring. 

80. NDEs are genuine gümpscs into the lire of the spirit 
after death. 

81.1 am net interestcd in the subject of NDEs. SD D U A 



82. 1 believe that NDEs are merely a way in which the mind protects 
itself against the anxiety of life-threatening situations. SD 

83. 1 am net worried by the things 1 know about NDEs. SD 

84. Near-death experiences are a an important 
topic for me to understand. SD 

85. I am curious to kaow mort about NDEs. SD 

86. I believe that individuals reporting NDEs who insist their 
experience was actualiy real are definitely wrong. SD 

87. 1 would watch a show on NDEs if 1 noticed 
one was on T.V. SD 

88. Examining books and other sources of information 
about NDEs is a waste of time. SD 

89. 1 am scared by the NDE reports 1 have heard. SD 

90. Please place a check mark beside the explanation tbat you fccl best explains the 
NDE account you have just read. 

If was a passing hallucination. 

I t  ruas tlie begznning of a mental illness. 

I t  ruas possible evidence fir lifé afer death. 

I t  ruas the producf of a vivid imagination. 

I t  ruas materid brought firth fmm the mind's unconscious 

I  don't know hozu tu exphin i f .  



91. Have you ever had a persona1 esperience similar 
to the NDE account describecl in this survey? 

........... 1 Yes 
......... 2.. No 

3 ........... Not Certain 

92. Do you know anyone personallv (other than 
yourself) who belicves thy've had a NDE? 

.......... 2 .  Yes 
........ 2.. .No 

3... ........ Nat m a i n  

93. If " Yes" or " Nof certnin ", hou many i n d ~ d u a h  do you believe 
you know personallv that have bad an NDEüke experience ? 

94. Consider this statement: 
In the future, the foliowing pcnons should be preoared to dbcuss NDEs with individuils who want 
to discuss the topic. SD = strongly disagree; D = disagree; U = undecided; A = agree; 
SA = strongly agree. 

(a) Nurses: 

(b) Clergy: 

(c) Social Workers: 

(d) f hysicians: 

(e) Psychiatrists//Clinical Psychologists: 



95. Consider the following statement: 
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1 would personally be cornfortable discussing the topic of NDEs in the following 
circumstances: (for each situation, circle the statement that best describes your opinion ) 
SD = strongly disugree; D = disagree; Li = undecided; A = agree; SA = strongly ngree. 

(a) With family members (in general): SD D U A SA 

(b) With close friends (in general): SD D U A SA 

(c)  With a physician: 

(d) With a nurse: 

(e) With a clergy member: SD D U A SA 

(f) With a c l i n i d  psychologist//psychiatrist: SD D U A SA 

(g) With a social worker: SD D U A SA 

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following statements: 

96. Information on neardeath experiences rnay be 
helpful to persons approaching dcath. SD D U A SA 

97. Information on near-death experieaces may be helpful 
to the families of persons approaching death. SD D U A SA 

98. Information on NDEs may be helpful to individuaIs 
who are womed about their own eventual death. SD D U A SA 

99. Information on NDEs rnay be helpful to individuals 
who are worried about a loved one who hm dieà. SD D U A SA 

100. The nature of NDEs appears to fit perîectly into my 
personal philosophy of death. SD D U A S A  



DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION 

101. What is your year of birth? 

102. Are you: (circle numbcr) 

103. What is your presemt occupation? 

104. Beginning with and inciuding grade One, bow many 
years of formal schooling have you complctcd? years. 

105. What is the highest leve1 of formal education you have com~leted?: 

(circle one number) 
1.. .......... sorne e h  ta y schwl 
2 ............ elmimtay s c h l  
3 ............ some high schwl 
4 ............ high school diplomn 
5 ............ community wllege diplonut 

.......... 6.. unimsiiy bachelors dègree 
7.. .......... u niomity pst-graduate or profissional àègree 

106. Religious affiliation (if any) (circle ont number) 

1.. .......... Gztholic 
......... 2.. .]ewish 

3... ......... Muslim 



PARTICIPANT CONCERNS 

The purpose of this survey b u  b e n  to eumine the opinions of individuals to see if there 
is any relationship between their knowledge and attitudes regarding Near-Death Experiences, and 
their attitudes towards life and dtath. 

1s there anything that you would like to add that you haven't had a chance to say on this 
questionnaire? 
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Charles Reid 
3 Waterbeach Cres., 
Rexdale. Ontario, Canada 
M9W 3L8 

Dr. Allan Kellehear 
Department of Sociology 
La Trobe University 
Victoria, Austrdia 3083 

Dear Dr. Kellehear, 

I am complethg a Master's thesis at the Uriivcdy of Toronto entitled "Knowledoe and 
Amitudes Concerning Near-Dd Experiences and Attitudes Toward Derth". I would like 
permission to allow inclusion of the following ueriai in the thesis and permission for the 
National Library of Canada to make of the ais (ie., to reproduce, loan dimibute, or sel1 
copies of the thesis by any means and in any foi or formai). t 

These nghts in no way restrict reproduction of the matend in m y  other fonn by you or 
by others authorized by you. 

The excerpt to be reprinted is the NDV vignette and "-en expi8natioiis for the NDE" 
question, as published in the article entided "Commrinity Attitudes Toward Nmr-Dadi 
Expenences: An Australian Smdyw, which apgears in the loumal of Near-Deufh Sludies. 1989, 
Vol. 7(3), pp. 165-172. 

-a.: -3 

If îhese arrangements meet with your 'ipproval, pl- sign this letter where indicated 
below and r e m  it to me in the enclosed retu n envelope. Thank you sincerely for your time 
and assistance. 

Kind regards, 

i Charles Reid 

PERMISSION G W D  FOR THE USE ~QUEST'ED ABOVE: 

4-10-9y 
Signature Print Name Date 



Charles Reid 
U S  

3 Waterbeach Cres., 
Rexdale, Ontario, Canada 
M9W 3L8 

Karen Thomas 
A.P.A. Permissions Office 
750 First Street N.E. 
Washington, D.C. 
20002-4242 

Dear Karen , 

1 am cornpleting a Master's thesis at the University of Toronto entided "Knowledge and 
Amtudes C o n c e d g  Near-Death Experiences and Aîtituda Toward Desth". 1 would like 
permission to allow inclusion of the f'ollowing materid in the thesis and permission for the 

"National Library of Canada to make use of the theois (je.. to rcproduce. lotin dimibute, o r  sel1 
copies of the thesis by any means and in iiny form or format). 

These rights in no way r&n reproduction of the materid in m>y 0 t h ~  fomi by you or 
by others authorized by you, 

The excerpt to be reprinted is the G + 3 mode1 of the (25 item) Threa Index, published 
in The Journal of Personality anâ Social Psychology, 199 1, Vol. 60, pp. 122- 1 29. This 25 item 
version has been adapted from the 40 item Threat Index, the procedural m k u d  for which appeus 
on pages 235 through 241 of F. R Epting and RA.  Neimyefs Penonal Memin- of Dudi: 
&~lications of Personal Constnict Theorv to Clinical Prsctice. 

If these arrangements meet with your approval, please sign this Ietter where indicated 
below and return it to me in the encloscd retum envelope. Thank you sincerely for your time 
and assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards, 

Charles Reid 

PERMISSION GRANTED FOR THE USE REQUESTED ABOVE: 

S ignaîure Print Narne Date ' 



Charles Reid 
21 6 

3 Waterbeach Cres., 
Rexdde, Ontario, Canada 
M9W 3L8 

August 13, 1994. 

Dr. Robert A. Neimeyer 
Department of Psychology 
Memphis State University 
Memphis, Tennessee 3 8 1 52 

Dear Dr. Neimeyer, 

1 am completing a Master's thesis at the University of Toronto entitled "Knowledge and 
Attitudes Conceming Neat-Dudi Eltpenences and Attitudes Toward Dath". 1 would like 
permission to allow inclusion of the following materiai in the thesis and permission for the 
National Library of Canada to make use of the thesis (le., to reproduce, loan ci idbute ,  or sel1 
copies of the thesis by any means and in any form or format). 

These rights in no way restna reproduction of the materid in any other fonn by you or 
by others authorized by you. 

The excerpt to be r e p ~ t e d  is the G + 3 mode1 of the (25 item) Thrcaî Index, as published 
in The Journcil of Personality and Social Psychology, 1991, Vol. 60, pp. 122-129. 

If these arrangements meet with your appmval, please siga this letter where indicated 
beiow and retum it to me in the enclosed return envelope. Thank you sincerely for your time 
and assistance in this matter. 

Kind regards, 

Charles Reid 




